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SAVED BY HIS LUCK;
I

'

OR,

What Followed the Yacht Race.
By

· coRNE~IUS

CHAP TER I .
RUN DOWN IN THE FOG.

I t was the day of the great international yacht race, which was
to be sailed over the outside course.
Ever since daylight the little town of Keyport, New Jersey, had
been hidden by a dense sea fog; but as the town clock tolled the
hour of eight it gradually began to lift, and in a little while the
hills of Staten Island commenced to show up plainly across the
bay.
··Hurrah, fellows!" shouted a lad who was standing on the end
of the oi d dock, '·we will ~ee the race after all. The fog has
lifted."
As the lad who uttered these words is to play an important
pan in this story, we will give a brief description of him.
About seventeen years bf <1ge, nearly six feet in height, and
about as slender as he could possibly be without being a "living
skeleton;" rather nleas•nt-looking face, topped off with a head of
c11rly r~d hair, and you have a pict ure of Frank Hall.
Frank's parents were wealthy. They had spent the summer
at Keyport, and wh en the time came to return to the city, the
first of September, the boy had coaxed so to stay a few weeks
longer among the friends he had become acquainted with, that
they at length consented.
It had been two weeks now since his parents had go~e back to
New York, but Frank did not seem to mind it. His favori te
sport was yachting, and h was an adept with the little sailing
craft he owned.
·
She was a beaut) and no mistake, and could show a clean pair
of heels to anything of her size in those parts.
• Her name was the Sea Bfrd, and great pride was taken in her
by her owner.
In <nite of Frank Hall's rather ungainly appearance he was of
a ~co d - n atured disposition, was clever and had lots of friends.
He and three other boys had come down to the dock this morn-
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ing hoping that the fog would lift so that the.y could sail to Sandy
Hook and witness the great race.
·
Frank's companions were named Ben Sharp, Hen Lakely and
Larry O'Dowd, respectively.
The latter-named individual was a bright, intelligent Irish lad
of very respectable parentage, and a general favorite with everybody.
He and Fra11k were fast friends, and many a good time had
they spent together in sailing the little boat.
As soon aE the fog had entirely lifted, the boys became in very
cxul ,ant spjrits.
''Come, boys, let us be off at once!" exclaimed Frank Hall, as h·e
seized the stem line of the little yacht and began gradually workin~ he r toward the dock.
fhis feat wa~ soon accomplished, and then, just as the boys
were about to board the Sea Bird, a plainly dressed boy of about
their ow n age made his way down the dock toward them.
We say plainly dressed, for he was naught \!lse. His clothes
were of very common material, but looked neat upon him notwi1hstanding this fact.
In size he was rather large for his age, and his frank, open
countenance and curly chestnut hair gave him a decidedly handsome appearance in spite of his common wearing apparel.
Frank Hall stood with the line in his hand and waited for the
boy to come up.
"Excuse me, but arc you going over to Staten Island?" asked
the newcomer, in a respectful tone.
'·No," answered Frank; "we are going out to see the yacht
race. Why? did you want to go over to the island?"
"Yes," replied the boy.
"Do you live over there ?"
"Yes."
"\~·hat's the matttr. !Jhen? Has ~ome one stolen vour hoal ?"
A: slight shade of embarrassment overspread the-boy's face for
a brief momen .
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"No," he said ;it length, "I have no boat. But what is left of
the one I was in lies on the beach over there with her side stove
fn. There were four of us in her, and we were just aboµLgoing
to make a landing when the sudden squall which came up yesterday afternoon struck us and hove us upon a big sharp rock. We
managed to get safely ashore, but the boat is ruined."
"Where are your companions?" asked Fn\nk Hall, becoming
interested ip. the story of the amateur shipwreck.
, ·, .
"Oh, they went home last nigqt, They took the train to Perth
Amboy and then crossed over to the island in the ferryboat. They
promised to come after m~ the first !hi!lg this m01:ning, but I see
no signs of them yet."
"But," said Frank, in mild q.stonishment, "you say your comp;inions went home last night by train and ferryboat. Why didn't
you go with them f.'' · - .
"That is easily explained," replied the boy, as he tap~ed his
foot uneasily upon the planking of the dock. "You see, tl;iere
was only money enough in the crowd to pay- three · fares, while
there were four of us to go. We drew Jots to see who was to be
left behind, and it fell tp me. That's all there i~ .about it, I ,
came down here, and seeing that you were getting ready to .go
somewhere, though,t probably that you were going as:ross the bay_;
that is the reason I asked the question."
..
''Say. \'vhat is your name?" suddenly asked Frank Hall.
"Jack Darling," replied the boy.
"Well, Jack Darling, don'! you want to go to the yacht race
with ns ~ We w~ll land you on Staten Island when we coi:pe
back."
•
''I would like to." returned the boy, hesitatingly, "but, you·
sec, .I have had no breakfast: and besides, what ,will .my friends
think when they come oyer after me .and find me ' missing?''. .
~'Friends be hanged! They had no business to go away .In that
manner. One of them, at least, should have stayed with you. If.
they come over after you let-them have a little fun staying around
here waiting for you to turn up. As far as breakfast is conce..rned, we have plenty to eat on board the Sea Bird, and 've wi-1.t'
ht yo1,1 out to the queen's· taste in that line. Come, I've ,taken a
liking to yQu; what do you, ~~y-will you go with us?"
.
For a moment Jack Darlmg hesitatedJ and then ~teppmg .fQrward, he J.:(rasp,·d Frank Hall by the hand and said:
"Yes, I'll accept your invitation, for I think you .mean just
what you say."
"Good! Now all hands get aboard and we will be off."
It did not take the boys long to board .the S ea Bird, and in a
ve~ siwrt space of .time the little craft ·was under full sail, speeding down the bay before a light breeze whi;:h had spnmg up.
Jaek Darlillg soon became Yery friendly with the crew of l;ioys
he had fallen in with, and \\rhen his appetite ha,'d. been somewhat
appease<! :from the larder af ·the Sea Bird, .he bec~111e aa )TIUCh ·
enth~sed as th6 others ab0!1t the great ya,clit ra¢e that was to ~al5e
place that day.
..
' ·
Straight fer Sa.r!dY :f!oqf< went the little c;raft> Frartk Hall at
the tilter.
·
·· ,
'
Soon t11s. Nighlands p.f Navesi.nk, were p~ssed , <j,.!lq preseptly
they had rounded the point and yv~re on the bosnoo)f tb~r bro<1d
"Atlantic. '
The .sea El!d no't. run 'Very high, but rplled in a listless aort '1f
a \vay, and the Sea Bird rode upon the billows like <1 tqi11g af life.
Cra.hs .of ail descriptions were gathering about the spot, ami it
teok a practked eye to safely sail a boat thr0ttgh them. .
But F;-ank Hall knew his busin.ess, and his companions "placed
th.e utmo~ confu:le1-1ce in .him.
.
.
. _
Almost as soon as the Saa Bii'd arriv~ .ui:ton the .spot the y~chts
started, apd a feeling of pride filled the breasts. of the crew .as
they saw the sails bf the Ameri<:<1n. sloo_p fill 'yhile he ' fonted
eeross the line almost by the sitle of her' ~rish rival, the

"Whew!" whistled Jack Darling, from his seat in the bow of
the Sea Bird; "if we don't l~ok out now ,tJle tide will take; us on
out."
.
H 'e had scarcely ceased spi;~king, whe? a heavy fQ$. began to
make its appearance; 111 less time than 1t takes to write 1t, they
were enveloped' in the midst of an immense cfciud bank.
, '
The fcg of the early morning had lifted but for a short time.
The occupants of the little boat nqw peg'an to grow decided ly
uncomfortable,.
.
.. · _ ..
Tf!e,Y could hear the shrieking
steam whistles In. almost every
direction, but the sounds were so much confused that they did
not know which way to point the bow of the' Sea Bird.
At .)engt\l Jack Dadi1Jg a~ J..any o:Do\vq sei~ed t~ oapt, and
began rowing lhe little sailboat in the direction Frank Hall indicated.
. ·- ,
flalf an hour passed.
.
.
The steam whistles had been growing fainter and fainter every
moment, and now they · ceased altogether . . -They had ' rowed the boat· in every conceivable direction, but
seemed to be furth,;r at sea than ever.
, "If we only had a compa ~ we would be all right," said, Frank;
"lmt as we haven't got ·anJI, we will have to keep on rowing 1.lPtil
w e strike land or something else."
For three .solid l;iours they kept it up, rowing about in that
h eavy ~ impenet rable mist.
·
Then throwing down the oars, Larry O'Dowd exclaimed:
" Its no use, boys, we cinay as \Yell wait for ' the fog to lift."
Just as the words escaped the Irish b'o y's lips, a dull, roaring
sound was heard close upon, them.
All hands .involuntarily started to their feet.
The . Q~xt instant a_ ql a c~ bosfy loomed up _in front of th m;
then came' a heavy · crash, and befoJc the '--boys lsnew what had
happened they \Vere stfuggJing iirtQe. hr_iny water~.

of

.-.- CHAPTER .I I.
ON

BOAR!'.> 'THE LARKSPUR:

. As- the €rash came, Jack Darling . involuqtarily flung his . h'ands
upward.
_
·,
,
It was htcky for him that.he did so, for· th\!Y sirnck something
wht4\1 he quickly seized hold o~ with a firm grasp.
_
•·
The next instant he felt his feet digging through the water, and
he. became aware of the faet · thi!t h ~ had ·Seized-,up9n 'the forechains of a huge ship, which ·had· r..tu\ the little yai;ht down in
th e fog.
He shot one brief. glance about him 1 ;ind saw two of his companions struggling ji1 th:~ w.atpr, amid tht: wr.eck pf the little Sea
Bird, and tJ1en they . wer~ lost te view.. ,
.,
,
Jack was· natn.ra-lly 11 cual .one, .nud. he concln,ded tha! · the. best
thing he c-0uld do wa! ·to dimh 4pward ;iad QQal'd· the Y.fssi:l.
J HSt as he made .uµ his mind to do this, il.e waa &.udli!!nly. sut- pri. ed to ~nd o.'1Jt tltat he. was )).at the .only . oo.e li1 ~ t)lrilliog
position he was placed in.
,.
'
.
He distinctly heaTd the lab.oF.cd breathing o.f s01:ne· ooe, as
th-0t1gh ,they were undergoing· a vei)'. heavy straju, ,
Drawing himself upon the chains, he -gazed about him,
. '
<Jn the 1ee !>.ow ef th:e ;ll'essel .he .saw Larry . O'l)nwd, i:liuging ·
to · the -foot. ro,pe with ~1e hand, whill! with th~ Cltill!T P.o gus~
Fr;tnk Hall l>y the coll_;i~ of his aqat.
• '
.
,
The Iri;;h lad -was breathing heavily, an1:Lthe ,veim o.ri lii forch r~d .seeQie<;I in danger of blfrsting.
He saw.Jacl< almost thC? ,sam.e instant the bey .disc;overed hiUI.
"Hurr.y 1. up, for. 1God's · sake !1' exclaimed Larry, "or . we will.
both be lost."
"· •
· · · ., •
. . · · · .''~t wa~ . but :~he worJ<.of a-,: moment fqc- Jack to crai 1,to bis· .aid,
Shamrock.
' · .. .
·
·
and the next instant he hap_ s.eize.d ,hold of t-he J:iatf-dtewtJed
"I don't believe in- betting," said . Frank .Hall; "but if I did, I Fr-ank Hall\ ,
· · .. .,
•
:, ., ..· .
..
.
·
woli!Q. wager all that l am worth. on the ~rrierican yacht!'' ·
Then, .in.· Jess tim~.ihan; it takes.• tn r.e.cord ~t,, all three 'of th~
Meanwhfle Jack :l>arliflg said ·never a \vord, but-gazed i.11tehtly boys were afelCY .i1poii tbe0fqot-rolJeS Qt the vesseJ wbi®;J1ad· run
at the t o rac.e r&.
_ .
, . ,
them down. ,., '
·<
r,, •
~.
' • ; •
'
'They were now. skippi~g over the waves at a f~ir r.afe qf .speed,
But what had become of the o"ther two boys wbicb had tmf;lthe Irish cutter slightly m the lead.
prised the yacht's c.rew? .
·
.
.
After them went the li ttle S ea Eire{, close in their wake, ~ltough
P oor' fellows! h'alrstwi11.t1d as the.y had beep
t.b e si1dt!w .cooshe was gradually being left behind.
' cussion,. th~y had l>.een s1:1c.k!.!d .down;war~ "b~o.ea:th tl1e l;iriny w~ves
;But the ~reat in ternational yac\lt race was not destjn.e4 to be
-to death .
.. ...
• ,
. .
Half blinded, 'ai.i<l nearly suffocated by his 'terrible batH, Frank
finished that day. .
•
:.
..
Sc~rcely three-quarters of an hour had elapst\d froIJil: ' tl]e startHall tor a, f!1inu~e ,or so lay almost breathle~ in the ar01s cl his
ing time, when the wind almost entirely .died ouL ,, . .' ..
tw-0 compa111-0us.
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In a few minutes he braced up, however, and Jack said:
"It is rather queer that none of the crew of this ship have
made their appearance. Do you suppose they ran into us without hearing the shock? Let us climb up on the deck, anyway;
come."
Suiting the action to the words, he grasped the top of the bowrail, and in another moment he was upon the deck.
A man, who was evidently the lookout, srood before him.
The sailor started back in astonishment at the sudden appearance of Jack, and exclaimed :
"Avast, there, my hearty! Where did ye come from?"
He had no sooner uttered the words when Frank and Larry
clambered over the bows.
"Blow me tight! if I don't believe somethin' hev happened!
What air ther matter, lads?" gasped the now thoroughly frightened lookout.
"I guess something has happened," said Jack. "You have run
our yacht down and drowned two of our party. Do you mean
to say that you know nothing about it?"
"So help me Bob, I don' t ! I've been here for ther last twentx
minutes on ther lookout, but ther blasted fog hez been so thick I
couldn't see nothin'. I do remember of hearin' a kinder grindin'
noise a Jeetle while ago, hut I thought it was a floatin' log we
had run afoul of. I'm sorry, my lads, but it can't be helped. Step
aft, and tell your story to ther capen."
_'..'..That's the best thing we can do, I gues . Come on, fellows,"
said Jack.
Frank and Larry followed him, and they were soon at the afterpart of the ship.
The fog was so dense that they could scarcely see a dozen feet
ahead of them, but they could distinguish the moving forms of
the sailors as they flew about attending to their duties.
In a minute or so they ran afoul of a man, whom they rightly
judged to be the captain.
He stared in blank amazement at their appearance for a moment. and then a shade of anger crossed his countenance.
"What have we here-stowaways?" he demanded.
"No, sir, not stowaways," replied Jack Darling, who seemed to
be left to act as spokesman. "Your ship ran us down in the fog.
There were five aboard of our little boat; three of us managed to
. catch hold of the foot-ropes, and the other two are at the bottom
of the ocean."
The ca·ptain's face turned pale at this, and his manner changed.
Jack then proceeded to relate the whole story just as it had
happened.
When he had concluded the captain shook his head.
~ Well ,- boys, I am sorry, but that does not better the case any.
We are sailing by compass, and we must be at least forty miles
outside of the Hook. This vessel is the LarkspM, bound for
China, and· I am Captain J obes, the man in charge of her. When
the fog lifts-which I think it will shortly-we will probably meet
a vessel going pack your way; and if we do I will certainly hail
her and put you on board."
"But suppose we don't meet a vessel, what then?" gasped Jack.
"You will have to ~o to China with us, then," replied Captain
Jobes, "for it is utterly impossible for me to turn back to New
York now. You had better go below now until the fog- lifts; I
guess there will be no danger but that you will get safely back. I
am very sorry about your two companions that were lost, though.
Here, Mr. Johnson, just conduct these boys below and see that
their wants are properly attended to. Boys, I will see you later."
It was with a strange feeling that the three boys descended
the companionway which led to the cabin of the Larkspur, preceded by the second mate, Mr. Johnson.
In about half an hour the fog had entirely cleared, and Captain Jobes came down the companionway.
"Boys," said he, in a cheerful tone, "the fog has lifted, and the
Larkspur is bowling along before a stiff breez:e. We are away
out of sight of land, but, as I said before, if we meet a vessel
coming into port, I shall be only too happy to put you aboard
of her."
But the afternoon waned, and finally night came on, and no
signs of any incoming vessel yet.
And so it was the next day, and the next; then the three boys
began to make up their minds that they were bound for China in
earnest.
As the days passed they became more accustomed t~ life on
sh ipboard, amt gradually became resigned to their fate.
Occasionally, one would catch a tear-drop on the cheek of the
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other, but this was when visions of home arose, and hey forbore
to speak about it.
The captain was a rather kind-hearted man, but the first mate
was a regular bulldog, if we may use such an expres~ion.
There was but one sailor among the entire crew that the boys
took any fancy to at all, and this one was Bill Bunt, the man
who had been on the lookout when they had first boarded the ship.
This old salt was of a very good-natured disposition, and he
took great pains in teaching the three boys the duties of a seaman; for they had struck in to work from the first, as anything
was better than idleness under the circ~1stances in which they
.
~re~~
The first mate, who was a Spaniard named Ganzees, seemed to
have a strong dislike for the boys, though he used the sailors remarkably '\veil.
Every time he had the least bit of a cause he would curse and
abuse the boys at a terrible rate.
But they said nothing to any one save Bill Bunt and Pete, the
negro cook, who both came in for their share of abuse from the
mate.
Pete, the cook, was a happy-go-lucky sort of an individual, and
the boys took a strong liking to him in &Pite of his ebony skin.
The days drifted into weeks and the weeks into months, and
one night, about a fortnight after the Larllspur had rounded the
Cape of Good Hope, Jack Darling noticed Ganzees, the mate,
holding very earnest conversation with several of the sailors near
the forecastle.
There was nothing very particular in this, but then he had
noticed many like proceedings of late, and he began to think
"something was in the wind," as the saying goes.
He made up his mind to endeavor to find out what was going
on.
Creeping stealthily forward, he at length came within earshot
of Ganzees and the sailors.
Almost the first words that came to his ears were: "Kill the
captain-take possession of the ship," and other like expressions.
Jack could not hear much of what the men had to say, so he
moved a little closer.
As he did so, a large coil of rope tumbled over, and the next
instant he fell sprawlihg at the very feet of the rascally mate.
CHAPTER III.
THE MUTINY.

Jack Darling sprang to his feet with a bound, but before he
could make any further movement the mate had seized him by the
collar with a vise-like grip.
"What do you want here, you young cub? Been listening, I
suppose!" he hissed, between his teeth.
"Leave go of me !" sa.id Jack, as coolly as possible, endeavoring
to wrench him5elf free.
The group of seamen scowled fiercely at him, and looked as
though they would like to make way with him.
"vVhat do you want here, I say?" demanded Ganzees, fiercely.
"Nothing," replied our hero; "I was just coming this way when
I stumbled over this coil of rope, that's all."
"That won't wash!" said one of the sailors. "Cap, he are onto
our racket; I see'd him a-watching' us afore."
It was a warm, starlight nighfy'and as Jack stood there on the
deck of the Larkspur in the midst of those frowning-visaged
men, it made a very striking picture.
For the space of full two minutes not a word was spoken, and
then the mate, clearing his throat, said:
"Men, I think we had better hasten matters a little and do the
job to-night. It will never do to let this boy go, for he must certainly have heard our convers~tion."
"'Ay, ay, cap; knock him on ther head to start ther ball, then,"
suggested a brutal-looking sailor.
At these words Jack Darling's heart sank within him.
It seemed that his earthly career was about to J)c cut short.
It was hard to die so young, and he made up 'his mind that he
would not stand by and be butchered without making an effort
to save his life.
"With this thought in his mind, he made a sudden dodge, and
succeeded in freeing himself from Ganzees' grasp; then, making a
mighty bound, he cleared the overturned coil of rope and darted
along the deck toward the stern of the ship.
Crack!
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A pistol ..in the hands of the first mate was discharged at the
fleeing boy, but the bullet flew wide of its mark.
Crack ! crack! crack!
The next moment all was confusion on .board the ship.
Straight for the captain's cabin ran Jack, and he was just in
time to see that individual coming up the companionway, rernlver
in hand.
·
"What is the meaning of this?" he exclaimed.
"Mutiny!" shouted Jack ; "get ready to fight for your lives."
The mutine~rs, under the lead of Ganzees, the mate, had halted
near the mizzen-mast, ;nd were e.vidently holding a sort of con. sultation.
This temporal'.y halt gave those not in league with them a
chance to collect together in one spot.
The latter party consisted of Captain Jobes, Johnson, the second mate; Bill Bunt, the three boys, and Pete, the negro cook.
A small party, indeed, to make any sort of a stand against
eleven villains such as the mutineers were.
Yet the captain meant to fight them. He was a man of nerve,
and he made up his mind that rather than lose command of the
ship he would die fighting.
At the first report of the pistol, he and the second mate had
gathered what weapons there were in the cabin, and rushed on
deck.
Bill Bunt was at the wheel, and the captain's party surrounded
him.
Presently the villainous mate raised his revolver and fired another shot.
The bullet cut a Jock of hair from the old tar's head, but he
never let his fingers Jose their grip upon the spokes of the wheel.
Crack!
This time it was the captain's weapon that spoke, and one of
the mutineers dropped howling to the deck.
This seemed to be a signal for a general onslaught, for the
next moment Ganzees led his men upon the little party with a
rush.
Jack, Frank and Larcy had been given revolvers by the captain, and they soon showed that they knew how to use them.
But if they were armed, the mutineers were as well, and presently Johnson, the second mate, fell to the deck with a bullet
in his brain.
This, for a moment, disheartened the captain's party, and taking advantage of it, the mutineers m~de a mighty effort, and at
length succeeded in overpowerin~ the brave little party.
Jack received a knock on the side of his head which completely
stunned him, and when he came to he found that he was in the
vessel's hold, securely ironed.
It was as dark as a pocket in the foul-smelling place, but he
soon became conscious of the fact that he was not alone.
He was about to call out, when a voice, which he at once recognized as the captain's, said:
"How are you there, Ja ck Darling-have you come to yet?"
~Yes, captain," replied Jack, as he raised himself up as far as
his condition would permit. "Are you, the only one in the hold
with me?"
"Not much, Jack, old boy," said the voice of Frank Hall, close
at hand. "I am here, and so are Lury, Bill Bunt and Pete, the
cook. None of us frel very good, though. I guess. Roll yourself
over this way, and let me touch you. We all thought that maybe
that crack you got on the head had settled you."
' Jack at once obeyed Frank's request, and presently the little
band which had made such a gallant 3tand against the mutineers
were together in a bunch.
When they had been confined about twelve hours in the hold,
one of the hatches was opened, and a couple of the mutineers
came down with some sea biscuit and water.
Then, one at a time, they were allowed to eat this frugal repast, their captors standing over hem with drawn pistols while
their wrists were free from the irons.
·when the two mutineers departed from the hold, they left the
lantern they had brought behind them.
The prisoner> did not know why this l\vas done; but they appreciated it, at any rate.
Their hunger and thirst appeased, and being now able to see
each other's face5, their spirits beg-an to rise again.
Some time along in the middle watch, Jack Darling and his
companions became aware that a mighty torm was c;oming up.
The Larksfmr began to pitch apd toss at a fearful rate, and all
was confusion upon the deck.

They could hear the mutineers rushing hurriedly about upon
the deck over their heads, in their efforts to keep the ship righted.
"If Ganzees and the sailors have been drinking, the ship is
Jost as sure as fate," said Captain Jobes.
"Ay, ay I that she are, capen !" exclaimed Bill Bunt. "I guess
they must hev got at !her rum afore this l it are a bad outlook for
'
us, an' no mistake."
Suddenly Jack. who had been silent for some time, gave an
exclamation and held up his hands, free from the irons.
"Glory!" he almost shouted, under his breath, "the mutineer
failed to lock my irons, and I have got my bands free."
''You don't say I" ejaculated Bill Bunt. "Well, now if you
kin crawl around ther hold and find a hammer, or somet!1in', you
kin easily smash these things of ours; they won't be able to hear
us on deck for ther noise of ther storm."
But our hero was already searching about before the old salt
had ceased speaking; in a minute or so he discovered a short bar
of iron.
The next moment he was busily engaged in smashing the
cast-iron fetters which held them powerless to act.
Just as he had succeeded in freeing the captain, there was a
dull roar, followed by a thunderous crash.
The Larkspur eareened over on her side, and the next instant
a perfect deluge of sea water poured into the hold.
CHAPTER IV.
THE WRECK OF THE LARKSPUR.

Had a bomhshell exploded, it could not have caused more consternation among the orisoners in the hold of the Larkspur.
"Good Lord!" ejaculated Bill Bunt, "ther ship hev run upon a
ro.:k!"
'·Yes, and the water is rushing in like a cataract. Quick,
Jack!" exclaimed ,Captain Jobes, as he seized the old salt by the
collar and drew him out of reach of the rapidly-rising water.
Jn an exceedingly short space of time Jack had performed a
like service for Frank and Larry.
The water entirely submerged the darkey before the captain
seized hold of liim, and when he was drawn out he was sputtering at a great rate, while the whites of his eyes shone -with a
terrifi ed glare.
The ship still Jay upon her beam ends, in the same position she
·
had taken immediately after the shock.
This fact somewhat eased the minds of those in her hold, for it
told them plainly that she was not liable to sink right away.
She had evidently struck upon a reef, and became lodged
there.
The violent tramping upon the deck told them that the mutineers were getting ready to take a hasty depafture.
A sort of chilly feeling came over Jack as he thought of this.
Prisoners in the hold of a stranded ship, which might go down
at any moment. The situation was by no means a pleasant one.
"Well, captain," said Jack, "what do you think of the state
of affairs?"
The captain shrugged his shoulders.
"We're in a bad box. my boy. and no mistake. The first thing
to do now is to break the shackles from the rest of the party, and
then we will see if we can't force our way out of the hold."
These words of the captain seemed to inspire Jack with fresh
energy. Seizing the bar of iron, he went to work with a will, and
soon had the satisfaction of seeing all hands free from their
shackles.
'·Now." said Captain Jobes, "to see if we can force our way to
liberty!"
He strnck a powerful blow upon the hatch-cover as he spoke.
Bang I The blow was such a heavy one that the iron .bar with
which he had struck it recoiled, and flew from his hands with
sudden force.
Splash!
"There it goes right through the hole in the ship's bottom," exclaimed Larry O'Dowd.
The boy was right. The iron bar had certainly fallen in the
very spot where it had ought not to have done, and the only implement by which they might have forced their way out was
gone.
''Tha,fs too bad," said Frank Hall. dolefully.
"De 1..ord sabe iis now," moaned the cook. ":L gU(l$S we a111
all drowned now for suah l"
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"Blast it! don't holler afore ye are hurt," said Bill Bunt. "Jist
wa it a while; we'll find some way to git out o' here, see if we
don't."
"You bet we will!" exclaimed our hero, in a hopeful tone;
"don't give up yet, by any m eans."
"l didn't say I had given up," said Frank, in a more cheerful
voice; "but I tell you it looks bad for us."
··oh, yes, we is done gone, suah," waited Pete, the darkey.
·Bill Bunt bristled up somewhat at this. ·
·'See here, nigger," said he, in a stern voice, "if you don't stop
that kind o' talk, we'll throw you down that hole ter look for ther
iron bar. Now, jist remember that, will ye?"
This speech seemed to have the desired effect, and the frightened darkey lapsed into silence.
Meanwhile. J«ck and Larry were searching about every portion
of the hold that was out of water, endeavoring to find something
by which they might break open the hatch cover.
At last an empty ca k was brought forth, and this they began
pitching up against the hatch with all their m ight.
But it was no use; the hatch was securely barred, and there
was no need of wasting their strength in pitching the cask about
for nothing.
·
No sounds of the m,utineers were heard upon the deck now, so
they concluded that they must have left the Larkspur and the
prisoners in her hold to their fate.
"There is only one way to get that hatch open," said Jack, after
a minute's reflection, "and that is fr om the outside."
"That would be easy enough to do if ye were out thar ter do
it," remarked the old salt, with a gr:m smile upon his weatherbeaten countenance.
"Sure enough," assented the captain.
"Well, I am going out there to do it," said Jack, in a decided
tone of voice.
'"What!" gasped all hands, in a breath, irazing at him incredu·lotisly; "going 011t upon the deck? How?"
"I Q.m going through; tlrn hole in the bottom and swim around
to the lee side and c:limb up the chains."
"It is a risky piece of business, my boy," said Captain Jobes,
"and I am afraid to let yo.u make the attempt."
"I am satisfied that I can do it," returned Jae)<, "and I am
goi11g to make the attempt. The storm has , died down by this
time, and there will be no danger of me drowning, and if the
sharks happen to !('et me, why. there will only be one less to
starve to death in the Larksp1ir's hold." ·
Th11 boy spoke these words so coldly that for a moment his
hearers gazed in awe at him.
,
c.i.ptain ] obes was the first to speak.
"Make the attempt, my boy," said he, "and may success go
with you."
The next moment J ack had removed his shoes and was wading
in tl\e water in the direction of the break in the vessel's bottom.
The hole, which was about four feet in diameter, was entirely
under watei:, and v;hen Jack's fe~t touched the edge of it he was
wading up to his chin.
Turning about. he waved his hand and said:
''Well, here goes; I'll soon have you all safely out of here."
The next moment he sank beneath the water, and seized the
j.agg;ed edge of the break with his hands.
Then, giving a sudden spring, he shot through the opening into
the sea outside.
The boy was 'l good swimmer. and he determined to get a
good distance from the wrecked ship before he came to the surface.
Then he could take his "bearings" better, and find the best place
to climb ·upon the stranded vessel's deck.
A few powerful strokes outward, and then he began to rise to
the surface.
fo another moment he was breathing the fresh sea. air.
Dashing the spray from his eyes, he glanced about him.
The storm had entirely ceased, but a very heavy sea was
running.
There lay the Larkspur, firmly wedged between two immense
rocks, which formed a part of a narrow reef.
One glance at the ship's position, and Jack was convinced that
she would stay there until she went to pieces.
Before starting out toward tb.e wreck, Jack turned about and
glanced in the opposite dir.ection.
He gave a violent start and rubbed his eyes, to make sure that
he was not laboring under any delusion.
0
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No, he was not. It was land he saw, and that not half a mile
away.
Jack gave an exclamation of joy. and started to swim for the
Larl<spur, from which he was rapidly drifting, as the tide was
running in shore.
His cry was quickly turned to one of dismay. however, for
suddenly he saw half a dozen proas, loaded with dusky natives,
P,ut off from the shore, and come skimming rapidly toward him.
CHAPTER V.
THE MUTINEERS ON AN ISLAND.

As soon as Ganzees and his rascally followers had lodged their
prisoners safe in the hold, they began' to make merry over their
victory.
They tapped a barrel of rum, and at once proceeded to haul
forth all the luxuries that the ship's larder contained.
But the villainous mate was too shrewd to allow his men to
imbibe too much of the rum; he knew full well that if he allowe<;l them their own way they would become beastly drunk in
short order.
He had great influence with the crew, and his word wai law
with them; therefore he had little or no difficulty in keeping them
under good di scipline.
When a double allowance of grog had been served all around,
Ganzees said:
"Now, then, men, the Larkspur is ours, and I am captain.
N ow, the next questi on is, what shall we do with her?"
"Cruise about the Malay lslantjs until we capture a good prize,
and then divide the- boodle, and sneak out to furrin' parts an' enjoy ourselves ther re<;t of our lives," suggested a beetle-browed
sailor named Jim Hardcastle.
"Your suggestion is a good one. Jim Hardcastle," said Ganzees;
"and you may consider yourself appointed as first mate of this
craft on the strength of it. Your words express my ideas exactly. What say you, men? Are we right?"
"Ay ! ay l" came the unanimous i:esponse.
''Good! Then so it shall be."
Ganzee-s then proceeded to give orders as to the proper sailing
of the ship, and retired to the cabin.
He was there stil! when the storm came up, and at its first approach nished upon the deck.
Evetything was in a flurry of excitement there.
The sailors 'were more or less worked up, not having the cool
head of Cap ta in J obes to direct them.
At length the crisis came. There was a terrific crash, a mighty
upheaval of blinding spray, and the gallant Larkspur rolled over
on her beam ends, and qt1ivered li~e an aspen.
Two of the mutineers. were washed overboard, their ghastly
faces and staring, unnatural eyes showing for a brief moment ere
they sank to ri se no more beneath the raging billows.
Gan zees was the last to leave the stranded ship, and he evered the rope at a single slash of his knife, bidc;ling the mi;n to
pull on the oars for their lives.
·
The sailors bent to their oars •with a will, and at length, after
no little difficulty, they succeeded in effecting a landing upon
the beach of the little island.
It was rather a wild-looking spot. The tropical trees and
plants grew down to the very water's edge in the richest profusion.
Ganzees heaved a sigh of satisfaction as he made his way to the
shelter of some tall, thick-boughed trees, which grew close at
hand.
They had leit the wrecked Larkspur in such haste that they
had brought nothing with them save the guns, pistols and knives
with which they were armed.
One of the seamen had some matches in a waterproof hox
with him, and collecting some dried boughs, they managed, after
a deal of trouble, to start a fire, which gave forth more smoke
than blaze.
·
With this they dried their clothing, and then, guns in hand,
they started into the depths of , the forest in search of some
sort of game with which to allay their hunger, for, owing to the
severeness of the storm they had just passed through, they had
not eaten much for several hours.
They had made their way for perhaps a fourth of a mile inland, when a flock of some sort of fowls resemblirtg quail was
started.
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The leader of the mutineers leveled his weapon, which was
a muzzle-loading shotgun, and pulled the trigger.
.
Almost at the same instant that the report rang out, a wild yell
was heard, followed by a violent tramping in the bushes.
The next moment ~ score of savage-looking natives appeared
upon the scene, and surronnded the party.
.
Acting on a sudden impulse, Ganzees threw down his gun, and
raised hi s han ds in token of submission.
"Do the same as I do, every one of you!" he exclaimed, in an
undertone, glancing hastily at his followers.
The mutineers were not a little frightened at the sudden appearance of the natives, but they obeyed their leader's instructions to the very Jetter.
The savages, who were Malays, seemed surprised at this move,
and checked themselves in their rush.
"Hold up, my good fellows," said the mutineers' leader, in a
mild tone; "we are friends, and don't mean any harm."
He hardly expected that his words would be understood, but
much to his surprise, a big, burly Malay, who seemed to be the
leader, answered, in fairly good English :
"What white men do here,t.-where um ship?"
/
"Our ship lies out there on the reef, with a hole stove in her
bottom," returned Ganzees, pointing in the direction of the wreck
of the Larkspur.
"Um; good! Lay um guns down; Malays take um; white men
go wif us; no kill if be good."
There was no alternative, so the mutineers submitted quietly
to the proceedings, and presently they were being marched along
through the forest in the midst of the band of lithe, savage
Malays.
Half an hour's walk over a beaten path through the forest, and
they came to a village of no mean ,size, considering the locality.
In the center of this was a large bamboo hut, and toward this
Ganzees and his followers were marched.
As they neared it, a white man, attired in a ga,udy Spanish costume, emerged through the doorway.
He was tall, and straight as an arrow, and had a stern, commanding look.
A crimson sash encircled his waist, into which was thrust innumerable pistols and knives.
As. the Malays filed up with their white prisoners, the man in
the doorway of the hut started; and drawing a heavy broadsword
from his sheath, exclaimed:
"Ha I what have we here? A set of milk-sop sailors! What
is your nationality-English or American?"
"We are all natives of the United States," promptly replied
Ganzees.
.
"Perdition seize you, then I Do you know into whose clutches
you have fallen?"
Ganzees vouchsafed no reply.
"I'll tell you, then,'' continued the gaudily-attired man, waving
his sword over his head. "I am Juan Dacresa, the king of the
Malay freebooters. Men, away with them! They are Americans, and they must die!"
The next moment the mutineers were seized by !l perfect swarm
of the Malay savages and hustled away from the ~pot.
CHAPTER VI.
THE MALAYS' ATTACK ON THE WRECK.

Jack Darling had no sooner disappeared through the hole in the
ship's bottom when all hands began to grow uneasy.
What if the brave boy should lose his life in his daring attempt to get outside and set them at liberty?
They all had certain misgivings, and it was with anxious hearts
that they waited to hear his feet upon the deck above their
heads.
But the minutes flew by, and no signs of Jack yet.
Frank Hall shifted his position uneasily.
"\¥hat if a shark has gobbled up Jack, or the, mutineers have
got hold of him?" he said.
"Yes; or suppose he struck , his head against a rock when he
dove through the hole?" put in Larry O'Dowd.
"I don't think either of what you say has happened to him,"
said Captain Jobes. "I have faith that his venture will turn out
all right."
"I hopes de Lor' dat he will git us out-'deed I does," whined
Pete, the darkey.

When probably fifteen minutes had passed, a commotion was
heard on the deck, and the spirits of all hands arose as if by
magic.
Thump! thump! thump!
Some one was pounding at the forward haloch.
That it was Jack Darling the inmates of the Lafkspur's hold
had not the least doubt.
Thump-crash! rip! and the cover was tom aside, allowing
a stream of daylight into the hold.
The captain and his companions uttered a joyful shout and
made a rush for the deck.
At that instant half a dozen dusky faces peered down at them
through the hatch, causing them to start as though they had
been shot.
Before they could comprehend the situation the owners of the
du sky faces began piling into the hold like a lot of monkeys.
The inmates of the hold made a gallant stand; they knew that
they had to fight for their lives, and consequently they braced
themselves against the side of the ship, determined to die fighting.
As soon as they beheld the fierce Malays, they gave Jack Darling up for lost. As a mat~r of course, they judged that he had
p erished at the hands of the savages.
It soon became evident to Captain Jobes and his followers that
the attacking party meant to take them alive!
As yet not a blow had been struck, though the Malays were all
arm ed to the teeth.
This gave them a slight hope, and it was with anxious hearts
that they awaited the resuL.
Pete, the cook, lay in a trembling heap at the feet of his companions, the picture of abject fear and cowardice.
The attitude of the darkey seemed to excite the extreme contempt of one of the savages, for giving vent to a guttural exclamation of disgust, he flung a short ax he carried full at the
negro's form as it lay upon the floor of the hold.
It missed Pete's woolly head by about the width of a hair, and
its keen edge buried itself in one of the timbers of the ship.
This was the first · real sign of open hostilities, and stooping
suddenly the captain seized the ax by its still quivering handle
and raised it aloft in an attitude of defense.
For a moment the Malays hesitated, and then closing in together they made a rush at the little party.
Thud!
The ax in the hands of Captain Jobes descended with sickening
force upon a savage's skull, cleaving it in twain.
But that was all. The next instant the brave little party were
seized and quietly overpowered.
Then, in a jiffy, they were carried up on the deck and thrown
in a heap on the lee side.
The du sky crowa then proceeded to enter the cabin and rummage about for what they could find.
The wind had now entirely died out, and the setting sun was
showing its red disc as it sank below the horizon.
Its departing rays shone full upon the faces of the captives,
bound hand and foot as they were; and as it sank from sight it
seemed to them that their last hopes went with it.
Meanwhile, the Malays continued their work of pillaging the
wrecked ship.
The deck was now strewn with empty boxes and barrels, their
contents having been removed..
It was pitch dark ere they desisted in their work, and then
stowing the best of the spoils they had seized upon in the proas,
which were tied to the lee side of the wreck, they transferred
the captives also, and then pushed off, making directly for an
island close at hand.
•
In a few minutes this was reached, and a landing was made,
after which they started over a beaten path through the thick,
tropical forest.
.
The captives said never a word, but walked along as if resigned to their fate.
Presently they emerged through the tangled labyrinths of the
woods into a large clearing, in the center of which was a goodsized village of bamboo and mud huts.
"The hlack villains must be a little bit ci vi lized," remarked
Larry O'Dowd; "they have houses-such as they are-to live in."
"Yes," answered F rank Hall, whose tall form loomed above the
majority of those who surrounded him; "and I guess that large
building in the square over there must be the king's palace, or
something of that sort."
After a while his companions were able to distinguish the
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building he referred to. It was rather a tall affair, considering
the size of those that su rrounded it, and was constructed entirely
of bamboo canes.
A bright fire of some sort of re sinous wood was blazing in
front of it, before which was seated a man-the same who had
sentenced the mutineers to death that very afternoon.
On seeing some of his dusky followers approaching with more
white prisoners, Juan Dacresa arose and went through much the
same ceremony as he had when Ganzees and his men had been
brought before him.
Captain J obes endeavored to explain matters to him, ;md told
him the full story of the mutiny on the Larks.Pm', and how the
mutineers had abandoned the ship and left them imprisoned in
the hold.
During the captain's recital of the events which had just transpired, the face of the king of the Malay freebooters, as he chose
to term himself, lit up with a look of ext reme satisfaction.
"So ho," said he, "you are good men and the others are bad,
then. I gu:iss I shall have to revoke the sentence I passed upon
the others. They might be of big service to me."
With these words, he motioned the captives to be led away, and
seated himself before the fire again.
Our friends were then Jed a short distance to a hut, which contained but a single room, and quickly hustled into it.
The door wa6 then firmly secured, and they were left to their
· own reflections.
For the ~pace of fully five minutes no one spoke a word.
At last the darkey broke the silence.
"Oh, Lor'! dey be agwine ter kill us in de mornin', suah ! I
wish 1Iassa Jack \\·as here, too," he moaned.
''What do you wish Jack was here for? So he could be killed,
too?" asked Larry, half j oking!y.
"No, sah; 'deed I don't. I t'ink maybe he find a way ter git
us out o' here, dat's all."
"He tried to save our lives wh~n he dove through the hole in
the 5hip's si.de ; and I have not th~ lea!;t doubt that he Jost his
own." sai d Captain J obes, in a dejected tone.
''For my part, I s.hal l never believe that Jack D<1r!ing is dead
until I see his body," put in Frank. "You mark my words, and
s.ee if he don't tum up just when we need his services the most.
We are not any of us dead yet, not by a jugful."
"It seems strange to h~r you talk th11t w<iy-you spoke so differently when we were confined iH the Lar!up11r's hold," remarked
Larry.
"Never mind if he do," said Bill Bunt, "he air right, all ther
san1e."

''I hope so," said Larry and the captain, almqst in th~ ,same
breath.
All hands again relapsed into silence, and Larry O'Dowd began
taking a survey of his surroundings.
T here were lots of chinks in the sides of the hut, through
which came the rays qf a fire ou tside.. This made a dim light
in the single compartmen t, and its occupants could easily distinguish one Another.
By and by a sense 0f drowsiness came over the inmates of the
hut, and soon all-save Larry-had dropp<';d off in a sound
slumber.
The air seemed heavy and oppressive, and caused him to yavvn;
bnt he fought away t!ie fe eling, determined that he would keep
awake.
Eut the queer feeling was a little bit too much for him; and
before he knew it his heacj was nodding upon his breast.
Suddenly he awcke with a start.
It was lighter than eyer in the hut.
Larry rubbed his eyes in dumfounded amazement.
Be was the only person in the hut!
CHAPTER VII.
J"C::K MBETS WITH A STRANGE ADVENTURE.

It would be hard to describe the feelin g that came over Jack
as he glanced over the waves and saw the rapidly-approachmg proas loaded wit h armed Malays.
As a natural conseQuence. his first thought was to save himscif
from their cl utcl\es, if possible.
E~erting all the strength at his command, he struck out for th e
Larksp1w with all his migh t.
But the tide was s.trongly against him, and at the end of
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a minute he saw that it would be impossible fdr him to reach
the wreck.
"It is life or death now," he thought, "and it would not do for
me to board the Larkspur anyway, for it would be leading the
savages upon my companions."
Jack counted seven of the long, narrow crafts coming over the
waves, and he estimated that each must contain at least a dozen
of the Malays.
The boy was now much nearer the shore than the wrecl(, so he
turned half about and struck out in an oblique direction for the
·
i~an~
One of the seven proas immediately started i.n pursuit of him,
while the others continued on straight for the wrecked ship.
Jack now saw a chance of his reaching the shore first, an4 it
put fresh strength in his body.
He had been in more than one swimming match with his
school-fellows at home, b1.1t never before had he made such
progress as he was, ngw making. ·
On came the single boatload of savages, gaining steadily on tile
plucky boy, who was nearing the shore at every stroke of his
powerful arms.
The Malays were now ithin a hundred and fifty yards of him,
and rising to his feet in the bow of the proa, one of them leveled
a musket at the swimmer and pulled the trigger.
Bang! The report rang out like that of a s1nall <;;tnnon, showing that the weapon had been overloaded.
Ping! Swish! The bullet whizzed past our hero's ear, ~nd
struck the water a few feet ahead of him.
J ack was a good deal surprised that the savages should pe . in
possession of such a thing as a gun, and he made· up t)is mind
that they must be a band of the Mala:y pirates he )Jad oftfn read
about.
"Pirates o-r no pirates, they shan't eatch me lf I can pre.vent it,"
muttered Jack, as he dashed the spray from his face.
A few more strokes and his feet touclwd the sandy bottom.
Making a mi ghty effort, he struggled through the foaming
breakers, and at length was eut of their reach.
He was completely played out; but he quickly realize<! that if
he wished to escape being eaplur.ed by the M;ila.ys he must take to
the woods and run for it.
Casting a look behind him to see how clooe his pursuers were,
Jack darted into the mazes· of the forest.
T he Malays would not have been very far away from him had
net a monster roller seized their pPoa and overturned it, just as
th ey were about to make a landing.
This mishap delayed them for fully five minutes, and when
ence they had get started after the fl6eing boy, he was nowhere
to be seen.
On went J ack through the tangled undergrowth , not knowing
whither he was going, but only thinking of getting to some ~afe
place, where he nJight elude. his savage P.ursuers.
The perspiratioo stood 6'u t in grea{ beads upon his fo-reht:a-6,
and he was breathing heavily.
He was undergoing a fo<)rfµI strain; the exciting swim he had
just gone through had been enough to try both his nerve and
wind, but it would never do to give tip now.
It was now near nightfall, and Jack's hopes began to rise, as
the noise made by his pursuers was gradually dying< out.
Ten minutes passed, and they had lost the track altogether.
Jack now came te a halt in the ggthering d::trkne"85.
The air was beginning to grow ehilly, and a strange, awful
stillness pervaded the forest:
Presently the sharp cry of a night bird .fang oYt :very close
at hand.
J a~k started. He was beginning te feel very urnwmfot'table.
In less than ten minutes after the sun had gene down it was
pitch dark in the woods.
It was graduaily growing cooler, too, and the atmosphtre ~vas.
heavy with moisture.
The boy could not see his hand before his face.
.
He was a.t a loss which way to turn.
Suddenly a low, guttural growl was 11eard, and Jack started as
if he had been shot.
There was a ru stle in the bushes close at hand, and he beheld fl
fiery pair of eyeballs glari ng at him through the darkness.
Wor-r-r-oug h ! worough !
The next moment some sort of an animal stood directly in
front of him, rea<ly to spring.
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Jack's knowledge of be2sts quickly told him that it was a savage bloodhound that confronted him.
A sickening sensation came over him, and he gave himself
up for lost.
But just at the very moment he expected the terrible beast to
seize him by the throat and bear him to the earth, something very
unexpected happened.
The figure of a female, robed in some light-colored material,
sprang between the boy and the dog.
"Down, Carlo, down !" exclaimed a sweet but commanding
voice, in a low tone.
The bloodhound instantly ceased to growl, and sank to the
ground as passive as a lamb.
Then, before Jack could divine the intentions of the young girl
-for girl it certainly was-a rifle, revolver and knife were placed
in his hands, and a voice whispered in his ear:
"Take refuge in a tree until morning, and then take the rising
sun for a guide and make for the shore. A small sailboat will be
there in a little cove, which you must take and sail due southeast
until you strike the coast of Sumatra. A compass and provisions
will be in the boat. Now remember and do as I say; you are on
dangerous ground while you remain urlm this island. Adieu!"
· The next moment both girl and bloodhound had vanished in the
thick bushes.
For several moments Jack Darling stood like one in a dream.
He could scarcely realize that he was awake. But there were the
weapons I n his possession that the girl had given him, and that
was abundant proof that it was no vision.
Jack had not seen the girl's face, but he had fallen in love with
her voice. •
He determined to know more about her.
Disregarding the instructions given him entirely, he struck out
in the bushes, through the darkness, in the direction the girl and
the dog had gone.
"I am going to find out who she is and what she is doing
here," he muttered, as he gripped the rifle firmly by the stock,
"and I will never leave this place until I do!"
Away went our hero, crashing through the undergrowth regardless of the sharp briars he came in contact with or the noise
he made.
He had but one thought now, and that was to learn more about
the fair one who had befriended him.
All thoughts of caution had left him, a~d he plunged ahead
though he could not hear a sound of the girl and her bloodhound.
At length he emerged into an open space in the starlight.
Jack came to a halt.
Before him was a high wall of stone, which was unquestionably the side of some sort ~f a mammoth building.
This seemed queer in that part of the country.
Jack rubbed his eyes.
Then, before he knew what had happened, the earth opened at
his feet, and with a low cry he disappeared from sight.
CHAPTER VIII.
LARRY MAKES HIS ESCAPE.

Larry O'Dowd held his breath for fully the space of a minute,
whell he saw that he was the only one in the hut.
·Where could his companions have gone to?
It seemed but a few minutes before that he had seen them
slteping soundly in various attitudes upon the floor.
Larry was nonplused at the strangeness of the thing, and it set
his brain in a whirl to endeavor to account for it.
At length he got upon his hands and knees and began crawling about the compartment.
Search about as he might, he could find no place that led from
the hut save the single door, and that was firmly fastened on the
outside.
"I must have been asleep longer than I thought, and the
heathens must have removed my companions while I was dozing,''
muttered the boy. "Strange they didn't take me, though; I can't
imagine why--"
At that moment the noise of approaching footsteps was heard
outside.
"'
Larry started.
"They are coming back after me," he thought; "well, all right;
I'll 11;0 with them as peaceably as possible."
There was some one at the door now, and Larry was waiting to

see some of the MaJ.ays enter, when his ears were startled by the
noise of a dull thud in the hut behind him, followed by the distant sound of rapidly-retreating footsteps.
Turning around, the boy beheld an opening of about two fe et
square in one comer of the hut, by the side of which was a slab of
stone.
For a moment he was so urprised that he hardly knew what
to do_; then a sudden idea struck him.
Making a sudden spring, he reached the square opening, and
quickly lowered himself into it just as the door of the hut
opened.
He found himself in a narrow passage of about six feet in
height, as dark as the grave itself.
Acting on a sudden impulse, he reached up, and seizing the
stone sbb, pulled it over in its place, covering the ope,ing
effectually.
He was not a second too soon in doing this, for half a dozen
Malays had already ente red the hut, and they listened in surprise
at the noise made by the stone falling back in its place, though
they knew not where the sound came from.
T he dusky villains stared at each othe r in hlank surprise at
finding the hut empty, and after searching every inch of the room
with no satisfactory result, they left the hut to report the strange
occurrence to their king.
Meanwhile Larry stood stock still in his tracks in the passage
beneath the hut, undecided which way to turn.
Larry O'Dowd was quick to a rrive at a concl usion, and it soon
became clear to his mind that it was through this passage that
his companions had left the hut.
It occurred to him to follow the passage, and see where it
led to.
.. Well, here goes," muttered the plucky boy. "I'll fetch out
somewhere, anyhow; and it is most likely that I will find Frank
and the rest. · Good-by, you heathens up there. I'm off."
Larry then started cautiously down the passage.
It was dark as a pocket, and the boy, unarmed as he was,
was not a little nervous.
But what he lacked in the line of weapons he made up in courage. and he pushed resolutely ahead.
The passage was so narrow that in many places his shoulders
touched on either side. The walls, too, were damp and slimy,
greatly adding to the unpleasantness of the place.
Occasionally his feet would strike a slight pool of water, and
then it would be a continual strip of sandy bottom for a number
of yards.
Five minutes passed by. It did not seem that he was anywhere near the outlet yet.
"This is getting deuced unpleasant,'' muttered Larry. "It is
high time I was getting out of here."
That it was a slight down grade that he was traveling, he felt
certain.
Suddenly, just as he was thinking that he was never going to
bring up anywhere, he ran plump against what appeared to be an
ron door.
Clang!
It had been slightly ajar, and the sudden force with \Vhich he
came in contact with it forced it shu t with a slam.
"I guess I have done it now," exclaimed Larry, under his
breath. "But, ah ! I have it. They didn't take my match-salfe
from me. I'll see what it looks like here. It's a wonder I never
thought of it before."
The next moment he struck a match, and held its flame above
his head.
Before him was a solid iron door, which opened toward him.
Before the light from the flaming lucifer had died out, he had
seized hold of the ponderous knob, at the same time pulling it
gently toward him.
Th<' nc:>xt mol]1ent the massive door swung open, and a sudden
'draught extingui shed the flickering match.
In a brief instant he had caught a glimpse of a large, cellarlike apartment, and he determined to see more of it.
Striking another match, he h"ld i1is hand before it to keep the
draught from blowing it out, and boldly entered through the now
open doorway.
He found himself in what appeared to be the cellar of a large
structure built of stone.
Above his head was a floor composed of plank, which rested
upon heavy oaken beams nearly rotten with age.
The cellar, or whatever it might be called, was about thirty
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feet square, and had two doorways, beside the one he came
through, leading from it.
Each of these had a flight of stone steps leading upward from it.
Larry was becoming more puzzled than ever.
Judging by the looks of the building he was in, it must have
been in existence for ages.
"Now," thought Larry, "the question is, which flight of steps
will I take to find my way to freedom?"
At that moment his second match burned down to his fingers
and went out, leaving him again in darkness.
Hastily lighting another, he entered the nearest doorway, and
began ascending the flight of stone steps.
In a very sho rt space of time he arrived at the top.
A closed door barred his further progress.
He tried it. T he door was locked, and he could not move it the
breadth of a hair. ·
But this did not discourage the boy. Making his way down
the steps, he entered the other door, and began rapidly ascending
the steps leading from it.
When he had arrived at the top his fourth match went out, and
he quietly struck another.
There was 3 door similar to the other before him, and a
moment's glaIJM sufficed to show Larry that it was ajar.
Quickly pushliig it open, he found himself on the threshold of
an ap:11tment simil ar to the one he had just com\! from.
"This is queer," muttered the boy; "it seems that this place is
all cellars."
At that moment a st range noise came to his ears.
It so unded like a groan.
Larry gave a start.
There was somebody in the room with him, but the light from
his match did not extend far enough for him' to distingui sh
anybody.
He took a few steps forward and held the burning match above
his head.
Larry uttered a cry.
Before him lay the body of Jack Darling I
CHAPTER IX.
THE MALAYS' ATTACK ON .A MERCHANTMAN.

"Jack I J aCk ! are you alive?" exclaimed Larry O'Dowd, dropping upon his knees by th e side of our hero's form upon the floor.
A low groan cBme ftom Jack's lips.
• •
But this told Larry that he was alive, and he began chafing
his hands in his endeavor to bring him back to full consciousness.
Presently our' hero opened his eyes, but all was in darkness, and
he could see no thing.
"Where am I?" he gasped. "Where has the girl gone? Oh! I
rememb er it all !"!OW; I fell somewhere. Who are you? . Let go
my hands; I'm all right now."
H e made a move to rise to his feet.
"Jack. don't you know me? It is I-Larry O'Dowd."
And hastily striking a match, he proceeded to verify his words.
J ack Darling gazed at him in mute astonishment for a moment, and then seized him warmly by the hand.
" In the name of goodness how came you here?" he asked, as
he arose to his feet.
"I might ask you the same question, old fellow," replied Larry;
''but before any explanations are m2de on either side I want to
know if you are hurt."
"No-only bruised slightly, I guess. I remember the ground
giving way beneath my feet, and then striking heavily upon my
side. After that all was blank until you brought me to my
senses."
"Go on and finish your story, and then I'll tell mine,'' said
Larry.
"All right," answered Jack.
And he proceeded to relate what had happel)ed to him since he
had left th e wrecked Larkspur.
If Larry was surprised at the recital of the story, Jack was
doubly so when he had heard hi s.
"I am inclined to think that this island is a queer place," said
Jack
·
"You are right," replied Larry. "Now, what do you say if
we make some sort of a move to get out of here?"
"I am willing."
"Come on, then."
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Larry struck another match, and the two boys, so strangely
reunited, proceeded to search about the apartment in quest of a·
place of egress.
Up to the present time Jack had seen or heard nothing of the
girl and her bloodhound; nor had Larry heard any more of the
person who had raised the slab in the hut and then fled through
the passage at the approach of the Malays.
Both boys were more than puzzled at the strange events that
had taken place, and they could not make out, for the life of
them, what had become of Frank Hall and the rest of their
companions.
A little way to the right of them they observed a door.
Jack at once proceeded to try it.
It was open.
Bidding Larry to follow him, he made his way through it.
The boys found themselves in a narrow, hall-like passage, at
the foot of which was a flight of stairs, leading upward.
Without any hesitation they began boldly to as\:end it.
Before they were halfway up the stairs, Jack, who ,was in
the lead, uttered a cry.
"Hurrah!" he shouteq; "I see dayliaht."
"Good!" said Larry; 'we will soon fie able to get out, then."
It was daylight, sure enough. When they arrived at the
top of the flight of stairs they found themselves in a broad room,
with several windows, thtough which the first rays of the rising
sun streamed in.
Jack hurried to one of the window , quickly followed by Larry.
Through a break in the dense forest the boys had an excellent
view of Old Sol as he arose from the crest of the sea, and cast
his mellow light upon the dew-kissed foliage of the . tropical
trees.
The sight was a grand one, and for a few moments the boys
were lost in admiration at it.
Suddenly Jack gave a start.
"Look !" he exclaimed.
On the open sea in front of them they beheld a ship under full
sail.
I
But that was not all. Bearing down upon her, from half a
dozen different point:;, was a score of proas, loaded with Malays,
armed to the teeth.
In the bow of the leading boat Larry detected the form of
Juan Dacresa, the king of the Malay freebooters.
That the ship was a merchantman the boy saw at a glance.
All was in confusion upon her deck, and the crew were mak- ·
ing eveey effort to escape the danger that threatened them.
But there was little or no breeze stirring, and her sails flapped
idly in the wind.
Jack and Larry· gazed intently at the sight.
They were anxious to see the result.
N eare r and nearer the Malays drew upon their prey, the proa
in which sat Juan Dacresa leading by a good length.
When the dark-skinned pirates were within a hundred yards of
the ship, the crew fired a volley from a dozen muskets at them.
This was the signal for general hostilities to begin.
The volley from the ship's crew did no more damage than to
wound one of the Malays, and then the king of the freebooters, as
he called himself, arose in his proa, and gave the command to
answer the fire.
Crack! cr~k ! c-r-a-c-k I
The reports of twenty or more muskets blended into one, and
three of the brave seamen upon the ship fell to the deck to rise
no more.
"My God!" gasped Larry; "they will get the best of the ship
as sure as fate."
·
"Tha,t you can depend upon," replied Jack. "They are used to
that sort of work, and tackle only such ships -as they think will
prove a sure and easy victim for them."
"Look!" exclaimed Larry, who had not taken his eyes from the
scene of the conflict; "they are getting ready to board her."
He was right. The next instant half a dozen of the proas
were alongside the ship, and the dusky •attacking party began to
climb nimbly up her chains.
The crew made a gallant stand to repel them, but they were
outnumbered ten to one, and they made but poor resistance.
A minute or two more and the remaining proas had arrived
at her side, and the ship's deck now literally swarmed with the
Malays.
Then ensued a scene which made the two boys turn sick with
horror.
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The huge cutlasses in the hands of the pirates flashed in the
sunlight and descended upon the heads and bodies of the captain
and crew, making a sickening spectacle.
So vivid was the scene that the two boys almost imagined that
they could hear the thuds the weapons made as they descended
upon their victin1s.
''Terrible-terrible!" exclaimed Jack; "oh, what villains they
must be I"
"Of all I ever read or dreamed of, I never expected to have the
opportunity of seeing real pirates; and pow that I have seen them,
I wish that I had not," said Larry.
''No: you are right. This we have just witnessed is .a sickening
sight. Ah! see-they are hauling down the flag; the whole thing
is now over."
"What nati on r!oes the ship belong to?" asked Larry. "I can't
make out what flag it is."
"She is a Danish ba'rk, I think, as neat as I can make_out," replied our hero. ''See! -a breeze is springing up; in another mi11ute
she will be behind those trees and out of ou r sight."
The boy was right, and presently they were gazing upon naught
save the clear ocean.
"Come," said Jack; "you take this revolver and I will keep the
rifle and knife given me by the girl, and we will see if we can
get out of here."
"Lead on-1'11 follow."
"Stop right where you are!"
The wol'ds rang out in a stern, commanding tone of voice.
The two boys nearly jumped out of their skins.
Turning ·about, they beheld a heavy-bearded man, with a revolver in either hand.
CHAPTER X.
'fHE MUTINEERS JOIN THE PIRATES.

It was noon on the day following the arrival of the mutineers
in the freebooters' village before they were brought forth from the
hut they had been placed in.
They we re at once mken before Juan Dacrt!sa, who seemed to
be rather pleased when he saw them.
"Ha!" said he, as he saluted them, "so you did not disappear
like the rest did last night? Know yo u aught of them?"
"Who?" asked Ganzees.
"Why, the ones you left imprisoned in the hold of the ..yrecked
ship. We captured them, and they were placed securely in a hut
similar to t:1e one you have just come out of; and wh et1 some of
my men stepped in to look after them toward morning they had
disappeared as if by magic."
"Well, that beats me," exclaimed the mutineer leader, evincing
not a little surprise. "If they have got away they may give you a
little trouble before you recapture them."
"l guess it won't be long before we get hold of them again,
though how they got out of the hut is a mystery. Just as soon
as they are caught they shall roast over a slow fire, to pay for
the trouble they have caused. I have ~aid it, and those who are
acquainted with Juan Dacresa kno:w that he always keeps his
word."
"That will be a well-deserved fate," said Ganzee a fiendish
expression crossing hi s countenance as he spoke.
The king of the freebooters was not slow to notice this, and lf
he had any doubts of the character of Ganzees before, they were
all washed a way now.
He saw in him a villain as bad as hit'11self.
"What did you say your name was, my man?" he asked, as he
keenly eyed Ganzee s.
The mutineer hastened to reply.
'~Aha!" said Juan Dacresa, "a queer name, but ! ,guess you will
do. How would you and your men like tq join my band ahd fi ght
under me?"
.
"It \Vould suit me to a 'T.' What say you, men?'" and Gan zees
turned to his followers.
"Ay, ay ! we will, captain," exclaimed the villains, in a cborns.
''Very w'ell." ~aitl the kin11; of the Malay freebooters, "prepare to
take the oath, for l shall require an iron-clad oath from all
of you."
/
"We are ready now, sit," rej)lied Gamiees, touching his cap·
respectfully.
.
"All right. I shall endeavor to make the ceremony as impressive as possible, and, I think~ when you have once become a fol-

lower of me, none of you will have cause to regret your step, It
is scarcely an hour since we captured a rich prize in the shape of
a Danish bark The crew made a slight resistance, but we
quickly sent them, to a man, to Davy Jones' locker, as you sailors
say, and lost but thtee men on our side. I ca11 tell you, men, it
is a fin e life to be a freebooter, though it is ofttimes dangerous;
but I flatter myself on being a good leader, and I have never
heard a single complaint from any of my follo1vers. Make ready
to lake the oath .''
The king then stepped to a knot of the Malays, and addressed
then in a tongue unkncwn to the mutineers.
The result of it was that after saluting their leader, abou t a
dozen of the Malays entered the bamboo hut-or house it could be
called, as it was quite large and contained a numbe,t of rooms.
The mutin ee rs were a bit curious to learn what sort of proceedings they would have to go through, and they anxiously
awaited to see what there was in store for them.
After about ten minutes had passed, one .of the Malays-a lithe,
active-looking fellow-made his appea rance at the main doorway
and spoke something in his own tongue to the king.
"Come," said he, "we are now ready for you to take the oath."
"We are ready," replied Ganzees, with his usual calmness;
"proceed."
Then, single file, the mutineers followed Juan Dacresa into the
hut, along a narrow hallway to a rear room.
The room in question was furnished in all the luxury of an
Oriental palace, ev idently some of the booty from the many successful captures made by the pirates.
In the center 0f this elegantly-furnished apartment 'was a handsome altar of poli shed marble, inlaid with what appeared to be
precious stones.
On the top of the altar was a golden urn, filled with a 'Clarklooking powder, which the pirate king hastened to ignite with
his lighted cigarette.
Instantly a cloud of dense smoke pervaded the room, which sent
forth such a balmy. rich perfume that for a moment the mutineers almost felt their senses leaving thent
"Ha, ha, ha!" laughed Juan Dacresa; "the incense is too much
for you, eh ? Well, I will change it.''
He threw a pinch of whitish-looking powder in the urn, and
the smoke instantly ceased to rise from it. T hen such an exhilarating perfume arose from it that the mutineers co uld scarcely
restrain from jumping out of thei r clothes.
·
Their nostrils dilated like those of a race horse at the' signal
to start, and their whole bodies seemed endowed with new life.
"Gad l" exclaimed Ganzees, "it is worth five years of a man's
life to feel like this. Oh, king, you are indeed the greate5t of
great men. It is thl" highest honor that could possibly be conferred upon us to become members of your band.''
The handsome face of the king lit up wit h a satisfied smile.
Like most mortals. he was not averse to being praised.
·
At length he spoke.
"I am glad you think so," said he; "and now -I will proceed to
administer the oath of allegiance to my b;md-it is very short.
and will not take up much time. You will all of you assemble
around the alta r here and raise your right hands, and repeat after
me the following obligations."
Ganzees and his men did as they were bid, and the pirate kin g
continued:
"I do solemnly swear by all that is holy, or unholy, <,1nd by the
memory of the mother who bore me, that I will obey every command of my leader, even if it be to sever the heart-strings of my
dearest fri end, and that I will never desert Juan Dacresa's band
of freebooters so long as there is a drop of blood in my veins;
and if I fail fo keep this oath, may I be torn limb from limb and
be fed to the wild beasts of the forest.''
The mutineers went over this obligation together, like school~
boys repeating a lesson, but it could plainly be seen by the expression of their faces that they fully realized the import of the
terrible oath.
V.Then they had repeated the last word, the pirate king s uddenly reached forth his ha11d and touched a small bell.
Instantly the Malays who were present vacated the room, and
a few moments later a woman entered with a tray contnining a
couple of decanters of wine, some glasses, fruit and a box bf
choice cigars.
"Now, men, join me in a toast," said the pi rate king, as he
filled the g-lasses. "May our band of freebo oters prosper and hold
together. for ages after we are dead and gone; and may each in-
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dividual member of it become as rich as old King Solomon ever
dreamed of being."
"Ay ay !" exclaimed the mutineers, as they drained their
glasses.
"Now," said Ganzees, as the king refilled the glasses, "I propose
a toast to our king. May he live to see the last man in his band
die, and may he never know what care is!"
Again the glasses were emptied, and instantly filled up again
with the wine, which was the very best, to say the least of it.
The villainous sailors of· the Larkspur soon began to "feel
good," as the saying goes, and noticing this, the king motioned
them to a table at the further end of the room, at the same
time handing them a deck of cards and one of the decanters of
•
wme.
"There, men, enjoy yourselves while you may. Life is but
short, to say the least, and while you are making merry I will
tall< to Mr. Ganzees, whom I have taken a great liking to."
The mutineers expressed their thanks in their rough way, and
immediately repaired to the table designated, leaving the king
and Ganzees at a small, marble-topped stand, near a richlycurtained window, through which came the sound of the roar of
the sea in the di stance.
"Now, then," said Juan Dacresa, as he lighted a cigar, "I want
to tell you something which I have told no one as yet. It will
ease my mind somewhat and make me feel better; and, as I said
before, I have taken a strong liking to you. For the past week
there have been strange things happen ing upon this island, and I
am inclined to believe that I have secret enemies here, or else"and his voice lowered to a whisper-"the old stone cathedral in
the forest is haunted!"
"Haunted, did you say?" laughed Ganzees; "surely such an
intelligent man as yoi.1 don't believe in ghosts?"
Juan Dacresa shook his head.
"At any rate," he continued, "a strange man, a girl and a bloodhound have been seen by my men at different times during the
past few days, and it is utterly impossible to catch them, for
they vanish from sight before your very eyes!"
"Pshaw!"' exclaimed Ganzees; "a trick of some sort. I will
wager that in less than a week's time I will get at the bottom
of th e affair."
"If you do," and the king leaned forward to make his words
more impressive; "if you clear up this mystery to my full satisfaction, I will make you next to me in command; and I will also
be firmly convinced that there are no such things as ghosts,
thou!!"h that such things did exist in the time of my forefath ers
I do believe."
Ganzees chuc!ded inwardly. He could read the man before him
like a book, and he saw that his one weak point was that he was
/
superstitious.
"As I said before,'\ said he, "I will guarantee to clear up this
mystery inside of a week. I furthermore will wager that I--"
He did not finish the sentence, for at that moment a missile
whizzed b~tween the heads of the two villains and strutk the
floor in the center of the room.
The next moment a deafening- explosion rang out, and the room
was filled with a blinding smoke.
CHAPTER XL
JACK STARTS ON A TOUR OF INVESTIGATION .

Jack Darling and Larry O'Dowd stood as if transfixed for a
moment. They had been so engrossed in witnessing the fight
between the pirates and the ship that they had failed to notice the
least sound.
Con sequently, when they beheld a pair of revolvers in the hands
of a stranger, leveled at them, they were dumfounded for a moment.
Jack was the first to find the use of his tongue.
"Hold up. mister,'' said he, "we are fri ends."
What had prompted him to say this he knew not, but it had
the effect of causing the man to low.er his weapons, while at the
same time he g-ave the boys a keen , scrutinizing look.
"You are friends, you say--0£ whom?"
For a moment Jack was at a loss what reply to make, but he
was a bold, nervy young fellow, and he made up his mind to
speak just what he thought, no matter what the consequences
mi?"ht be.
"We are friends to honest people and those who do right," he
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said, after a slight pause, during which the stranger's eyes never
left them.
"Shake hands, young men. I believe what you say is true," and
he extended hi~ right hand, which the boys shook warmly.
"Have you seen any strangers besides us?" asked Larry.
"Describe them, boy, and then perhaps I can tell you."
"There were four of them-two men, a boy, rather tall, and a
negro. They--"
'"Hold on, my boy. Which of you is Larry O'Dowd ?"
"I am,'' promptly replied Larry.
"Then you are the boy who was left in the hut, then? And
you," said the man, tunung to our hero, "are--"
"Jack Darling."
"Good! This is indeed glorious news! Come, my boys; I
have seen your friends, and I will take you to them at once.
Follow me."
It was with a feeling of indescribable joy that the boys followed
the stranger through the doorway he had entered when he had so
suddenly come upon them.
Out through a broad hall, which smelled musty and damp, and
along this for a dozen feet or more, when their guide came to
a sudden halt.
The boys looked in wonder at him, as there was no door or
opening near the spot.
But the stranger knew what he was about. Pressing what
seemed to be a nail-head on the hard wall, a click was heard.
The next instant a panel slid noiselessly back, disclosing a S1T1all
opening, through which a man could easily pass.
"Enter," said their guide.
Without uttering a word, the boys did so.
The stranger quickly followed, and then the panel glided back
in its place without the least bit of a sound.
The three were now in a small, dark closet, and J ack and Larry
were just wandering what was going to happen next, when the
man suddenly opened a door, and a flood of light streamed in.
The boys saw a good-sized, well-furnished room, with a number of people in it.
Jack and Larry could hardly suppress a cry of joy.
Before them were their late companions of the Larkspur's hold.
The next moment there was a general qandshaking all around,
and for a time no one spoke a word.
It seemed almost too good to be true, that all hands should
'
meet, alive ali.P well, again.
Yet it was a fact, nevertheless.
At this point the boys saw that there was somebody else in the
room

·

Jack started, and rubbed his eyes.
Standing in one corner of the apartment, her hand resting upQn
the back of a chair in an idle manner, was a young girl of not
more than seventeen, who to him seemed the most beautiful picture that could be imagined or dreamed of.
For a moment he could not take his eyes from her. It seemed
to him that he had seen her before.
At that moment a low growl came from behind the chair, and a
monster bloodhound stalked forth.
"Down, Carlo, dow n! They are friends," said the girl, in a
musical but commanding voice.
Then it all came to our hero like a flash.
This was the girl and dog he had met in the forest the night
before.
His face lighted up for a moment, and then turned to a deep
crimson hue, and he could not find the use of his tongue for the
life of him, though he desired to say something.
At this juncture the man who had led them to the room came
to his relief.
"Gentlemen. this is my niece, Carrie Heathcoate. She has come
all the way from England with me, to assist in avenging the death
of her father and mother."
Both boys nodded in rather an awkward manner, and the girl
extended her hand 1o eack in turn.
"If I'm not mistaken," stammered Jack, "I met you last night.
Am T not ri~ht ?"
"You are," returned the girl. "It was I •lrll net you in the
forest and threw the weap ons at your feet. I saw you as you escaped frc m the savages,. and ri ".htly judged that you belonged to
th e wrecked sh ip. I also saw that you were unarmed, and waited
for a ch:mce to give you my own weapons; I then told you to
stay where you were for the night and that in the morning you
would find a boat with which to leave the island. But you foJ.
#.
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lowed a£ter me, and I now find that it is all for the better, since
your party makes an excellent addition to my uncle's small force."
The girl talke<l in such a sweet voice that Jack was sorry when
she ceased speaking.
"Right you are, Carrie," said her uncle, "they will help us. Captain Jobes has promi e<l that," and then he paced up and down
the room in a nervous way.
Suddenly he stopped.
'·Boys," said he, ""l have already told my story to Captain Jobes,
and he, in turn, will tell it to you, for he can do it better than
1 can at present."
So saying, the man, whose name was Robert Heathcoate,
op~ned a door and entered an adjoining room.
As soon as he was gone, his niece spoke.
"I will tell the story in full, if you have no objections," s<rid
she. "There are some things that my uncle has left out."
"Certainly, we have no objections," replied Jack; ''proceed."
Carrie1 Heatheoate's story, in full, consisted of the following
details:
Four years before, her father and mother had been murdered
hy Juan Dacresa's band of pirates. The ship they were on,
which was bound for China, was captured and completely gutted
by the lawless band, and all save one was murdered.
That one who lived made his escape, and after maQy hardships
and innumerable perils al'!"ived back in England.
That man was Robert Heathcoate, the only brother to Carrie's
murdered father.
From that moment he became a changed man. It seemed that
his thoughts ran in but one channel from that time on. He
owned quite a large estate in Devonshire, and he at once converted this into mo11ey. Then he began to rack his brain to find
a way to avenge the untimely death of his brother and h1s wife,
which had left Carrie, who was at home in charge of her governess at the time, an orphan.
Being an inventive sort of a genius, his brain at last hit upon
an Idea.
He would build a boat after his own idea, and rep~r to the
pirates' island, and never leave it until he had exterminated them
from the face of the earth.
He proceeded to put his idea into effect, and at length, after
nearly four years of failures, he at last succeeded and constructed
a boat prppelled by a petroleum engine.
It was la long, narrow craft, built entirely of iron, and sat very
low in the water.
In speed he calculated that the boat would outdistance any\hing that ran by steam power.
'
This curious vessel, which was named the Avenger, was stored
with all sorts of contrivances of a chemical and electrical nature; also with an immense stock of firearms of the latest improved manufacture.
Then, after all thi~ was accompli hed, the eccentric man determined that he would do the work he had before him alone.
But no. Another thought struck him. He would take the
daughter of his murdered brother with him, to assist him in
carf);ing out his vengeance.
He at once explained the situation to Carrie, and asked her to
accompany him.
After a deal of persuasion, she ;it last consented to go with
him, providing that he allowed Carlo, the bloodhound, which had
been her pet ever since he was a puppy, to accompaqy her; and
that he would also take Lewis, the butler, and his wife with him.
At first Robert Heathcoate would not hear to this, but he
gradually came down to it, and at length it was all settled.
The Avenger was furnished with all the luxury of a gentleman's pleasure yacht, and one night when the stars seemed to
shine brighter than usual upon the shores of England the party
which was to start on the voyage for vengeance boarded the
singular-looking craft.
rteathcoate had found almost at the v~ry time of starting that
he would never be able to run the Avenger alone-that is, all the
time, at least-so he hired · an engineer by the naP1e of Darrel
to ~o with him.
!his man was sober, honest and industrious, and he received
good pay for the risk he would be apt to run among the Malay
pirates.
Their voyage to the pirates' island had been an uneventful one,
and they had arrived unbeknown to Juan Dacresa's band.
When Robert Heathcoate had made his escape from the free-

hooters' village, he had done so through the passage which Larry
O'Dowd had come through.
Why the passage was tl1e1e, and who had made it, he never
knew, nor did he care, so long as it led him to liberty.
He judged that it must have been constructed ages before, at
tl1e time the cathedral-like edifice had been built.
But, at any rate, the pirates knew nothing of it, and his escape
had always remained a mystery to them.
Heathcoate had also discovered different secret passages and
doorways in the old building, and be at once proceeded to take up
his abode in the place as soon as he arrived, feeling sure that the
Malays would never discover them, even if they searched the place
from top to bottom.
The A venger was hidden in a little creek at the shore, safe
from prying eyes, with some one always aboard of her.
It had been ten days since her arrival, and as yet Robert Heathcoate had not done much in his work of vengeance.
But he was preparing for it all the while, and when he did it be
intended to make things as mysterious as po~ ible and at the
same time accomplish his purpose.
11 had be n he that had spirited Larry's companion away while
the boy slept; and when he returned for him he had opened the
way for him, and fled on the approach of the Malays.
Jack and Larry listened in amazement al the recital of these
en·nts, while the rest were deeply interested, they not having
heard all these facts from Robert Heathcoate.
For several minutes after Carrie had ceased speaking a deep
silEnce reigned in the room.
•
Jack was just about to make a remark of some sort, when the
door to the adjoining apartment opened, and the girl's uncle
came in.
For a moment he glanced around the room at its occupants,
an<l then his eyes rested upon Jack.
"You are the one I want," he said. "Come!"
"'vVhat do you want me to do?" asked our hero.
"I want you to go on a tour of investigation with me. Will
you go?"
"Certainly I will. I will do anything that will aid you and
your niece. Lead on !"
Waving his hand in token of a short farewell, Robert Heathcoate left the room through the secret passage, followed by Jack
Darling.
CHAPTER XII.
FRf.NK " l'iALL ACTS STRANGELY.

Carrie Heathcoate arose to her feet as soon as Jack and her
uncle had gone out.
I "You must not mind the actions of my uncle," said she. "He
takes very queer notions, and sometimes I think that his brain
is just the least bit upset; he seems to have his whole soul centered upon ridding the world of Juan Dacresa and his murderous
followers."
"I think your uncle is a strange man, but still I am sure that
he knows exactly what he is doing, for all that," said Captain
Jobes.
"You kin j ist bet he does!" put in Bill Bunt.
"Sure," interpose<! Larry, "he has an eye like a hawk; and look
at his broad, high forehead-you can bet your last dollar that he
is all right." _
"I think,'' said Frank Hall, "that he will never rest easy again
until he has accomplished his purpo e; an.d, judging from what I
have heard and what I know, I've not the least doubt but that
he will."
"De bestest t'ing de massa kin do is ter git aboard his boat
an' take us wif him away from dis drefful place, an' leave de
pirates alone. Den nobody will git killed!" whined Pete, the cook.
"He will never do that, I am certain," said Carrie. "No I when
we leave this island it will be when Juan Dacresa's band is
broken up, and not before."
Captain Jobes drew his watch from his pocket.
"What time is it?" asked Larry.
"It is now twelve o'clock,'' replied the captain.
"Our dinner mu t be nearly ready, then. Pshaw I J don't see
why uncle did not wait until after he and your friend had eaten
something."
She had scarcely ceased speaking when there came a gentle
tap upon the door which led into the adjoining room.
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"Come," she exclaimed: "dinner is ready now."
With one accord all hands followed her, and presently they were
seated before a bountiful repa t, and being waited upon by the
butler and his wife.
Pete, of course, waited until the rest were through, after which
he made himself useful by assisting in washing the dishes.
"Now, suppose we go down aboard the Avenger," said the girl.
"Isn't there any danger of us being $een by the I\1'.alays ?" asked
Captain Jobes.
"No, not in the least, seeing that there is a tunnel under the
earth that leads to within a few feet of where she lies."
All hands looked in surprise.
"This is indeed a wonderfol place," said Frank Hall.
"It air nothin' else,' replied Bill Eunt.
Selecting a small rifle from a rack in a corner of the room, the
girl donned her hat, and then led the way down a narrow flight
of steps, accompanied by the dog, who had now grown rather
friendly with all hands.
Pete, at his own request, remained behind with the butler and
his wife.
Down went the steps, until they numbered a hundred, and then
they found themselves in a small, dark room.
Carrie now opened an iron door, and holding a lighted torch
above her head, led '.he way into a tunnel-like passage similar
to th@ one that came from beneath the bamboo hut in the freebooters' village.
The passage was damp and musty, but they did not mind this
in the least.
Wonder and amazement at the strangeness of the thing kept
their spirits up to tl11· top notch.
Presently, when they had probably traveled half of the distance
through the tunnel, Frank Hall slipped and fell heavily to the
ground, striking the side of his head against a sharp stone as he
did so.
Larry and Bill Bunt raised him up. He was breathing heavily
and his eyes were closed.
Suddenly, without a moment's warning, he sprang to his feet
and shook himself from their grasp and beg~n to laugh boisterously in an idiotic manner.
"What's the matter, Frank, old boy?" asked Larry, a shade c:lf
astonishment cros ing his coµntenance.
But Frank made no reply. His tall form seemed to tower to
more than its ui;ual height, and his eyes seemed to have a vacant
·
stare.
"Did you hurt your head?" asked Captain Jobes, attempting
t~ place his hand upon the boy's shoulder.
With a sudden strength, that seemed almost superhuman, Frank
flung him aside as easily as if he had been a child, and then uttering a $Creaming, senseless laugh, darted down the passage, through
the darkness, at a breajq1eck pace.
For a moment the. little party stood looking at each other in
mute astoni~hment.
"What has come over the boy?" gasped the captain, when he at
last fot1nd the use of his tongue.
"What has come over him? I'll tell you what has come over
him. He air as mad as a March hare, that's what he air," said
Bill Bunt.
"I am inclined to think you are about right, Mr. Bunt,'' exclaimed Carrie, as she once more raised her blazing torch aloft.
"Let's go on after him and endeavor to catch him," suggested
Larry. "Poor fellow 1 he may dash his brains out against some
rock!"
"Well said 1 !\lY boy," remarked Captain Jobes. "Lead on, Miss
Carrie."
The next moment all hands were making their way rapidly
down the passage.
Pit-a-pat; pit-a-pat! The retreating footsteps of Frank Hall
could still pe heard in the distance, but soon they died out
entirely.
"He has reached the shore," said Carrie. "Come on; the engineer aboard the Avc11gcr may take him for a foe and shoot
him."
These words nerved the others to put on fresh speed, and in a
minute or so th<>y had reached the mouth of the tunnel.
There was the broad ocean before them, with four or five green
looking isles in the distance, and on a strip of sandy beach a few
rods to the left they beheld the tall form of Frank Hall, running
like a deer toward no particular destination.

"I am going to catch him," exclaimed Larry. "Go and board
the Avenger. I will be back on this spot in half an hour."
Then, before his companions could make a reply he had started
on a run after the fleeing poy who had been struck so suddenly
with some sort of a mania.
Straight along the strip of sandy beach went the tall form of
Frank, and after him, gaining slowly, but surely, came Larry.
Suddenly Frank turn~d his head and saw that he was pursued.
Uttering a wil<l, maniacal yell, he turned abruptly to his left
and dashed into the forest.
On went Larry, until he had arrived at the spot where the boy
had turned in, and then picking up the plain trail made by him,
he started in anew.
The foliage at this point was very dense, and the bushes grew
in a tangled maze.
The gayly pfomaged birds in the leafy boughs overhead stopped
their singing for a moment, and gazed in wonder at pursued and
pursuer.
At times Frank would copie almost down to a walk, and then
Larry would rapidly overtal<e him.
But just as he would get ready to place his hand upon his
shoulder, the seemingly demen1ed boy would make a sudden
leap, and dash away again with -lightning speed.
Larry was begmning to grow tired, but Frank was, apparently,
as fresh as ever.
Presently Frank disappeared altogether in a thick, tangled
maze.
It was at least two minutes before Larry could break his way
through, an<l when he aid so a novel, not to say startling, sight
met his gaze.
There stood Frank Hall in an open space, in boxing attitude,
in ···· - 'lt ,.,f o ·110n<ter h;ihcon.
The animal was endeavoring to imitate the motions of the
crat ·d yuu111, and both stood glaring at each other like two
pugilists waiting for time to be called.
CHAPTER XIII.
JACK IS CAPTURJi1D.

In silrnce Jack followed the form of Robert Heathcoate, until
they had ,irrived at an open spot in the forest.
"Now, my boy," said Heathcoate, suddenly tuming around, "I I
am going to surprise the pirates-I am going to enter their village in broad daylight, and before I leave it some of them will'
be gone on a trip to that 'bourne from which no traveler ever
returns.'"

Our hero noclde4 his head, thinking it best to favor everything
his leader said.
"Yes," continiied Heathcoate, "unlike the usual mode of an
enemy approaching a camp, I am going in broad dayligh~ and I
am going to succeed in my purpose, too." ·
"I hope you do, sir," said Jack.
"I am sure I will."
"Yes. sir."
"And I am going to kill some of the pirates before I come back.
Y~.u see t.hi,~ package I have here?"
Yes. sir.
"Well, that contains h;ilf a dozen bombs. If one of them should
explode within ten feet of a person, that person's chances of
living a re very slim."
"I've not the least doubt of it," remarked our hero.
"I'll prove it to you before we get back,'' said Heathcoate.
"Kow, come on, and let us proceed with the utmost caution."
Jack obeyed, carrying his rifle in readiness for instant use.
When they arri\'ed in close proximity to the freebooters' village, Hea.thcoate came to a halt.
"See that large bamboo hut in the center of the village?'°
ask ed he.
"Yes," replied Jack.
"Well, that is where the king, as he calls himself, lives. I am
going to crawl up behind it and look in the window and see )Vhat
is going on. If you should happen to hear one of these bombs
· explode while I am ,.gone,. you can make up your mind that one
or more of the villams have gone to the next world in a rather
sudden manner."
Jack could not help shuddering. Hea.thcoate talked of killing
the Malays with as much ease as if he . was going rabbit-hunting.
hero began to feel a sort of Jread of the man. His man-
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ner was too blood-thirsty to suit the boy. He almost wished he
had not accompanied him; and, besides, he w,as growing decidedly hungry.
But he made up his mind to stick it out, now, and see how the
exploit would terminate.
·
Presently they arrived at the edge of the thick forest.
Before them was the village, which lay in a sort of valley, and
was effectually hidden on all sides from any passing ships.
It was an admirable place for the gang that infested it to hold
forth.
Heathcoate came to a halt beneath the shadow of a huge tree,
and Jack could see that his eyes were blazing with fury.
He began muttering to himself.
Suddenly he turned and addressed Jack.
"You stay here till I come back," he said. "I guess I can do
better alone."
The next instant he fell flat upon his stomach and began slowly
crawling toward Juan Dacresa's hut.
Jack watched him in silence. The sun was very hot, and
hardly a single native of the village was to be seen.
Nearer crept Heathcoate, until at last he was lost to view in
a rank growth of weeds.
·
Jack Darling seated himself upon the ground, his back against
a tree, with his rifle across his knees.
The air was hot and oppressive, and the leafy foliage remained
in a sort of listless apathy.
Jack began to feel drowsy.
Suddenly he was awakened to bis senses by hearing a loud
repor t.
He sprang to his feet.
That Heathcoate had exploded one of the bombs he felt certain.
He glanced in the direction of the pirate king's hut.
Smoke was issuing from the doorway and open windows, and
a crowd of Malays were hastily gathering about.
Jack strained his eyes to see if he coul,d catch a glimpse of
Heathcoate, for he must certainly be somewhere in the near
vicinity.
But there was not the least sign of him.
"I guess I will get a little nearer,'' thought Jack, and he began
softly making his way toward a small bunch of bushes between
the edge of the forest and the village.
\ He had hardly advanced ten feet when he heard a violent
'crashing in the undergrowth behind him.
Jack cocked his rifle and lay perfectly still.
The next instant half a dozen Malays burst from the cover of
the woods directly upon him.
They observed him at once.
Uttering their loud war-cry, they made a dash for him.
But Jack was not to be taken so easily.
Spriniing to his feet, he drew his rifle to his shoulder and
pulled the trigger.
Crack!
One of the savages tumbled headlong to the ground.
Crack ! crack !
Two more bit the dust.
This disposed of half of them, but the remainder did not take
to their heels, as Jack had thought they would. Juan Dacresa
had taught them to fight to the last.
Before Jack could again press the trigger of his weapon a heavy
club in the hands of one of the Malays felled him senseless to
the ground.
Then, in less time than it takes to write it, he was bound hand
and foot and being rapidly conveyed toward the pirates' village,
where all was in confusion about the king's abode.
The blow Jack had received had been a glancing one, and by
the time the three Malays had deposited him upon the ground his
full consciousness had returned.
Raising his head, he glanced about him.
Juan Dacresa, the king of the freebooters, and Ganzees, the
'mutineer, stood a few feet from him in front of the hut, and
coming out of the doorway were three or four of the Malays,
carrying the body of a white man with them.
A single glance showed our hero that it was one of the sailors
of the Larkspur.
That the man was dead was plainly evident, as one-half of his
face was completely blown off and one of his arms was missing.
Before the body was placed upon the ground another was
brought out, more horribly mutilated than the first one.

Then the rest of the mutineers came out, all more or less
injured.
Jack shuddered at the fearful effects of Heathcoate's deadly
bomb.
\
But where was he? - That was the question.
Juan Dacresa appeared to be in a terrible rage, and Ganzees
was as white as a sheet.
As soon as the king's eyes fell upon Jack he gave a start, and
exclaimed:
"Ha! there is the one who threw the bomb. He shall suffer
for it tenfold."
Then he gave a hasty order in the Malay tongue.
The next instant Jack was seized and stripped to the waist.
A fire was then immediately kindled of some resinous wood,
which burned up brightly, emitting forth an intense heat.
Jack's face paled.
Before he had time to hardly form a conjecture of what was
going to be done with him, a rope attached to a pulley on the top
of a high post was fastened to his feet, and the next moment he
was jerked upward with a force that nearly took the breath from
his body.
Juan Dacresa smiled sardonically, while Ganzee" nodded his
head in approval.
"Now, boy," said the pirate king, in an icy tone of voice, "I am
going to let you .hang, head downward, over that fire until you are
completely roasted! A pleasant death, is it not?"
But J ack scarcely heard the words. The fire burned his head
and shoulders so badly that he thought of naught else.
·
Of all the agony he ever dreamed of, this was the worst, and
he began twisting about like an eel in his endeavor to escape the
fierce heat.
He gave himself up as lost.
CHAPTER XIV.
A DARING RESCUE.

(

Jack Darling groaned in anguish as he felt the flames licking
his quivering flesh.
.
"Ha, ha!" laughed .Tuan Dacresa, "does it hurt you? That's
nothing, my boy, to what you'll get later on! Ah-that's it I cry
out; let us hear how loud you can scream!"
Poor Jack! He had uttered a shriek in spite of himself.
In vain did he endeavor to draw himself up out of the reach
of the fierce flames. The beat was unbearable, and the agony
he suffered indescribable.
Everything he had gone through in his past life flashed like a
panorama through Jack's mind; but the one thing that seemed to
stay there above all others was the thought of his widowed
mother, who, no doubt, was now sitting in the doorway of the
neat little cottage waiting to hear some tidings of her boy, who
had gone out sailing for a day's pleasure arid never returned.
Jack groaned in angu ish.
The pirate king and the mutineers laughed boisterously. To
them the scene was doubly pleasing, since they believed Jack to
be the one who had thrown the bomb into the window of the hut.
They had not stopped to ask .Tack's captors where they had
caught him, but took it for granted that it was he who had done
the deed.
Some of the Malays proceeded to throw on more wood.
Snap-crackle I the flames flared up brightly, sending forth
more beat.
Jack could stand it no longer.
A wild shriek of mortal agony left his lips, and then-The fire was scattered in a thousand different directions; a
knife flashed before his eyes, and the next moment he was
whisked through the air and set upon his feet a dozen feet away
from the spot.
"Follow me, and run I" exclaimed a voice in his ear, which he
was too dazed to recognize.
He had sense enough, however, to do as he was bid, and he
struck out manfully, putting all the strength he could command
into the effort.
The next instant two loud explosions rang out in rapid sue~
cession. Jack knew now that he was following Robert Heathcoate.
•
The bursting of the bombs created such a havoc that no movement was made to give pursuit to the two flecin~ forms until
they were well into the labyrinths of the forest.
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Then such a howl arose from the entire assemblage that it
Presently he a rrived at the edge of the forest.
sounded ·as if a thousand lions had been let loose all at one time.
He gave a start of surprise.
"Run!" shouted Heathcoa te, who was fleeing with a lightning
Before him was the open sea, and lying nearly in front of him
speed, and leading Ja<;k easily.
upon the treacherous reef was the hull of the wrecked La1•kspur.
'
'The terribl~ effect• of the barbaric torture the boy had gone
J ack ran to the very water's edge.
through had dazed and unnerv d him to such an extent that he
What should he do now? If he turned back he would surely
hardly knew what he was doing; but he obeyed the command mebe recaptured, f_or his pursuers had spread out fan-shaped and
chanically, and put on a fr esh l,>urst of .speed.
were nearing him every moment.
Presently they htard the sounds of pursuit; ' a hundred yelling
A sudden thought struck him. He would take to the water and
demons were upon! their track, sweeping. down upon them in a
swim to the wrecked ship,
vast semi-circle.
.
That the M:alays would swim after him 11e felt almost certain,
Jack's full strength aud iaculties gradually returned to him, and
but he concluded to risk it at any rate. He might find weapons
soon he had gained upon Heathcoate, and was running at his
to defend hiinself aboard the wreck, and it was the only course
~d~
he could pursue now.
.
.
Heathcoate spoke never a word, but with liµs firmly set he
These thoughts flashed through his mind like a shot, and he
kept on in the direction of the ru ins, breathing -heavily from the
had no sooner come to the conclusion than he plunged through
strain he was undergoing.
the brrnkers and began his desperate swim for life.
Presently they struck a clear space. 'the old ca~hedral was
A few powerful strokes and he was outside the line of breakers.
just in from o.f them.
His savage pursuers came to a halt on the shore, and made all
At that moment the pursuing Malays burst into view. They
sorts of threatening gestures for him to come b'ack.
were faster runners than the two fugipves, and had gained rapidly
But Jack heeded them not, but kept on st raight for the
upon them.
Larksp11r.
.
. Suddenly Jack stumbled and fell; Beathcoate kept on in his
Observing this, one of the Malays drew his gun to his shotilder
flight, not being aware of, the mi hap for a moment.
and pulled the trigger.
When he turned he had arrived at the side of the building, atid
Bang!
Jack was struggling to his feet, a dozen yards behind him.
Jack threw up his arms and disappeared beneath the waves.
Before our hero could make a spurt to reach Heathcoate's side,
the ).talays were upon him.
Just as his pursuers seized him in their grasp, Jack saw his
CHAPTER XV.
companion disappear in the very side of the old ruins, while the
FRANK HALL DISAPPEARS AND LARRY IS CAPTURED.
words: "I'll rescue you, never fear!" came floating to his ears.
Then the boy was jerked to his feet, a brutal savage on either
Larry O'Dowd stared at the scene in blank amazement.
side of him.
The positio n that Frank Hall and the baboon stood in was too
But they did not offer to hurt him in the least; they evidently
ludicro us for a1Jything, and he could not refrain from laughing.
had something better in sto re for him when they got him back
The animal seemed to be 1n a playful mood, and it imitated
to the presence of J nail Dacresa.
every move the strangely demented youth made to the best of
Poor Jack 1 After so nearly making his escape, it was hard to
its abi lity.
be led back again.
watched them with interest, holding his rifle in readiness
If he had not made the mi sstep he would have been safely to Larry
s)1oot the baboon the instant it made a move to injure Frank.
inside of the old stone building by this tin1e.
Frank nodded his head from side to side, and went through all
H e made up his mind not to venture out in Heathcoate's comthe sparring maneu vers he was acquainted with, and the baboon
pany in open daylight agai1i if he succeeded in getting out of this
did the same.
scrape all right,
'
Suddenly the boy shot out his right fist with a terrible force,
' H ea thcoate had said he would re scue him: Jack made up his
the blow catching the animal fu ll on its snout.
mind he would h:ive to do it very ~ liorlfy or It would be too late.
Spat! .
But som how he had faith in what the man had said, and ·as
Down to the ground flat ·on its back went the baboon, and the
he walked along in the midst <lf his s~arthy taptors, his spirits
crazed youth . began to dance about in a gleeful manner, at the
were not s6 low as they would otherwise. have been.
His neck and shoulders were covered ' wi,th blisters, from his same time shouting:
"Coa1e .on, old Jellow; I can whip anything in the whole school,
recent terrible experience ;with the fire, and' they burned him
from the principal clown, ;md don't you forget it I"
sev'erely.
·' ·
·
"
·'
Hi s queer adversary did not forget it, either, for, uttering a
As the party made their way 'back through the forest, the boy
fierce, angry snarl, it sprang to its feet and ,made a rush for
kept his ey~s ope\1 in search of an avenue bf.escape.
Frank.
Presently an unexpected opportunity q1mc.
The tall youth did not retreat an inch, but stood in genuine
A frolidorne troop of ri16nkeY.s on a hish bank to tne left c;.om·. boxing
,a ttitude, ready for the rush.
menced a noisy chattering, and began liurling ·small stones and
. Poor fello.w ! He evi'tlently had the idea that he was indulging
oth er· n'lissiles at the party.
'
·
ln a fi ght with so me school-follow.
This proceeding aroused the ire bf the MaI·ays, and they halted
"Come oq !" he shouted; "I'll black your eye this time!"
and endeavored to chastise the mischi evous little creatures.
The baboon did come on, and it is hard to tell what might have\
Jac:k Iattghed, irt .spite of his situation, at the queer gran'ks· the
happened if Larry had not pulled the trigger of his rifle at that
monkeys cut up
·
moment.
One old fellow, somewhat larger than the rest, hurled a chunk
Crack! The report rang out with startling· distinctness.
of soft clay at one of the men who had our hero by the arm. ,
The enraged animal staggered back a few paces and then fell
It struck him fairly between the eyes, compl etely blinding him
in a heap to thr. gr9und, a bullet in its heart.
for a moment,, and causing him to let go his h'old ttpoh Jack
.
Then tht manrier of the dem ented boy sttddenly chan~ed.
Then, 11xcrting all his strength in one mighty effort, f ac;.k roade
"My God l" he exclaimed, in a terror-stricken tone, "I have
a sudden spring and freed himself from ' the· othe r Malay w110
killed him, and I will be hanged I But they shan't catch me;
held fast of him, a11d dashed into the thi<;k 1undersrowth. ·
no-- I'll hide the body down a well. Oh! oh! oh! Why' did
The attention ()f the dusky crowd was so. nwd~ engrossed ,\,ith
l do it?"
the . n10nkeys. that for a l'{l,Om ~nt they : sto.od spellbound and
The11 tasting'· .a cunning, id,iotic glance about him. and perfectly
gazed at Jack'~ retreating form.
.
, ignoring the pFe ~ence of Larry, who now staod within a few feet
1'hen, uttering a wit'd yell, they left the monkeys and started
of him, he lifted the dead carcass of the baboon in his arfn~ and
in pursuit.
·
· started to make · his \vay ll'lto the bushes.
The cour~e Jack had taken in his 'clash for liberty lay in an
"Hold on. Frank!"
opposite direction to the. old ruins.
I t was Lan:y O'Dowd who spoke, and his hand clutche<i the
It wasiQ inatt~r of life :and death with him now, ~1Jd, gathering
boy by th~ shoulder.
his ml!s,cle.s, he ran like a frightened dee r.
·,
"Ha!'' shriekPd "Frank, quickly tu rning about. "Don't tonch
On-on ·he ·kept at the .same speed, his ptmmers gainll)g upon
me! They shall never hang me-I'll ki~ you first!"
him slowly but surely.
And before Larry knew what had happ ~ ned the demented bc:i.
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with the strength of a young lion, threw the dead baboon upon
him with such a sudden force that it felled him to the ground,
nearly knocking the' breath from him.
Then, uttering a maniacal shriek, Frank darted away in the
·
depths of the forest with lightning speed.
Larry arose to his feet as soon as he was able to do so, but· the
crazy boy was gone, nor could he hear any noise in the undergrowth to designate which way he went.
"Well, that beats ?.nything I ever experienced!" ejaculated the
·
boy when he had found the use of his tongue.
He searched about the vicinity for fully an hour, but he could
·
not find the lea~t trace of Frank.
/ .
At last it occurred to him that he had better return to his companions and all hands start out to look for him.
Accordingly, he started to retrace his steps.
He had hardly proceeded ten Qaces when a Malay savage confronted him with a gun pointed at his breast.
Larry stopped still in his tracks.
The Malay had the drop on him, as the saying goes, and he
knew not what to do.
Before he had time to consider, a dozen more of the Malay's
companions appeared upon the scene.
The boy no"Y gave himself up as lost.
He. stood as if petrified and allowed the savages to seize him
J
and make a prisoner of him.
The .Malays then proceeded on the way to their village, where
they arrived in the course of twenty minutes.
As Larry walked into the place· he saw that all was excitement
there ; scattered about a big fire were a dozen dead and mangled
bodies.
They were the fruits of Robert Heathcoate's deadly bombs.
Larry, of course, knew nothing of what had happened, and he
gazed in surprise at his surroundings.
A knot of white men stood near at hand.
Larry at once recognized them to be the pirate king and the
mutineers.
On seeing th!' boy Ganzees gave a start.
"There is one of the lubbers!" he exclaimed. "Now is the
time to make him explain the manner in which he left the hut."
"You are right," said Juan Dacresa, facing Larry. "Now, boy,
I want you to tell me how you escaped from the hut you were
confined in last night."
"Supposing I refuse," retorted Larry, now having regained his
'
.
full composure.
"Refuire, and you die!"
"I'll die, then."
"What! do you mean to say that you will not tell?"
"I do."
"Have a care, boy. Remember, I am a desperate man, and
several things have happened here in the last half hour ' that put
.
me in anything but a trifling mood."
1
Larry made no reply.
"Come," said Ganzees, putting his par in; "tell all about it, or
it'll be the worse for you."
The boy curled his lip scornfully, and gave him a look of
contempt.
The mutineer's face turned black as a thunder cloud.
"Make him tell," he hissed, turning to Juan Dacresa.
"Make him tell-how?" asked the pirate king.
"Torture him until he is compelled to."
"We just tried torture on that other boy-you saw how that
turned out."
"Yes; but because he made his escape and his rescuer threw a
couple of bombs among us, is no reason that anything like that
will happen in this case. Why, by this time, if your followers
iiave not captured them, they are safely hidden somewhere in
the rnins of the old cathedral."
"I am sure they are not there," returned Juan Dacresa,
musingly; "the place has been searched from top to bottom, and
there is no possible place for any one to hide."
"Don't you think you had better torture this boy and make
him tell how hi! and his companions got out of the hut?" asked
"
Ganzees, after a moment's silence.
"Yes; I will ltave it all in your hands. Proceed, while I watch
)
for the approach of an invisible enemy."
"Why invisible? T am sure we saw the one whb threw the
·
bombs and did all the damage."
"Yes, when it was too late to catch him."
"You don't know but that he has been caught by this time."

"Well, never mind; I place this matter of torturing the boy in
your hands. Now let me see how you will do it."
"I'll do it ~ood enough, never fear," retorted the leader of the
mutineers. 'Jim Hardcastle, you just find me a good, stiff bird's
•
feather."
The villain addressed started to do as he was bid, and presently returned with the desired article.
J 'he pirate king looked on curiously.
"Probably I am not taking as much trouble as you would if
you were doing it," said Ganzees, in explanation; "but it will answu just the same."
"What are you going to do with that feather?"
"I'll show you directly."
Larry O'Dowd was now thrown upon his back, and J.im Hardcastle proceeded to remove his shoes and stockings.
When this was accomplished, Ganzees began tickling the soles
of the captive boy's feet.
Larry began to twist himself about convulsively.
"Ha, ha!" laughed Juan bacresa; "your idea of torture is a
good one."
"I guess it is," returned the mutineer. "See him! the sweat
is beginning to break out upon his forehead."
At length Larry gave a groan of agony. The tickling sensation upon the soles of his naked feet was more than he could
stand.
"Are you going to tell?" asked Ganzees, as he ceased in his
cruel work for a moment.
"No I" almost screamed ,Larry. "Kill me if you like, but I will
never tell !"
"You won'.t, eh?" and again the feather began to get in its
work.
Suddenly the boy gave a hysterical shriek, and fainted dead
away.
CHAPTER XVI.
THE AVENGER TO THE RESCUE.

As Jack Darling sank beneath the waves the Malays on the
shore uttered a gleeful shout, and began to dance about upon
the sand.
But it was quickly turned to one of dismay and anger, for in a
moment the boy <irose to the surface and began striking out for
the wreck with renewed speed.
The bullet from thi- gu'n had grazed the side of his head, just
.above the ear. in its course, severing a lock of his hair, but
otherwise doing no damage.
"Come on, you villains !" hissed J <1ck, between his clinched
teeth; "I'll lead you a good chase before you catch me, at any
rate."
The sea was almost as calm as a dish, and our hero cleft the
water like a veritable fish.
The water, too, was cooling tp. the burns he had received, and
it put new life .in him.
Seeing that the fugitive was escaping them, several of the
Malays dashed into the surf and began swimming after him.
But good swimmers as they were, they could not gain upon
Jack any, and presently he arrived at the side of the wreck.
His pursuers were now a good three hundred yards away
from him, and he thought if he could only get hold of a rifle or
revolver he would he able to make a good stand against them.
It was but the work of a moment for him to seize upon the
vessel's fore-chains and clamber aboard.
Almost the first thing his eyes lighted upon, when he reached'
the deck, was a revolver lying in the scuppers of the ship, where
it had evidently been dropped by one of the mutineers, and left
unnotice'tl.
Jack seized the weapon, and quickly saw that all its chambers
were loaded.
"Now, then," thought he, "I stand a little shoJ."
Nearer approached the swimmers, the boy screening himself
behind the bulwarks and watching them through a crack. ·
At length the foremost savage arrived at the Larkspur's bow,
and started to climb up her chains.
Crack!
It was Jack's revolver that spoke.
The dusky pirate uttered a cry and dropped back in the sea
again.
But this did not stay the others, for presently two more betan to clamber aboard.
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Crack J ~rack I
It was at such short range that Ja k could not fail to hit them,
and they, too, toppled overboard.
The boy's spiots began to rise.
Possibly his enemies might become disconcerted, and give up
the idea of capturing him, and rlturn to the shore.
But '110t so. They began swimming about at a safe distance
from his revolver for a minute or so, and theR about a dozen of
them began striking out for the vessel's bow in a straight line.
They were going to try what a simultaneous ru sh would do.
Jack's heart began to sink. He knew that some of them would
surely be successful in getting aboard, and then it would be all
up with him.
He made np his minq to fight to the last, however, and prepared himself for the struggle.
With a coolness that seemed almost improbable he emptied the
remaining chambers of his revolver, and then, seizing a belaying
pin, he began hitting the dusky boarders on the fingers at every
·
opportunity.
But this could not last long.
At length one of the :.\falays succeeded in reaching the deck,
·
and at once grappled with Jack.
Thud! The belaying pin in the boy·s hands struck the rascal
full upon the skull, sending him in a heap to the deck. .
By this time a couple more of the Malays had cleared the bulwarks, and with uplifted knives they rushed at the brave boy who
was making such a noble stand.
At that instant several riAe shots rang out in rapid succession,
and both of Jack's foes dropped to the deck.
Our hero was astounded at this turn of events, and for a moment he could not move.
Some on~· had surely come to his rescue, but who could it be?.
that was the question.
Turning his eyes in the direction the sounds of the rifle shots
had come from, he beheld a long, low~looking craft, upon the
deck of which were three men.
Jack easily recognized two of them as Captain Jobes and Bill
Bunt, but the other was a stranger to him.
He quickly came to the conclusion that this must be Robert
Heathcoate's vessel; but, whether it was or not, it had arrived
just in time to save him from being captured or killed outright.
He gave a rou sing cheer, which was immediately answered by
those on board the Avenger, for it was, indeed, Heathcoate's boat.
As soon as the Malays in the water observed the approach of
the strange craft, they uttered a cry of. alarm, and started to
swim for the shore with al.I possible spe;d.
In a minute or so the Avenger drew up alongside the wreck,
and Jack was so~n on board.
"How did you happen to co111e along in just the right moment?" asked he, as he shook Captain Jobes by the hand.
"We saw you from the beach, but didn't know who you were.
The Malays were after you, though, and that was enough; so we
boarded the Avenger at once and started to the rescue."
When Jack heard of what' had happened to Frank Ha.ij, and
how Larry O'Dowd had set out to overtake him and· had not re·
turned, his surprise knew no bounds.
The party was small now, since Heathcoate wa·s not with them,
either.
'
,..
Carrie now came upon the deck, and our hero proceeded to relate what had befallen him since he had set out with her uncle.
All hands listened with amazement at the extraordinary brutality of the freebooters, and tbe wonderful daring of Heath·
coate.
"Well," said Carrie, after a pause, "we had better put back
ancl_ make our way to our headquarters, where my uncle is now,
in all probability, waiting. We can then form some plan to start
at once in search of the two who are missing."
Bill Bunt nodded his head in approval at this.
"Ther gal are right;• said he. "She oughter bin a gineral, or
somethin' like that-she air got sich a long head on her."
The beautiful girl smiled at what was intended as a compliment
to her; and, descending the small companionway , gave the order
to the engineer to put back for their starting point.
As the Avenger's prow was turned about. Jack saw the last of
the Malays d~sappear into the edge ·of the forest.
"By rights we should have given chase to them and killed
every one of them," he thought; "for thty richly cleserve it."
Then he turned his attention to the craft he was upon.
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The strange vessel was about seventy feet long and twenty
feet wide in her broadest part, and sat very low in the water.
Her deck was not more ·than eighteen inches above her waterline, and was perfectly fiat, with not the least vestige of a rail
surrounding it.
The pilot-hou se, which seemed to be composed almost entirely
of the heaviest of plate glass, extended about three feet about
·
thed~k
Abaft of this was a small smoke-stack, from which a puffing
sound came, similar to that of a tug under low pressure, though
scarcely any smoke could be seen issuing from it.
The whole hu!l was encased in plates of iron, making her
capable of resisting bullets, or even heavier shot, at any range.
Jack saw that her shape was as graceful as any sailing yacht
he had ever seen, and he could not help but admire the craft.
But if he was pleased with her outside appearance, he was
doubly so when he went below.
Her cab in was furnished in the most luxurious style imaginable.
He stood gazing at his surroundings in a half-awed surprise,
when Carrie Heathcoate, who was in the pilot-house in charge
·
of the wheel, beckoned him to her side.
"Look!" ·she exclaimed, pointing to the shore, "is not that my
uncle?"
'"Yes," replied Jack; "and, by Jove! he acts strangely. What's
up, I wonder?"
The next moment they saw a dozen Malays and two or three
whites come rushing down upon Heathcoate from the edge of
the woods.
Raising his Winchester repeater to his shoulder, the Englishman began pouring out a veritable hailstorm of bullets into the
ranks of his advancing foes.
This checked them for a moment, and Heathcoate took to his
heels along a strip of sand, reloading his rifle as he ran.
The shots he had fired had kill ed and wounded half a dozen
of his enemies, and they began following him more cautiously
'
dodging behind the trees at the edge of the forest.
Occasionally a bullet would whistle past the daring Englishman's head. But he kept on in his flight, keeping his eye upon the
rapidly approaching Avenger.
Presen tly the strange craft landed upon the beach a few aundred yards from Heathcoate.
He at once started to run to her. But before he had made a
third of the distancl!\ Ganzees and his crowd rushed out of the
woods and .intercep ted him, shooting their guns wildly as they
.
did so.
Heathcoate's blood was up, and his eyes flashed fire.
He made np his mind that he would reach the Avenger or die
in the attempt.
At that moment a cry was heard, and Captain /obes, J ack, Bill
Bunt and the engineer sprang from the deck o the vessel and
dashed upon the beach, rifles in hand.
Ganzees and his party were now between Heathcoate and the
arrivals, and they were not slow to recognize the fact that they
,
were "between two fires," as the saying goes.
· Crack ! crack! crack !
The rifles in the hands IQ£ Jack Darling and his companions bCgan to speak, and two or three Malays fell, to rise no more.
"To the woods!" shouted Ganzees, leading the way; "but don't
let the lubber we've been chasing reach his friends!"
Crack!
A mutineer at the villain's · side dropped dead iif his tracks as
he ceased speaking.
The next mjnute the freebooters had entered the edge of the
forest and stood at bay behind a group of mammoth tree trunks.
Jack's party now came to a halt behind a cluster of rocks,
within easy range of the mutineers, and both watched for a
chance to get a shot.
In order for Heathcoate to join his friends he had to pass in
close pr-0ximity to the freebooters, so he stood still, out of range
of their weapons, undecided what to do.
Five minutes passed. Not a move had been made by either
party as yet, and it was growing rather monotonous.
Suddenly Ganzees and one of the mutineers slipped away under
the cover of the thick bushes after speaking a few hurried words
to the rest of the crowd.
The five minutes of silence merged into a quarter of an hour.
Jack's party began to grow impatient.
There stood Heathcoate, upon the strip of beach a few rod1
away, gun in hand, as immovable as a statue.
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For hitti to get to his friertds, or 'they to him, would incur a
risk of sorrte one being kllled.
·
Jack was just about to give the word to charge upon the freebooters and endeavot' to scatter them, when the shrill scream of a
female rang out upon the air.
•
·
All hands ~tarted as if lhey were shot, and turned their gaze in
the direction of the Avenger.
A startling, not to say discouraging, sight met their eyes.
They saw Gan:tees atid one of his villainous followers upon
the deck of the craft with Carrie Heathcoate a pri oner.
Even while they looked upon the scene in blank dismay their
foes made li charge from the woods upon them.
It was fight now or peath.
They chose the former; and at length succeeded in tepulsing
the freebooters with a loss of three or four of their number.
·
111 the e~citement of the retreat, Beathcoate managea to steal
up and join the party.
As soort as the freebooters fell back to the woods agai~ Ollr
friends made a rush for the Avenger.
Too late!
Before they were halfway to her they saw her hack slowly
away from the beach and then turn around and go skimming gver
the waves.
Ganzees wH at the wheel, artd a devilish smile of triumph lit
up his countenance, while he waved his hand in a thbck farewell
to the party ort ·the beach.

"I not only captured her, but a steam vessel as well, which will
be of the most important use o you."
"A what?" asked the pirate.
"A steam vessel-a- craft that runs by steam," repeated the
mutineer.
"Where is it?"
Juan Dacresa had an incredulous look upon his face as be
asked the question.
'· She lies in the stream, over there, among your boats."
"I must see this ves~el at once."
"Hadn't you better do something with this prize I have got?"
asked Ganzees, reforring to Carrie.
"Yes; I'll lock her up in my library-she'll be as safe there
as if she were in a prison cell, and, besides, everything is comfortable there. I suppose you brought her to me as a sort of
present-did you not?"
"No!" returned the villainous mutineer, almost savagely.
''Come on; let us go and take a look at the boat, and talk about
tlle girl afterward. How is the boy prisoner making out?"
Juan Dacresa made no reply, and after seeing that Carrie was
Jocked safely in the qnarters assig~1cd to her, followed Ganzees in
the direction of the stream where the Ave,1ger lay moored.
The mutineer's manner of rep.lying to his question nettled him
somewhat.
There was trouble brewing between the two, and Carrie was
the ca use of it.
Neither spoke a word further regarding the girl, and soon the
pirate king was lost in his admiration of the Avenger.
CH'.APTEtt XVII.
"You shall be captain of this craft,'' Sc'lid he, when he had
thoroughly inspected her. "She will rtfode an admirable addition
THE MISSING PRISONER.
to my fleet of proas. By the way-we have not captured a ship
- Ca~s--boted the look of dismay upon the faces of Jack Dar·
since you have been with us, have we?"
ling and his ·c01bpanions as they gazed at the Ave11ger as she
"No," retorted Ganzees. "Isn't it about time something was
forged swiftly away from them.
done in that line?"
"This craft's a lucky find for me," he muttered, as he deftly .
"You can't work unlds you have a job," said Juan Dacresa,
turned her wheel, sending her prow in the direction of the freecoldly.
booters' village, at the other side of the island.
'·Oh I waiting for a ship, eh?"
He calculated that this event would make him doubly solid
"That's it, exactly."
with Jµan Dacresa.
"How is it that you have never been wiped out by a man"o'Carrie Heathcoate had been locked securely in the cabin of the
war, or something_?" .
vessel, and when the girl came to from her fainting spell it was
"Because my rule is that when we take a ship, not one of her
some minutes before she could realize what had happened.
crew is left to tell the tale. Consequently, as our hiding place is
But when she did so how bitterly she repented not allowing a good one, we live in comparative ease and comfort.''
her dog to come aboard the Avenger with her.
"\Veil, let'~ go and bring the boy prisoner out, and se~ what
Had the faithful animal been in her con\pany Ganzees and Jim
we can do with him,'" said Ganzees, changing the subject. "Maybe
]Jardcastle would never have stolen upon her in the manner
we can force him to lead us to the hiding place 'of our secret
1
they did.
enemies."
The. sagac.ious bloodhound would have certainly apprised her
"A good fdea," repli ed Juan Dacresa. 1'\Ve will .put it in execu·
of their commg, and then she would ltave been prepated for then1.
tion at, on.ce.."
.
As these tlioughts rushed through the girl's mind she began
Arriving back at his hut, the pirate king at once ent a cm1ple
to more plainly realize how fully she was in the power of her
of the Malays to bring Larry Q'Dowd to him, while he pro·
uncle's enemies.
ceeded to unlock the door of the room in which Carrie HeathPresently her reflection's were cut short by the sound of the
coate \\;as confined.
throbbing wheel of the Avenger ceasing.
"Where are you ~oing ?" demanded Ganzees.
Carrie judged that the two mutineers had brought her in a
"To ' bring the girl out aud see if she and the boy are .acl'larbor somewhere.
quainted," was the reply.
She was right. Ganzees had fol.lowed a stnall stream up until
"Oh!"
..
he was now withih a few hundred yards of the outskirts of the
. "Why did you ask r"
village.
.
"See here. Dacresa," suddenly said Garf..:ees, laying his hand
He brought the Avenger to a standstill · in the midst of a lot
half imploringly upon the freeboote~'s shoulder, "I want you
Of proas, and hen procel!ded to tnake her fast.
.
to do one thing for me."
A number of Malays were standing about, and they gazed in
"Vv'bat is it?" asked Dacresa, curiously.
dumfounded :tmazemefit at this 'Sttange-lookin~ craft.
"I \vant you to protnise me that you will leave the girl I capLreaving Jim Hardcastle in charge, Ganzees led Carrie Heath"
tured to me."
coate asho~, in spite of her protestati1:ms.
.
"\Vhy so .?"
.
Straight to Juan Oacresa's hut went the villain, a crowd of the
"Bei;au e 1 am a little bit smitten with htr pretty face, and I ,
natives follo\ving at his heels.
want her for a wife."
The natives began to regard him as a man of some note.
The pirate king laughed loudly.
.
Gahzees !mew it, and he felt proud over hls recent achievement.
"Oh, ho! you do, ·e h? Suppose I were to say l:he same thing?"
Presently he arrived in front of the king of the freebooters'
"But I shl;)uld have the ·first say, in this matter." '.
abode.
'
'
"You should. eh? Remember that I am king here, 'and that all.
Hearing the confusion o\1tside, Juan Dacres11 came to the door.
have to obey me."
,
He gave a start of surprise at se~ing Ganzees and his . fair
"I ~now that," retuTned G:111zees, bitif1g his lips with supPressed
pritsoner.
rage; "but remember, r have been a big help .to yott sinC'e I have
"What have we here?" he asked.
,
belonged .tu your band."
"Thi is one of the !}al:ty that ha~ been seen at different times,
"Yes; and yoc must remember that I have but tQ say the word,
but always disappeared before she could be cat\ght;'' replied
llnd you and your companions will be beheaded before you are
Ga'ttzees. <
ten minutes ol<ier I"
"How did you manage to capture h~r?"
"Then you won't grant my request?"
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"No."
1
"Why ncrt?"
"Because I have determined to make the girl my own wife."
Ganzees' countenance turned a sickly green.
"As you say," sai d he, "you are boss here, and no one recognizes the fact better than I."
"All right, then. Drop the subject, and we will call it quits."
"Very well; bring out the girl and see if she knows the boy;
I am satisfied already that they are all in league together,
though."
"We will see."
.
With these words, the cool villain unlocked the door and entered the room.
Carrie was reclining on a richly upholstered divan, weeping
bitterly at her misfortune.
She arose to her feet as the pirate king entered.
"Come, miss," said he, in a polite mannei:, "you are wanted
outside for a moment."
The girl followed him at once. She thought it useless to act
stubbornly in the matter.
Juan Dacresa led the way to the outside of the house, Ganzee , who had been in waiting at the door, bringing up the rear.
The Malays who had been sent after the prisoner were in waitin?., but Larry was not with them.
'Where is the boy?" demand ed the pirate, half angrily.
"Him gone," replied one of the dusky villains, p1ucking up
enough courage to answer the question.
''What !" exclaimed Juan Dacresa and Ganzees in a breath.
"What?"
"Yes; him nowhere in the hut."
The two villains were knocked speechless.

CHAPTER XVIII.
LAitRY o'DOWD's PERIL.

It was several seconds before any one in Jack Darling's party
could utter a word.
They were too much astounded to speak.
Ganzees had turned the tables on them with a vengeance.
Robert Heathcoate began pacing up and down the beach in a
nervous, excitable manner.
The Joss of the Avenger seemed to have turned his brain for
the time being.
At length he stopped, and waving his hands above his head,
exclaimed :
"If we do not immediately recapture my boat and rescue my
niece everything is lost !"
"We'll do both, never fear," replied Jack, who had now come
back to his senses.
"Ay, that we will," put in Ben Bunt.
"We must!" almost shrieked Heathcoate, a dangerous · light
shining in hi s eyes.
"Let ns return to headqua'Tters and endeavor to form some
plan to proceed with," suggested our hero.
·
"That's it, boy! that's it!" exclaimed Heathcoate, brightening
up. "But where are our accursed enemies who attacked us a
few minutes ago? I don't see them."
Not a sign of the Malays or mutineers was to be seen.
They had either stolen away to their village in the excitement,
or else they were up to some new deviltry.
Rifles in hand, our party made their way to the clump of trees
where their enemies had so recently been.
Search about as they might they could find no traces of them.
"Well," said Heathcoate, "they are gone, so we had better go,
too. We will make our way to the old ruins by way of the tunnel. Come."
In an exceedingly short space of time they had arrived at the
mouth of the passage, and after lookiflg carefully about to make
sure that they were not observed by anybody, all hands entered.
In a little while they were safely in the old cathedral.
A consultation was at once held ·
At length it was decided to wait until darkness had set in, and
then make their way through the tunnel which led to the hut in
the pirates' village and then see what they could accomplish.
"I will take a good supply of bombs with me, and, if needs be,
will blow the entire village into kingdom come!" said Heathcoate..

It was near sunset now, and the party had not long to wait to
make the attempt to carry out their project. .
Heathcoate was very impatient, and kept pacing the floor, all
the while muttering strangely t'o himselL
An hour dragged slowly by.
Suddenly the eccentric Englishman spoke.
"I have changed my mind," said he. "I will go alone to Dacresa's village; the rest of ,YOU can go by the underground passage. I feel sure that I can accomplish more alone. A storm is
coming up by the sound of 'the wind outside, and that will greatly
add to our purpose."
·
"You are right about the storm," spoke up Captain Jobes. "It
is going to blow great guns pretty soon, and the rain will come
down in bucketfuls."
Heathcoate made no reply, but began attiring himself in a complete suit of rubber from head to feet.
Then seizing his rifle and what appeared to be a good-sized
valise, he waved a silent adieu with his hand, and left the room.
When he had gone Jack said:
"Cdme. Let us go by the passage and see what is going on in
the village. If the hut it leads to is unoccupied we will be all
right."
All hands at once signified their willingness, and presently
they had descended to the cellar of the old ruins, and had entered
the tunnel-like passage.
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We must now return to Larry, whom we left unconscious from
the cruel torture he had received at the hands of Ganzees.
The boy was strong and hardy by nature, and it was not long
before he returned to his senses.
He opened his eyes and lay still for a few moments, gradually
taking in his surroundings.
In less than two minutes he came to the conclusion that he had
been thrown in the very same hut that he and his companions had
been imprisoned in when they had been captured aboard the
wreck of the Larkspur.
His hopes flew up to the top notch, and he immediately arose
~hisfe~
.
An examination showed him that he was correct in his supposition. There were the outlines of the slab in the floor of the
h t, which covered the opening leading to the underground passage, through which he had made his escape before.
. "Strange," muttered Larry, "that the pirates never discovered
this. They must be dumb, indeed. But then I don't suppose
Juan Dacresa ever examinefi this hut very carefully; and, anyhow, it would take a very close observer to detect the slab. Well,
they think they have got the best of me, but rn· outwit them,
after all. When they come after me to give me a second dose of
'feather-tickling,' I'll be gone."
T he boy chuckled half audibly, and after making sure that none
of the Malays were coming into the hut, he lifted the slab of
stone, after a slight difficulty.
The next moment he had dropped down the opening into the
passage and closed the hole, going through the same proceeding
that he had done once before.
Then, li!}hting a match, he was soon making his way hastily
along the passage.
He could proceed with more ease· this time, for the simple reason that he knew exactly where he was going.
At length he came to the iron door leading to the cellar of the
stone building.
It was partly open, and he pushed his way through.
Crossing the damp, noisome place, he began rapidly mounting
the stairway.
In another moment he was in the room above.
Lighting a match, he proceeded, to take in his surroundings
and find the other stairway.
At that moment a startling incident occurred.
There was a crashing of falling dirt and stones, and a body
dropped from somewhere, landing almost at his very feel:.
L:irry recoiled a few steps, and hastily struck another match.
He gave a violent start of surprise.
Before him lay the body of Frank HaII in a confused heap
upon the floor. t
But only for a moment did the crazed boy lie thus. The next
moment he sprang to his feet with a bound and faced Larry.
His eyes were shining with a fierce, maniacal light, and his
clothing was hanging in tatters upon his form.

I
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Frank Hall looked p.s though fie had been "run through a
thre,shinj ma<:hin ," as Larry aftc:nvard put it.
Drawmg a knife from his belt, he raised it in a threatening
attitude.
"What do you want?" he asked i11 11 strange, unnatural tone.
"Why, h~llo, Frank!" exclaime~ Larry; "don't you know me,
old fellow?"
"Ha, )1a, ha!" laughed poor, demented F rank. "Don't I know
you? v\fell, I iuess I do! You are one of the mutineers who
tried to kill me-know you? I guess I do!"
"But, Frank/' gasped ~rry, surely you know--"
"Shut up!" screamed the crazed youth, "or I'll cut your
throat!"
A shivery ~ensat ion passed down Larry O'Dowd's spine, and he
wished himself back in the freebooters' l,ut again.
Sudden)~ a playh1l mood seemed to c<;>m~ ovei; Fra~k. .
He began dancing about Larry1 flounshmg his knife 111 dangerous proximity to the boy's face.
"Sing," he shouted, threalcnin~ly, "sing, while I dance!"
The door upstairs, !eading from the .stairway, mu~t. have been
open, for the place was lighted by a dnn, uncertam hght, which
m<1de the scene more awe ome to Larry.
.
"Come, are you going to . sh:1g ?" deim1nded Frank, his eyes
shooting forth a dangt'rous glitter.
Poor Larry! There was nothing left for him to do but to
obey the crazy lad's command, so he at once commenced a
rollicking Irish sonEl', though he felt li!<e anything else but sin¥ing at that moment.
T hen Frank Hall begap to dance all the steps that he ever
knew, and a great many that he did not.
This sort of business was kept up for fully fifteen minutes, arid
th n the demented boy ceased his antics and commanded Larry
to siop singing.
.
' 1Now go downstair !" he hissed, raising his knife threateqingly
to put more force to the command.
Larry obeyed. He saw that he would but endanger his life if
he refused to humor Frank.
The crazy boy seized him by the shoulder as soon as they had
arrived at the foot of the stairway, where all was in total darkness.
•·I want you to take me to the place where you came from,''
said he; "and if you don't Jill kill you !'1
T remblingly, Larry groped his way until he had found the
iron door.
Frank Hall pushed him through, an<;! the two began making
their way along the J>assage, the point of the crazy lad's knife
pressed against Larry s throat.
At length, after what seemed an hour to Larry, they arrived at
the end of the pa sage beneath the hut he had so lately come
from.
Both came to a halt.
"We can't go any further,'' said Larry.
"Why not?" asked Frank.
"Because this is the end of the passage."
"Is this where you came frolll, thep ?"
"Yes."
''You lie?"
"But--"
"See here; then~ mu$t be a door here somewhere. Wa will
go out through it a11d have some fun. Now, yoq find the door
right ;i.way, or I'll cut YllUr throqt from ear to ea{!"
"All right," responded Larry, thinking it better to be in the
clutches of the Malay fr ebooters than in the hands of a craiy
pef&on.
He was just about to raise the stone slab above his head when
the sounds of approaching fOQtit~ps were heard coming along the
PiSlillill,

CHAPTER XIX.
HtA'l;HCQJ,TE CA!i'TURES THE AVENGER.

We must now return to Robert '.fieathcoate, who started alone
on hls mission to capture the Avenger and effect the rescue of
Carrie.
t
He was a man of nerve was Eeathcoate, and venturing forth
in the blinding storm and darkne3s to pay his deadly enemies a
vlsit dld n<>t alam1 him in the least.
As soon as he had passed through the secret door leading from

the apartments where our friends were, he drew ~ small dark
lantern from his pocket and lighted it.
.
Then making his way to the rnom above that which 1ed to the
underground passage, he ascended a small rope l11dder until his
head came in contact with the ceiling.
.
Giving a ll'entl\l push upward, a huge flat stone turned ov~r, disclosing an opening about three feet square, through wlucll the
·rain dashed in upon him.
.
.
The next moment he was out51de, and the stone, which wqrked
upon a pivot, dropped back in its place.
Heathcoate now stood on the grol1nd at the .side of the ruined
cathedral.
This was the id~ntical spot that Jack Darling had fallen throt1gh
when he had followed in pursuit of Carrie and her bloodhound
the first night ht )lad been l1P011 the island.
He had s1epped upon the slab of stone and his weight had
overturned It, causing him to fall headlong through into the cellar-like apartme11t.
Heathcoate h;1d become thoroughly acquainted with every inch
of the i~land and thi: many secrets concerning it, which were
entln:ly unkiwwn lo Juan Dacresa and his b11nd.
The secret underground pas ages must have been built when
the cathedral-like edifice had been constrµcted-a~es before-for
what purpo~e Heathcoate knew not, nor did he care, ~o long as
they suit!!d his ends.
The man had become desperate over the loss of his vessel, and
he made up his mind to take her at all hazards.
He rightly judged that Ganzees had taken her up the stream
which ran almost to the village, and toward this he now began
making his way.
It was a wild night, and suited his purpose well.
As he progressed through the tangled mazes of the forest the
storm seemed to increase in fury.
The lightning fla$hed with ex\raordin;iry brilliancy, while the
thunder crashed in loud peal .
Ever and anon a mighty forest tree would fall crashing to the
earlh, a victim of the powerful electric fluid.
But Heathcoate heeded it not. He stalked silently along on his
way, his lips tightly compressed, and his whole thoughts ceptered on the object he had in view.
Presently a fla h of lightning revealed to him the fact that he
had arrived at the stream.
He followed it up for a way, and the next flash showed him
a number of proa . in the center of which lay the wonderful craft
he had constructed.
Heathcoate's heart gave a jump.
Before him was the Avenger. Now the question was: How
was he to get to her?
The boat was on the opposite side of the stream, which was
about thirty yards wide at this point, and a number of Malays
were seated upon the bank in the drenching rain, keeping ~uard
over her.
It did not take Heathcoate long to form a plan, and he at one~
started up the side> of the stream, until he found a place suf·
fi,ciently narrow to cross.
Then, witli the utmost caution, he began crawling through the
underbrush towar<l the Malays who were on G;Uard.
Scarce twenty minute had elapsed sii1ce he had first set hls
eyes upon the Avenger before he was again in close proximity to
her, this time on the same sine of the stream that she was.
Heathcoate's heart began to beat violently.
The thunder and lightning still kept up, and the wind shrieked
through the branches with a dismal sound.
The rain was still falling heavily, but the Englishman minded
it not; he wa! as dry 1s a bone beneath his suit of n1bber,
Nearer and nearer he approached to the group of Malays on
the bank of the st ream, and each flash of lightning showec{ him
the outline of the Avenger among the proas much plainer.
At la st he was within twenty-five feet of the freebooter .
Thero w~re about two dozen of them, and they were huddled
together in ~ sort of semi-circle, their faces turne<;I toward the
craft they had been commissioned to watch.
They presented a sor ry <tppe;i.rance, drenched as th~y were,
but the pirate king had commanded them to remain on gl)ard all
night, and they were but obeying. him.
.
.
Jim Hardca~tle and one of ht rascally compamons were inside of the Aven8er, though lleathcoate knew it not.
He oon learned it, however, for pre ently a brilliant flash of
lightning lit up the scene, and his close proximity to the craft en-
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abl<>d him to see the two men seated
the pilot-house on their
He glanced anxiously along the shore.
tiresome all-night vigil.
Suddenly he gave a start.
1
"I shall have to be careful," muttered the Englishman; "I am
He saw the figure of a man rush from the mouth of the pa11sure I can manage the cursed Malays easy enough, but those two
sage, or some plaq.· nearby, and run swiftly for the water's edge.
white me.n-I may have trouble with them. \<Veil, here goes,
Even as he watched, the man uttered a wild shriek. and throwanyway. I may as well start the ball a-rolling."
ing up his hands, pitched headlong to the ground.
Unfastening the satchel or valise that he carried, he drew forth .
Heathcoate watched him for fully five miuutes, but the boay
an oblong, dark-looking object.
·
did not move.
1
It was one of tht deadly bombs, and he had at least a dozen
"I must see who it is," · he muttered, starting the Averiger
more in the same leather bag.
slowly toward the spot.
Carefully measuring the distance with his practiced eye, HeathIn five minutes' time he had made a landing, and seizing his
coate drew back his arm, and flung the thing straight in the
rifle he spraug out upon the beach. The form of the stranger Jay
midst of the group of Malays, after having first ignited the short
upon the sand with the face upturned toward the sky, and as
fuse attached to it.
Heathcoate saw his face he gave a. violent start of surprise.
It was a terrible thing to do, but Heathcoate's deadly hatred
It was Frank Hall, wlio had so suddenly gone cr<1zy, that lay .
of the freebooters caused him to fling the bomb without the least before him.
bit of hesitation whatever.
The poor boy's clothing was nearly torn from his body, and he
Almo$t the very instant the bomb struck the ground it exploded
presented a forlorn appearance.
with a loud report, knocking the Malays right and left, and blowThat he was unconscious the. Englishman saw at a glance.
ing some of them literally to piece .
A look of pity came over his face, and stooping, he raised the
Theu, revolver io hand, the Englishman dashed through the
unconscious form of Frank in his arms and carried him aboard
smoke and sprang upon the Avenger's deck.
the Avenger, carefully depositing him in one of the berths.
The mutineer~ met him, nearly frightened out of their wits.
The btiy suddenly broke into a raging fever, and began to talk
At that µ10ment a brilliant flash of lightning illumined the
wildly in his delirium.
scene for 01ie brid instant, showing Heathcoate the pale, scared
Heatheoate at once repaired to the medicine chest and mixed a
faces of his t-..yo foes.
dose of some kind, which he administered to the lad.
The next moment his revolver cracked twice in rapid succesThis eased him somewhat, and he soon was in a deep sleep,
sion, and both of the villains fell, one toppling overboard and
though the fever did not leave him.
the other falling back through the door of the pilot-house.
Then returning to the pilot-house, the Englishman backed the
The next instant the daring Englishman had seveted the rope
boat off the beach and again resumed his watch for some signs ·
which held the boat fast, and pushed her off to the middle of the
of his companions.
stream.
At length day broke, and soon the sun arose.
But what was he to do now? There was no steam up, and to
Heathcoate began to grow nervous now, and put out further
get enough to run the craft would take the best part of half an
away from the shore.
hour.
Suddenly the report df a cannon rang out on the stiIT mornEven now the freebooters were rushing from all parts of their
ing air, immediately followed by a rattling discharge of musketry.
village to the scene of the explosion.
I
A desperate resolve entered Heathcoate's brain.
He would light the lamps beneath the boiler, and then,_ as soon
as he had raised sufficient steam, start the engine and pick his
CHAPTER XX.
way down the stream by the flashes of lightning.
JACK ENTERS JU.AN D.ACRESA'S HUT.
In the meantime he would keep his enemies at bay by the hurling of an occasional bomb.
Both Larry O'Dowd and the crazy youth li$tened intently to
To think with him was to act.
.
the sounds of the approaching ~otsteps.
In less than a minute's time he had ignited the wicks of the
"Come!" hissed Frank Hall, \ightening his jl'raSp upon Larry,
burners, and then taking his place in the pilot-house, he awaited
"hurry up, and get us out of here I"
the onslaught of his foes.
But Larry judged that it must certainly be Jack and his comThe next moment the Malays came rushing down to the bank
,
of the Stream, discharging their gun,s wildly at the Avenger and P(lnions coming, so he hesitated.
"Wait ' minute," said he, hoping t9, gain time; "I can't find
shouting themselves hoarse.
the way."
The Englishman was equal to the emergency.
"You must! See! they are ~!most here!"
Hastily lighting one of the bombs, he flung it in tl~eir very
"Who?" asked Larry.
midst.
"The man-eaters. Ah I here they come! Now we will both be
Boom!
killed! But....!,'11 make an end of you first, so as to iave them
The terrible thing exploded, creating a fearful havoc among
the trouble. r<ll cut your throat. Ha, ha, ha I"
the Malays.
At that moment Jack Darling's party burst in view around a
Then, before they had <1nywhere near recovered themselves,
Heathcoate started the engine, and the next moment the Avenger bend in the tunnel-like passage, carrying a lighted lantern witp
them.
.
was gliding swiftly down the stream.
On seeing them a new idea must have come in the demented
It seemed that Providence was on Heathcoate's side, for sudboy's
head,
for
suddenly
he
lowered
the gleaming knife, and then
denly the storm cleared up as quickly as it h<1d come, and presgave Larry such a sudden shove that the boy was sent sta~g;er
ently the moon struggled through the clouds to light him on. his
ing
against
the
wall
of
the
passage;
and then uttering <I wild, ,
way.
blood-curdling !!Cream, he darted down the passage, scatteringPuff-puff! pnff-puff ! went the powerful iron-clad vessel . as
those who were advancing right and left before his mad rush.
she steamed swiftly down the stream.
Before Jack or any of his
could ima$ine what had transThe pirates did not attempt to st:.irt in pursuit, they evidently pired Frank Hall was out of party
sight.
had enough of it for one night.
The next moment Larry rushed to meet them.
Heathcoat<>'s spirit~ were a hundred per .cent. higher, but he
In as few words as possible he explained what had happened.
was still much worried about Carrie.
"Let us follow him and try and catch him," suggested C_apThat he would rescue her before many hours, though, he felt
tain Jobes.
certain. •
"No-not for worlds!" hastily replied Larry; "leave him
In less than ten minutes from the time of his, starting he was
alone for the present. I have had enotlgh to do with a crazy
at the mouth of the stream, and was making his way, through a
parson for one night. I would rather face the entire gang of
gap in the reef, out to sea.
Malays, with their king at their head, than him again, singleHe now turned his attention to righting the craft up a bit, and
handed. Leave him alone for the present; maybe he will soon
at once cast the body of the dead mutineer overboard.
return to his right senses, and then it will be different."
The Englishman moved the Avenger closer inshore, near the
"Larry is right," said Jack; "we came to rescue Carrie, and
mouth of the concealed underground passage, which led to the
endeavor to steal the Avenger from the pirates. ,vVe will·look- to
old ruins.
Frank's case later on."
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"All right," responded the captain; "come on. We'll enter the
hut, if the coast is clear."
He pushed the slab of stone up a little way as he spoke, and
listened attentively for a moment.
There was not a sound to be heard save the roaring of the
tempest outside, and becoming reassured he turned the stone over
entirely and made his way up into the hut, followed by his comI 1
panions.
The next moment all hands were in the hut..
Jack tried the door.
lt was fastened securely on the outside.
"What's to be done now?';. he asked.
"We must cut our way through, that's all," replied Captain
Jobes.
"Ay, that's it, cap'en," put in Bill Bunt, drawing his sheathknife and poking it against the side wall of the rude building.
The hut was built of bamboo canes and lined with clay, and he
had little or no difficulty in shoving the blade of his knife clean
through.
.
Taking the cue from this, all hands were soon ertgaged in cutting their way outside.
They soon haci an aperture large enough for their purpose, and
in a minute's time they had crawled through.
Just as Bill Bunt, who was the last one to emerge from the
hole, arose to his feet there came, the sound of a loud explosion
at the other side of the village.
~
"By Jove!" exclaimed Jack, "Robert Heathcoate is at work,
and no mistake."
The next moment all was confusion in the village, and the
Malays began to run from all directions to the stn;am where the
/
Avenger lay.
The rain was falling in torrents, and our friends were soon
wet to the skin, but they did not mind this much, as it was warm.
"I wonder which hut ther gal air confined in?" said Bill Bunt,
as he shook the water from his grizzled locks. "We thought be
able ter get her out now while ther cussed warmints are worked
up so. Let's look around a bit and see if we can find out."
"Stay!" exclaimed Captain Jobes. "I have a better plan; one
is not so apt to be seen as all of us would. Let Jack go and see
if he can't find out where the girl is imprisoned, while we wait
for him in the hut."
/
This suggestion seemed to suit all hands, so, accordingly, Jack
set out.
It was as dark as pitch, and he was only able to find his way
'
by the flashes of lightning.
· He glided stealthily into the vet"y heart of the freebooters' village, not seeing a single Malay. The cause of this was owing to
the fact that they were all down by the bank of the stream, engaged in putting forth their efforts to prevent Heathcoate from
making his escape with theO<f venger.
.
Jack judged pretty nearly what had happened, and he felt confident that the daring Englishman would succeed in his undertaking.
At length th .. boy arrived at the rear of Juan Dacresa's hut.
One of the windows was open, and after a moment's hesitation he crawled in.
It was a risky thing to do, but Jack was noted for his pluck.
He found himself in a small, narrow hallway, through which
came a draught of air.
A single glance showed. him that the door at the front of the
liut was wide <lpen.
"Good enough," mu.t tered Jack; "if any one happens to interfere with me, I shall have a good chance to run for it."
There were two doors in the side of the hallway, and from
under one of these there came a faint stream of light.
Jack placed his eye to the keyhole.
He saw the interior of a richly-furnished room, in which was
the form of a young girl reclining on a divan.
'
He could not see the face of the girl, but our hero knew that it
was Carrie Heathcoate.
Bis heart gave a mighty bound.
Now was his chance to rescue the fair prisoner.
Placing his lips to the keyhole of the door, he gave a low hiss.
Carrie started and raised her head.
"Don't be alarmed,'' said Jack, in a loud whisper; "it is me!J'ack Darling."
1
The girl gave a suppressed cry of joy and sprang to her feet.
Usini the heavy knife he carried, he began pryin~ upon tho

lock.

It was a very light affair, and not adapted for the door of a
prison, and presently it yielded.
The next moment the door swung open.
"Come!!' exclaimed Jack, "let us be off at once, before Juan
Dacresa or some of his villains get back."
The next instant both started for the door, to leave the room.
But they came to a sudden halt, and started as though they
had been shot.
Before them stood Ganzees, the mutineer, wi'th a revolver
poipted directly at Jack's breast.
CHf'."PTER XX!.
GANZEES'

MISSION.

It would be impossible to depict the look of consternation that
came over the faces of Juan Dacresa and Ganzees when the
Malays said that Larry O'Dowd had made his escape from the
hut.
The superstition in the pirate king's nature began to work upon
him, and he trembled visibly. Ganzees was wild with rage, and
as soon as he regained the use of his tongue he began to curse
and swear at a terrible rate.
Carrie Heathcoate shuddered at the horrible oaths the mutineer
uttered, and noticing this, Juan Dacresa led her !'lack to the room
she had just been taken from, and again locked the door.
When he came out again he saw that Ganzees and a number
of the men were making their way to the hut lately occupied by
~~

.

Lighting a cigar to steady his nerves somewhat, he followed.
The crowd at once began searching for a hole in the side of
the rude building, but after five minutes they were satisfied that
there was none.
The pirate king shrugged his shoulders.
"I tell you that our enemies are in league with the evil one,"
said he.
"You're a fool!" retorted Ganzees, hotly.
The blocd mounted to Juan Dacresa's face.
"What?" he demanded, endeavoring to curb his terrtper.
"I said you were a fool-and so you are, if you think any of
those cursed lubbers are anyway supernatural."
"\!Vhy is it that we cannot hold them, then, after we make them
prisoners?" asked the king of the fr eebooters, his complexion
changing from a deep red to a livid white.
"Because," sneered Ganzees, "they are not sufficiently guarded.
I think that the next time we capture one of them we had better
shoot him outright; the difficulty will easily be settl ed then."
"All right," retorted Juan Dacresa, closing and locking the
door of the hut. "You go and catch th em at once, and I will
have them kill ed as soon as you bring th em in."
"Me go and capture them at once?" echoed the mutineer.
"How in thunder am I--"
"It makes no difference, do as I say; and if you don't .bring
them before me inside of twenty-four hours, I will have your
head cut ·off from your ugly body."
Ganzees turned as wr.ite as a sheet.
He knew full well that Juan Dacresa meant what he said.
"Do you mean that?" he hoarsely asked.
"Mean it? Certainly I do. ·Remember that I rule this island,
and that I allow no one to dictate to me. Now be off at once,
and do the task I have ordered you to do, or I will change my
mind and slay you at once!"
All the rascally pluck in Ganzees' nature suddenly asserted
itsel,f.
"I want you to take back that command," he suddenly exclaimed, at the same time drawing his revolver and leveling it at
the pirate king's breast.
But Juan Dacresa had observed his move, and almost as suddenly he had drawn his weapon.
There stood the two men, glaring at each other like a pair
of wild beasts, with their revolvers leveled at each other.
The rays of the setting sun shone full upon the two men's
faces, and as they stood there, surrounded by the dusky horde of
vilbinous-looking cutthroats, they made a very imposing picture.
For fully the space of a minute neither spoke a word. Then,
clearing his throat, the pirate king coolly said:
·'Well, are you going to do my bidding ?"
For a moment Ganzees did not answer, but toyed dangerously
with the trigger of his weapon.
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Suddenly a thought seemed to strike him.
"Yes," he said, at length, "I will undertake the task; and if I
fail you may kill me."
"That is the way •to talk. Now, as I said before, go!"
Without deigning to make any repl y, Ganzces turned upon his
heel and walked from the spot, making his way toward the
forest.
When he had disappeared from view, Juan Dacresa repaired to
his hut, and bt'gan drinking de"Cply of the strongest spirits his
lard er contained.
In one hour's time he was as drunk as a lord, and as ugly :'.s
a savage lion of the jungle.
Meanwhile, Ganzees continued on his way, hurling curses upon
the heads of the J\falay pirates and their king.
Arriving well in to t~e forest, he sat down upon the trunk of a
fallen t1·ee, and began to meditate over hi s situation.
The sun had now sunk below the western horizon, and darkness was coming on apace.
A storm was also coming up, and the villain was soon made
aware of this fact by several drops of rain falling in his face.
He sprang to his feet with a bound.
"Yes, I'll do it," he muttered. "I can't but fail in the attempt, and if I should succeed-well, then, I guess I'll be somebody."
The villain had concocted a plan in his rascally brain to slay
and rob Juan Dacresa, as soon as the night had progressed a
little; and then steal away with Carrie Heathcoate, and take the
long boat of the Larkspiff, which lay upon the beach at the other
side of the island, and put for one of the neighboring islands.
He argued to himself that the most of the male population
would be in the vicinity of the captured Ave11ger to watch her,
and this fact would enable him to carry out his undertaking.
Ganzees was well armed, and he was prepared to slay the
first one who opposed him.
He kept in the woods until he heard the noise made by the
explosion of the bomb Heathcoate had thrown among the Malays
on the bank of the stream.
"Aha!" the villain exclaimed, as he gave a start, "Dacresa's
unkn own enemy is at work \'vith his bombs again. So much the
better for me. So far, so ~ood; if I ever expect to get a chance
to carry out my plan, now ts th e time."
The next moment he was making his way hurriedly through
the blinding rain in the direction of the freeboote rs' village.
He heard the noise and confusion the Malays made as th ey ran
to the scene of the explosion, and he chuckled softly to himself.
The wily villain dodged about in the darkness, and at length
he stood in the rear of Juan Dacresa's hut.
Even as the mutineer glanced at the bamboo dwelling, he dis-,
cerned a pair of leg~ di appear through one of the windows.
The flash of lightning which had revealed this to him had not
lasted long enough for him to see more.
He was not a little surprised at this proceeding, and for a
moment or so he knew not what co urse to pursue.
At length he concluded to enter the hut by the same means,
and see who it was that was so cautiously en tering the king's
abode.
"Some one come to rei;cue the girl,, I'll bet my life!" he muttered, as he placed his hands upon the window sill preparatory to
going in.
T he next instant he had made his way noiselessly through the
window, and stood in the hallway.
A door was open a few feet from him, through which streamed
a dim light.
Ganzees peered iti
Before him stood J ack Darling and the girl prisoner, just
making a move to leave the room.
In the twinkling of an eye he had drawn his revolver and
stood facing Jack.
Carrie gave a slight scream of dismay as she saw the malignant
face of the mutineer, while Jack's hand involuntarily flew to his
belt.
"Stop !" exclaimed Ganzees; "none of that; hands up, or I'll
shoot you dead, just as sure as two and two make four."
"\Vhat do you want?" asked Jack, in a mild tone of voice.
"I want the girl; hand her over, and yo u can go about your
busi ness."
Our hero was a little bit astonished at this reply, but his eyes
flashed tire, never! heh.>ss.
"You want. the girl?"

"Yes."
"\Vell, you can't have her."
r
"I can't, eh?"
c.
"No."
'"We'll see about that. Come, no more fooling; time is
precious. Hand over what weapons you have got and leave the
house immediately, or I'll shoot you like a dog I"
"You will, eh?"
The next moment Jack made a sudden dive between the villain's legs, upsetting him and sending his revolver flying from
his grasp.
Then, before he could recover from his astonishment at the
sudden move, ou r hero dealt him a blow between the eyes with
the butt of his i;evolver, knocking him senseless.
Teari ng the si lken co rd from one of the curtains in the room,
·
he bound him securely hand an d foot.
.Leaving the mutineer lying where he was, Jack seized Carrie
by the hand, and the two ldt the hu t.
They were not a moment too soon, for at that moment Juan
Dacresa came staggering in, too much intoxicated to notice them,
though he almost brushed against them as they passed.
The pirate king no soone r entered the door than he saw that
something was wrong.
Muttering incoherently, he rolled rather t han walked into the
room lately occupied by the girl prisoner.
He• stumb led headlong over the body of Ganzees almost the
first thing.
This· roused the latter to his senses.
In a moment he saw who it was that was in the room with
him.
'·Untie me, Dacresa-quick," he exclaimed, "one of your ene.
.
mie,s, has made off with the girl\!."
"I hey nave, eh? Then you w1ll-h1c-d1e I"
Drawing his revolver, the pirate king began shooting it wildly
at the villain upon the floor.
CHAPTER XXII.
"THE PASSAGE HAS CAVED J N!"

J ack Darling hurried along with his fair charge until he arri ved at the spot where he had left his companions.
As soon as they saw him they gave a suppressed cheer and
ru shed to meet him.
"Hurry up l" exclaimed Captain J obes ; "we have not a moment
to lose."
The next instant they we re hurrying through the , hole in the
side of the hut.
But before half of their number had crawled through there
was a wild shout close at hand, an d a nutnber of Malays, bearing
torches in their ha11ds, came rushing toward them.
They hud been discovered at the last moment.
Bang! bang! went a couple of muskets in the hands of the
du sky horde, the bullets whistl ing in dangerous proximity to the
heads of th e fugitives.
J ack was the last to enter the break in the side of the ht1t. and
as he did so he turned and poured half a dozen shots from his
Winchester repeater into the ranks of the advancing Malays, who
were now close upon them.
This action served to check them for a moment, but only for
a moment, and then they came rushing down upon the lint like
the wind.
'Nheri Jack gained the interior all had lowered themselves
into the tunnel save Larry, and he followed as soon as he saw
Ja ck was safe.
Jl!St as our hero swung his legs into the opening the savages
burst into the hut, both through the doorway and the break
in the wall.
Down went Jack, pulling the stone slab in its place as he
dropped. But the dusky pirates had discovered the secret means
of exit from the hut now, and uttering a· wild yell of joy, they
tore up the slab, tumbling one after th e other into the passage.
But ou r friends were fleeing like the wind down the narrow
place, and in a moment they were lost to sight around a bend.
The Malays were bent on capturing them, however, and they
immediately sta rted in hot pursuit.
Away went the fugitives, until they arrived at the cellar of the
ruins, and then Jack shut the iron door with a dang, locking
it securely.
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Thus far they were safe, though it had been an exciting chase.
Three or four minutes more and they were in the secret apartments, in company with Pete, the darkey,~and the butler and his
wife.
All hands breathed a sigh of relief.
"That was a close call, blow me if it wasn't!" exclaimed Bill
Bunt, wipin~ the perspiration from his brow.
"You're nght," chimed in Larry.
"I suppose Juan Dacresa, as soon as he hears of this, will begin
tearing the building down to capture us," said Jack.
•
"He will have a good job doing it," replied Captain Jobes.
"But he will acc-omplish it, never fear," said Carrie Heathcoate.
"If we could only find out that my uncle made his escape with
the Avenger, we could board her, and then we would be safe
enough."
. "Better leab dis drefful place, anyway," put in Pete, speaking
for the first time.
"We are going to leave you here, anyhow, Pete, when we go '
away," said Larry, jokingly, as he turned to the darkey.
"No-no, Massa Larry! don't say dat, or I die for suah !" exclaimed the frightened negro.
"Niggers air no good, nohow," muttered Bill Bunt, as he
turned away with a look of disgust upon his weather-beaten
countenance at the darkey's display of fear.
The rest of the party smiled in spite of their situation.
"I wonder what has become of poor Frank?" Jack at lefigth
said.
"T'ink him been in dis place, Massa Jack," replied Pete; "we
hear somebody downstairs a little while back, an' him voice
sound like Massa Frank."
"What !" exclaimed all hands, in a breath.
"Yes, me t'ink it must be him. Putty soon him gone, dough;
an' it scare us putty bad, an' don't yo' fergit it."
The butler and his wife at once corroborated the darkey's
story, and then Jacic and his companions were satisfied that it
had really been Frank who had been in the building.
"I tell you what I am going to do," suddenly said our hero.
"What?" asked Larry.
"I am going down the passage to the shore, and see if I can
see any signs of Heathcoate."
"Why can't I accompany you?"
"You can."
"All right; lead the way."
No objections being made by any of the rest of the party, they
at once started.
.
"It did not take the two boys long to reach the commencement
of the passage, and soon they were traversing its. narrow way.
Eyes and ears on the q11i vive, they kept on, and presently they
were near it5 outlet at the shore.
"Strange," said Jack, "that we don't see any signs of the moonlight at the end of the passage. It has ceased raining this good
while, and the moon must certainly be up."
"That's so," assented Larry.
"I wonder--"
At that moment Jack came to a sudden halt.
"What is the matter?" asked his companion.
"Matt'er enough!" exclaimed our hero. "The tunnel has caved
in from ab.ave!" ·
Holding the lantern he carried in front of him, Larry saw that
this was true.
From some unknown cause the earth had given way, after it
had stood for such a number of years.
That it had just happened a few minutes p,revious, was plainly
evi.d ent, as even now a fresh Jot of earth came tumbling down
nearly upon them.
The two boys began to beat a hasty retreat.
"We had better get out of this as quickly as possible," said
Jack, "or we will be buried before our time comes."
f "I should say so," returned Larry, with a: startled look upon
nis face.
·
Back . to the old, ruined cathedral went the boys, as fast as
th eir legs could carry them.
In a little while they were again in the presence of Captain
Jobe ~ and the rest of the party.
"\Vell ?" said Carrie. as a look of anxious inquiry came over
her face.
"We are double-banked!" excl::1imed Jack. "One underground
passage is f)locked by the pirates, and the other has caved in."
"Caved in?" .echoed Captain Jobes.

,
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"Yes-caved in. The earth has given way over the passage
leading to the shore near its mouth, and all further progress in
that direction is cut off."
·
To say that the party were surprised at this piece of intelligence would be putting it mildly.
They were dumfounded.
A look of dismay overspread Carrie's face.
"That is the reason my uncle has not arrived," said she. "He
is probably waiting for an opportunity to enter through the main
entrance of tl'fe building."
"I hardly think he would leave the Avenger alone, anyway, if
he has succeeded in capturing her," said the captain.
"That's so," chimed in the others.
.
"Well, tnere is nothing to do but to wait for morning to come,
and see what will turn up then," remarked our hero.
Acting on this suggestion>hey turned in to get what sleep they
could, and see what the morrow would bring forth.
All hands were up with the sun, and Jack, Larry and Captain
Jobes made their way to the topmost room of the old ruins to see
if they could observe anything new.
At that instant the boom of a heavy gun was heard, followed
· by the rattling discharge of a number of muskets, which could
plainly be heard on the still, morning air.
The three rushed to the window and glanced out at the sea.
A startling sight met their gaze.
f
They beheld a conflict raging close inshore between a fullrigged brig and a perfect horde of the pirates in their proas.
Even as they looked, the low hull of the Avenger came in view,
steaming straight toward the scene of the conflict.
But in another moment her prow was turned in the opposite
direction, and she was soon Jost to view behind a jutting headland.
CHAPTER XXIII.
THE CAPTURE OF THE HYSPERIA.

Before Juan Dacresa had half emptied the chambers of his revolver, his drunken condition caused him to pitch headlong to the
floor, beside Ganzees.
In another moment he was snoring loudly.
At length the body of the mutineer moved, and presently he
rai sed his head.
"Dacresa, your aim was bad," said he, venomously, as he glared
at the drunken king. "Not one of your bullets touched me; a
good job for me that you were in the condition you are."
Then the villain began to exert his utmost strength to snap
the silken cord Jack Darling had bound him with.
Suddenly the. bands about his wrists parted.
An exultant cry came from his lips, and he at once freed his
legs from their bonds.
In another moment he ·was upon his feet, surveying the form
of the intoxicated king, who was now snoring away musically
·
enough.
Utilizing the cords he had just broken from, Ganzees began to
tie up the sleeping villain, not forgetting to double the rope to
make it secure.
"Now, then." muttered the mutineer, ''I'll wait until you wake
up, and th en I'll talk business to you."
Then closing all the doors and windows in the house, he began
searching about to find something to amuse himself with until
Dacresa awoke.
After a few minutes' search he carrie across the closet which
contained the pirate's liquors and cigars.
Ganzees helped himself, and throwing himself upon a rich
divan, prepared to take things easy.
He was not a little surprised that some of the Malays had not
rushed in when Dacresa had discharged his weapon in his
drunken frenzy. But he judged that they knew better than to
interfere with their king, especially when he was under the influence of liquor.
There was a guitar standing in a comer of the room, and
having been acquainted with the instrument in his younger days,
Ganzees tuned it and began playing an old Spanish love song.
The music was sweet and thrilling, and presently Juan Dacresa
began to move uneasily in his sleep.
At length he awoke, and endeavored to rise to a sitting posture.
Then he began to realize that he was bound hand and foot.
His brain was still muddled, but he gradually came to his
senses.
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Presently h1s eyes lighted upon Ganzees seated upon the divan,
with a cigar between his teeth and playing upon the guitar.
A look of blank, dumfounded amazement came over his countenance.
'
"I say, there! What does this mean?" he asked.
The mutineer paid no attention to him, but kept on twanging
upon the guitar.
"What does this mean ?" he roared, in a louder key.
"Shut up! or I'll be compelled to gag you," replied Ganzees,
puffing away upon his cigar.
"What am I doing here? How came I to be tied up in this
manner?" yelled the pirate king.
Thinking that his noise would be apt to attract the attention
of some one outside, Ganzees arose from the divan, and putting
the guitar down, walked to his side.
"So you want to know what this all means, do you?" he said.
"Yes, I do."
"Well, listen, and I'll tell you."
"Go on; I'm listening."
"It was only a little while ago that you had me fully in your
power, was it not?"
"Yes," answered the pirate king, realizing only too well that
Ganzees had it all his own way.
''You sent me on a mission· which you were sure I could not
perform, did you not?"
"Yes."
"And if I refused what was to be the penalty?"
"You were to have your head cut off," said Juan . Dacresa,
coolly.
"Well, I have turned the tables on you, have I not?"
"Yes."
"Well, are you willing to call it square if"!. set you free?"
"Yes, I am."
"Are you a man of your word?"
"I have never been known to go back on anything I said."
"Will you take back what you said about having my head cut
off, and will you treat me as your equal as long as I remain on
the island?"
The mutineer held his revolver within an inch of the king's
face a1 he asked the question.
"I "'ill," said Dacresa.
"Swear it."
"I swear it."
"All right; I'll untie you, and then we can talk matters over."
In another minute he was as good as his word, and Juan Dacresa arose to his feet, still staggering from the effects of the
liquor he had drunk.
"Sit down," said Ganzees, as though he owned the house.
The pirate king obeyed.
"Seeing that you are boss of the situation, it is a wonder you
wouldn't ask me to have a drink of something to brace me up
a bit."
"Oh, yes," returned Ganzees. "What will you have?"
"A little brandy."
The villain at once procured a decanter containing the liquor,
and poured out two glasses.
·'Here's luck," said he, as he drained his glass.
Dacresa nodded and followed his example.
"Well, shall we talk business now?"
"Yes; I am willing."
"What do you think of me, anyway?"
"I think you are my equal in everything, and I am willing to
take you in as a side partner, providing that you will agree to my
retaining the title of king of the Malay freebooters."
"Certainly; I'll agree to that."
"All right, then; Jet's have another drink."
The brandy was poured out, and the two villains drank to each
other's health.
Drink after drink followed, and soon they had forgotten all
about the difficulty that had existed between them.
Presently Juan Dacresa slipped from his chair and rolled upon
the floor, and for thl' second time that night began to snore in a
drunken slumber.
Ganzees managed to take another horn of the brandy; and
then he, too, joined his companion in taking a nap.
Soon it Sl'emerl as though each was striving to outdo the other
in snoring the loudest.
It mnst ha,·e been near d~ybr eak, when there came a loud
knocking upon the door of the hut

Both villains roused up.
"Who's there?" demanded the pirate king.
It was one of his most trusted Malay followers who answered,
and ht.> at once went to the door.
A few words of conversation in the native tongue ensued between the two, and Dacresa came hurriedly back to Ganzees' side.
"Come," said he, "there is an American brig coming this way,
and we are going to atta\;k and capture her."
"I am with you, I'm sure," retorted the mutineer. "But Jet
us steady our nerves a bit first with a drink."
,
The king nodded his head in assent, and both rascals imbibed.
Then, adding a cutlass apiece to their complement of weapons,
the two sallied forth from the hut.
The Malay who had brought the news was in waiting, and he at
once began telling what had happened the night before; how
Jack Darling's party had been traced to the old ruins through the
underground passage, and that a number of the freebootei:s were
guarding the hut where the passage began, so that it was impossible for them to escape by that way.
The king smiled in a satisfactory manner.
"We will attend to the brig; and then, u soon as we are
through with her, we will wind up the career:~of our hitherto
secret enemies," said he, as he explained the condition of affairs
to the mutineer.
Ganzees was delighted at hearing that Jack Darling's hiding
place had been discovered, and his spirits were up to the top
notch as •he walked by the side of Dacresa to the stream where
the proas lay.
"It is too bad that we lost that steam vessel last night She
would have been of good use on this expedition."
"So they got her back, eh?"·
"Yes; and one man did the whole business, too."
"Well, never mind; I have not the least idea but we will get
her back again before many days."
"Yes, and the whole gang connected with her will have passed
in their checks by that time," said the pirate, as he took his seat
in one of the proas which was in waiting for "him.
Ganzees took charge of one of the others, in which was his
white companions.
1
By the time the sun arose the boats, which numbered
twentyfive or thirty, were at the mouth of the stream. _
The brig they were about to attack was about a quarter of a
mile off shore, and was lying apparently at a standstill, there
being not the least breath of air stirring.
As soon as the dusky horde emerged from the mouth of the
stream they were observed by those on board the brig, and preparations were at once made to repel the attack, though it looked as
though they would stand but little show with the overwhelming
number of fierce Malays.
I
When the pirates were about halfway the distance to the brig,
a cannon loaded with nails and bits of iron was discharged at
them from her deck.
It raked one of the proas fore and aft, killing the inmates to a
man.
But this did not deter Juan Dacresa from his determination of
capturing her, and, as he gave the order, a hundred muskets were
discharged at those on the vessel's deck.
The veritable leaden hail swooped ever the brig's deck, killing
half a dozen men and wounding as many more.
They made a rally and loaded their piece again, pointing it at
the advancing pirates.
Ganzees turned pale as he saw the black muzzle of the cannon
staring him in the face, for the distance between them was short
now.
Boom!
The heavy piece belched forth its terrible hail of scrap iron.
. But the man who had leveled the gun must have become nervous, for its contents whizzed fully a dozen feet over the heads of
the pirates.
"Ha! ha!" laughed Juan :bacresa, as he saw the effect of the
shot. "That will be the last time you fire that gun, I'll wager my
life on it."
Bang! bang! bang!
The muskets began cracking steadily now.
The crew of the brig made a gallant stand, but in five minutes
more her deck literally swarmed with the blood-thirsty Malays.
"Take no prisoners-slay all!" shouted the pirate king, above
the-'din of the conflict.
It was but a short struggle at the best, and in fifteen minute.s

,
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presently a number of them were engaged in carrying armfuls
of dry brushwood into the lower extension of the ruins.
As soon as he thought he had enough, the mass of tinder-like
substance wa s ignited, and soon there was a roaring blaze.
Snap! crackle! went the flames, and the woodwork in the
bttilding, being old and di:y, caught immediately.
Soon a dense smoke was pouring from every opening in the
old cathedral.
The Malays were spread in a d-0uble line around the building,
and Juan Dacresa and Ganz ces watched the scene with interest.
Probably ten minutes had passed before the inmates of the
building became aware that it was on fire, and wlien they did so
their faces blanched.
It setmed that they were doomed, after all.
A deep silence reigned among them for a minute.
Suddenly Jack starled to his feet.
CHAPTER XXIV.
"Dcn't give up yet!" he exclaimed. "I ~hink I see a way out
THE ATTACK ON nu: OLD RUIN$,
of this."
"What is it?" came from the lips of all those present.
from
disappeared
"By J ove!" exclaimed Jack, as the Avenger
"We will c0llcct all the food and water we have and take refuge
the
in
hand
a
!light~ ''Heathcoate e1·ic\cntly doesn't want to t<ike
in the passage that has caved in at its mouth. We can , safely
fight. '
stay there until the fire has burned out and our enemies have
"You c;an't blame him, single-handed as he is," replied Captain
departed.''
J obes.
His companions caught on this as a drowning man clutches a
"Let'~ go down to the shore and signal to him," suggested
straw, and preparations were at once made for a hasty exit down
,
Larry.
the secret stairway to the tunnel-like passage below.
.
"How are you going to get there?"
In an exceedingly short space of time the entire' party, inpla,ce.'
this
''\V11y, go out th rough the main entrance to
duding the butler and his wife, ~vere ckscending the narrow, dark
show
you
"And get gobbled up by the Mala.ys as soon as
' stairway, single file.
yourself?"
In another min11te they had entered the underground passage,
"But they have all gone out to attack the brig."
and closed and ba rred the iron door securely from the inside.
rehave
"Not much," saicj Ja.ck. "In my opinion, enough
It was damp and noisome in these narrow quarters, but lt was
mained behind to watch this place frcm all sides, k now ing as they
much better th an roasting alive.
do now that we are here."
Meanwhile the fire· continued to rage, the pirates waiting pa"You are right, lad," put in the captain; "they are not such
tienily for the imprisoned ones to appear.
fools as to go away and leave this old building unguai;ded."
At length an ho ur passed by.
As if to verify his words, at that moment the crack of a muske t
The old cath edral was now even with the ground, save one
was heard, and a bullet whistled through the window unpleassolitary wall, which remained standing.
ant1y near their heads.
At Length, as thi fell with a crash, Ganzees said:
lt wa& followed by another and another, and Otlr three friends
''Do you think it possible that o.ur enemies could hav:e, burned
gave up tl1e idea of wit11essinis the fight 011 the ,sea, and sought
I
np in the building?"
safer quarters below among the rest of the. party.
';No," replied the pirate king, "I don't think they were in there
that
AT! hands were not a little disconcerted when they heard
at a'll."
the Malays were in such close proximity to the building, but
You know that they were
~\Nirnl'e could they have gone to?
Carrie Heathcoate's eyes brizhtened when she heard the A11enger there this morning-scme of your men shot at them through the
was safe.
windov;s up;;tairs."
The day p.assed until the middle of \he afte.rnoo11 came.
"Yes, I know that; but where they are now is a question for
Jack was just thinking of venturing out in search of Heathyou and me to find out. You can't make me believe that they
coaCe, when a heavy report rang out nearby.
perished in the flames, though."
The next ins.ta.nt there was a violent crashing of falling stones
"You can't tell." muttered Ganz.ees, half to himself.
anq dcbi'i~, and they Iek the building shake.
"Well, be it as it may, they have outwitted us; for if they per.
Jfhe faces o"f Jade and l1is parly t urned pale.
ished they had more nerve than I've got, and if they have escaped
. .
The atlack on the ruins had h~un. .
it shows that they are more shrewd than we are.' 1
That tl\ey had a cannon was plamly evident to ftiose ms1d1!, for
It was growing d'1.rk now, and having delivered himself of
in a few minutes the loud report again rang out, and a part of
words, Juan Dacresa called his men from the smoldering
these
good-sized
the- ceiling above their heads g<ive way, allowing a
ruins and started for the village, in anything but a pleasant frame
,
can1lQn ball to drop through on the floor.
of mind.
"De ~ood Lord deliber us!'' moan.e<l Pete, !"hi! clarkey, dropp-i1'1'g upon his kneC'l and beginning to pray in the style of his_
CHAPTER XXV.
race.
The heavy p!ec~ was fired at regular intervals, every shot doing
JACK'S SUDD.E~ D~SAPPEARANCE.
more or less dama~e.
After remaining in the tunnel for an 1-\our or more, Jack conAt length, neaT mghtfall, the besieged party heard the sound of
cluded to open the iron door anc! take a look at his surroundings.
ru~hing· feet m the corrid-61-s oi the eathe<l ral.
"It must certaihly be ·dark b)' this time," said he, "and the fire
Juan Dacresa and his men had entered the building. ,
must be about over."
But little damage had been done as yet to the secret apa rt"It's more'n like!)'," spoke up Bill Bunt. "Jist make &ure that
mef}ts, and search abot1t as -they would, the pirates were unable
n?b,?dy air tound, and then we kin g-it out an' breathe some fresh
ol:& l'ind iho-11e they were mque!!t of.
air.
Tlte pirate king's faee grew as black as a thunder-tloud.
Jack unfastened lhe door a,nd drew it open.
"Perdition seize !hem!" he exclaimed; "they are nowhere in th e
A cloud of dust and ashes rushed in, nearly blinding the party.
buildio:g."
"vVhew !" whistled Captain Jobes; "shut the door-quick! We
"Th.e.y must b~" said Ganzees, as l:te stroke.cl hi~ chin thoughtwill have to wait a while, until the dust settles, before we vet1ture
fully. "I've got an iclea, Dacresa."
out."'
"What is it?"
'
-bur hero obeyed him with alacrity.
· "The building is composed entirely of woodwork inside; supHe did not relish the hot blast of ashes himself.
pose we set fire to it, and then completely surround it, so that if
The time passed slowly enough in the pent-up quarters of the
th~ do come mtt, we 1'1°ill be able to make sho rt work of them?"
li ttle party.
"Your idea is a gocd one, and it shall be carried out -imme"I am going to open 1he door again," said Jack, after a Jong
d.i ately," replied Juan Dacresa. brightening up.
In a minute ot two be had given the orde r to his .men, and interval.

from the time the freebooter s. had gained a footing upon the deck
the brig was theirs.
Then the woi-k of conveying her cargo asho re was begun.
When the eyes of Ganzees lit upon the cannon, he exclaimed:
"Don't forget that, Decresa ~ we will need it for the benefit of
our enemies i"n the ruins."
"Sure enough," replied Juan Dacresa; and he gave the order
at once to have the gun conveye<l ashere.
The name of the brig was the HysN1·ia, of Boston, and a fine
craft she was, too. But notwithstanding her nne qualities, she
was doomed; by noon everything of ' 'alue had been iaken from
her, and then seuttling he1·, the pirates return ed to the shore.

I
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"Because I have found a buried treasure. This is what you
"A good idea," replied Larry. "I guess it must have cooled off
can call Jack Darling's luck. See!"
a little by this time." ~
"Surely," put in the captain. "There was not mm:h woodAnd he struck a match.
Larry was i+'lllnderstruck at the golden display before him.
work about the building, and it must have burned up long before
"Jack, old fellow, you're rich!" said he.
this."
"So are you and the rest of the party. We shall divide this
Jack opened the door.
Everything was quiet, though the air which came in was still
treasure equally."
As near as the two boys could judge by the light of the match,
very hot.
the vault-for such it really was-was about twenty feet square.
Captain J obcs held a lantern aloft, and they looked out in front
"We must have
light," said Jack. "Hello, up there! Just
of them.
·
hold the lantern over the side of this vault we have fallen in,
All hands gave a start of surprise.
won't you?"
The huge blocks of stone the cathedral had been constructed
The words had scarcely died upon his lips when Captain Jobes
of had fallen in a mighty heap, in such a manner that all sight of
obeyed the request.
the outer ._,arid had been completely cut off.
•
"Are you both safe?" came from the captain's lips, as he leaned
A single glance showed them that nothing short of bl.a sting
his head cautiously over.
powder or dynamite would remove them.
"Yes," returned Jack; "can you manage to get down here?"
They were hemmed in like rats in a trap.
"What for? I think I had better devise some means to get
'"By Jove I" exclaimed Bill Bunt, "we are in az 'bout az bad
a fix az me an' Job Jangles whar when we waked up an' seed · you boys out."
"No, you hadn't; we don't want to get out just yet," replied
ther big woman a-standin' in front of us."
"Let us wait until morning before we make an attempt to do . Larry.
"We've struck something a heap better than a gold mine,"
anything," said J ack; "for if there are any cracks or crevices beadded our hero.
tween the stones at all, the sunlight will surely come through, and
"What is it?"
we can see what we are about then."
"Come down at once,'' was all the reply the captain got.
"A good idea," remarked Captain Job~s. as he seated himself
Becoming curious as to what the two boys had found, he began
upon the damp floor of t~ passage.
to think of some method to Teach them.
· ·
It was with a feeling of despair that the others followed his
Carrie helped him out-of fue difficulty.
c ~ample.
"There is a coil of small rope among the things we brought
The hours passed by.
from the room in the old building; why not use that?" said she.
At length the morning came.
"Just the thing I" exclaimed the captain.
·
Jack gave a joyful cry and sprang to his feet.
The next moni.ent he had the rope, which was long enough to
A ray of sunlight had forced its way through somewhere bereach four times the required length, in his hands.
tween the rocks, lighting the place up with a faint glow.
Fastening it securely to one of the hinges on the iron door, he
Jack stepped out of the passage to investigate more closely.
swung himself over the mouth of the -hole, and the next moment
Suddenly he gave a cry and disappeared, amid a cloud of ashes,
he was gliding gently downward, taking the lantern with him.
before the very eyes of his companions.
In the space of a minute he had landed on the floor of the
Down he went for about twenty feet, and then he landed in a
vault.
heap upon a hard, stone floor.
The lantern cast its dull rays about the place, lighting it up
The fall almost took the breath from his body, and it was sevwith a sort of ghostly glare.
eral moments before he could regain hi s scattered senses.
"Good gracious!" ejaculated the captain, as his eyes lighted
It was as dark as a pocket in the place where he had landed,
upon the golden relics the vault contained. "What have we
and he could not for the life o( him imagine where he had
here?"
fallen to.
I
"Something which is a heap better than a· gold mine, as I said
Drawing a match from his pocl<:et, h<: struck it and held it in
before!" retorted Jack.
front of him.
"You are right!" cried Larry, wild -with enthusiasm, moving
Did his eyes deceive him, or was he "dreaming?
toward a cornet of the stone apartment.
Around him, in various directions, were scatt~ red numerous
Suddenly he stumbled over a heavy chest.
urns, cups, candle-sticks and drinking vessels of all shapes.
"Hello!'/ he exclaimed. "What is this?"
Our hero's instinct told him that they were composed of virgin
Jack and the captain rushed to his side with the lantern.
gold.
"A treasure chest, by Jove!" said our hero. "See, it's locked."
"Glory!" he shouted, in wild excitement at this sudden find.
"That's iust what it is, my lads," remarked the captain, as he
"I shall go home with a fortune!"
examined it.
At that moment his match went out, and he was again in
"'!hat being the case, the next thing is, how arc we going to
darkness.
get it open?" Jack observed, as he seized hold of the hasp to
He lighted another, and just as he did so he heard . a voice
which the lock was attached.
above him exclaim:
To his surprise, it came off into his hands . .
"mllo, Jack! are you hurt?"
The next instant he threw the lid back quite easily.
It was Larry O'Dowd who spoke.
Our three fri ends nearly jumped out of their skins.
Before Jack could make a reply, tnere was a shower of dust and
The chest was filled with golden coins.
ashes, follower! by a wild yell of alarm.
For fully a minute they stood glaring with distended eyes at the
The next moment Larry struck feet foremost in the place besight before them.
side our hero and rolled over on his stomach.
It was a veritable king's ransom that they were gazing upon.
Jack immediately raised him to a sitting posture.
At length Jack took half a dozen of the coins in his hand and
"Are you hurt, old fellow?" he anxiously asked.
began to examine them.
,
It was a minute or two before Larry could speak, and when he
They were of Spanish denomination, dated in the •seventeenth
did so he said:
century.
"No, not much, I guess; but I am badly shaken up, though.
Larry rubbed his eyes and blinked like an owl, while Captain
How did you fare when you took the sudden dive?"
J obes shrugged his shoulders and began pacing back and forth
"Just about the same as you did. But how came you to be so
nervously.
careless as to fall in after you had seen me disappear?" asked
"Boys," said he, "this is wonderful. This island has been inour hero.
habited at somf' time or another with "a race of the Lord only
"The ground gave way with me at the very edge of the pasknows what kind of people; but as these golden coins are Spansage, and down I came."
ish, we will have to take it for granted that they belonged to that
"Shake hands!" suddenly exclaimed Jack.
nationality. At any rate, no one has a better right to this treasure
Larry obeyed.
than. we, for according to the date upon the coins, they have been
"Now I want you to congratulate me, yourself and all the rest
here for more than two hundred years."
of the party."
"It must have been they, then, who constructed the secret ~
"What for?" asked Larry, wonderingly.
sages," said Jack.
·

•
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"Undoubtedly," returned the captain. "The cathedral must
have been used as a place of worshi;:i, and this vault as a storage
place for their riches."
While they had bem examining the place and conversing, Bill
Bunt had been busily Pngaged with his deft fo1gers in constructing a rude ladder from the rope, and the first they became aware
of this was when the old salt stepped to their side, after having
ma.de his way into the y;rnlt.
·
He looked at the sight in open-mouthed amazement.
"AU hands might as well have a sight qf the golden treasure,
just as it lays," said Jae~, as he made his way to the laddei:.
In a 'minute he had made his way up the ladder out of the
vault, and in five more .Carrie Heathcoate, Pete, the darkey, the
engineer and the butler ·and his wife had followed him back
into it.
Exclamations of joy and surprise were heal'ti upon all sides fqr
the nex.t ten rninutes.
·
At length Jack took the lantern and began making a thorough
survey of the vault.
At alnwst every step he came upon something they had failed
· to see before.
·
His attention was called to a S1'!all, iron-bound box, about ten
inches square.
Examination showed him that it was locked, but he thought he
saw a way out of the difficulty.
Drawing his revoRrer, he placed the muzzle of it to the key. hole of the box, and then turning his head, pulled the trigger.
The weapon went ciff with a loud report, causing inn\tmerable
echoes to pervade tbe place.
' But it sufficed to do just what our hero hoped it would, for it
shattered the lock, which held the Lid of the box fast.
In the twinkling of an eye he had opened it, and sat gazing
into its contents.
The rest of the party rushed· to his side and looked in dumfounded q.maze.ment at the box and 1vhat was in it. '
"Well, that beats anything :vet!" eicclaimed Captain Jobes.
Well might bft say so.
The little box was literally packed with precious stones.
There were diamonds, rubies. sapphires, emeralds-and, 111
'fact, everything in the line of valuable stones.
"Let's divide," said L:nry, excitedly. "Jack, the biggest share
belongs to you, as you were the first to find the vault."
At that moment a noise was heard at the top of the rope ladder,
and a voice exclaimed :
"Hello, there! what's the matter with you all? Have you gone
crazy?"
Every eye was turned upward at once.
They beheld the form of Robert Hcathcoate in the act of descending into the vault.
CHAPTER XXVL
ON BOARD THE AVENGER.

Vvhcn Heathcoate came in sight of the pirates attacking the
brig. he quickly stopped the engine and turned the Avenger
around.
He· did not relish the idea of mixing up in any fight singlehanded.
As he rounded a point, he SRW that the prow of his craft was
pQinting directly for the wreck of the Larkspur.
An idea struck the Englishman.
"I'll make for the wreck," he muttered, "and tie up on the outside of her. Then I will be able to attend to the sick boy
a bit."
The· Av1mgcr went skimming like a tbng of life toward the
wreck.
In ten minutes.' time Hcathcoate had the .Larksfnw's !mil placed
hetw~n him and the shore, and he at once proceeded to make
fast to her.
After completing this task, he descended below to where he had
left Frank Hall.
The poor boy $till lay in bis berth, burning with the fever
an~ talking incnherently.
Now, Beath<:r)ate bad studied for a doctor in his younger days,
and he at once brovght out all the medical skill he could command to assist him. ·
·
He rubb,d his Jund ove1 the hoy's head, and . at Qnce came
acl'Oss a wound oh its side-.
·

•

The Eng!ishm<tn saw that it wa~ a slight depression in the skull,
and this had undoubtedly caused Frank's temporary insanity.
Administering a strong opiate to his patient, Heathcoate soon
had him in a deep sleep. Then going to a c;:ase of instruments.
he selected one, and' undertook the task of righting the dent, or
fracti.1re, or whatever it could be called.
·
.
fo ten mim1tes he had successfully performed the operation,
and just as he had concluded it Frank Hall opened his eyes.
"Where a1n I? What bas happened?" asked the boy. "Oh,
I'm so hungry!"
·
"Lie still-don't talk-and I'll get you something to eat," said
Heathcoate.
In a few minutes he had prepared some beef tea, and began to
feed it to Frarik with a spoon.
It strengthened the boy, and in a little while he was able to s.it
up and partake of som ~ thing heartier.
Heathcoate kept the Avenger behind the wreck the entire day,
for fear that she would be observed by some of the pirates on the
island.
Just before night he detected a heavy smoke rising from the
island.
"I wonder where that comes frarn ?" he thought. "Surely Dacresa cannot have dis<:overed the party's l~iding place and set fire
to the building!"
His face turned pale at the thought.
"I must see at once," he said, "for likely as not that 1s the
case."
Going below, he saw that Frank Hall was sitting up m his
berth, his fever having entirely disappeared.
"Lie down again, my boy," said he, "and don't leave your berth.
You have bef"n very sick the p;ist few days, and .you must be as
quiet as p.ossihle for a while yet. Your friends are in great
danger at this moment, and I am going ashore to see if I can be
of any aid to them. I want you to promise me that you . will do
just as I say when T leave the Avenger and go ashore."
"I promise," said Frank.
The boy's eyes now had their natural look. His insane mood
had left him as suddPnly as it came.
As soon as darkness set in, Heathcoate turned the prow of the
vessel in the directio:l of the shore where the passage leadiag to
the cellar of the ruins came out.
Arriving- here, he saw surely that it was the old ruins that had
been burned.
~
"They must h01ve sur,ely thought of one of the underground
passages a·s a place of refuge," he ·muttered, as he stepped ashore,
rifle in hand.
'
Proceeding cautiously, he at length came to the spot.
A low cry of surprise came from his lips.
The earth above the passage had caved in.
1 "Aha!" thought Heat11coate, when he had recovered from his
! astonishment at the discovery, ·'all hands are undoubtedly in the
passage. I must set myself to digging them out."
Going back to the Avenger, he procured a shovel and pick, and
tackled the job ahead of him.
It was a bigger task than he had thought, but when Robert
Heathcoate once undertook anything he never desisted until he
had accomplished it; and, besides, he had got it in his. l'lead
that his niece and her companions were in the tunnel-like passage.
He j \1dged that a~ Jong as- he worked quietly, so as not to attract the attention of the pirates, he was not likely to be
troubled.
On he worked, but the ground was deep above the roof of the
passage, and as fast as he dug it kept caving in.
He worked steadily until midnight, and then desisted for a
while, and went aboard the Avenger to see how his patient was
making out'.
'
The boy was sleeping soundly, and after resting a: few minutel,
he again started in 'It his work.
All night long he kept at work with untiring energy, and at
length, just as morning dawned, he began to gain rapidly.
The question then came up as to whether he had better quit
and retire tc the wrecked La,rkspur until .night set in again, or to
keep right on. and run the risk of being' seen by the Mi!lays.
He chose the latter course <1fter a moment's t ought.
"For," he argued to himself, '1my companions must be in need
of assistance badly, and it is not likely th<1t any of Dacresa's
gang will come this way yet a while. I will keep ri~ht on, and
find the. end cf this adventure."

'
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In fifteen minutes more he had the mouth of the passage clear,
and in another moment he was making his way rapidly along it.
At length he came to the end.
He came to <1. sudden pause.
The iron door was open, showing him a pile of huge, blackened stones, between which came the rays of the morning sun.
Almost at the same instant he caught the confused sound of
voices coming from somewhere below him.
Then he saw the opening almost at his fe et.
In another moment he had dropped upon his knees, a11d was
peering over the edge.
He saw all hands of the party he was in search of in a group
on the floor of the vault.
Heathcoate gazed in silence at them for folly two minutes, and
then uttered the words already recorded at the conclusion of
the last chapter.
As cur friends saw that it was really Robert Heathcoate who
was gazing upon them fr om above. they uttered a glad shout.
"Come down t" exclaimed Bill Bunt, excitedly, "and see what
we hev found."
Heathcoate obeyed. fie had already caught a glimpse of the
shining gold the vault contained.
Soon he was as much excited as the rest.
At last Jack Darling began to come to his senses.
Arising to his feet, he addressed Heathcoate.
"How did you get here?" he asked.
"Oh!" said the Englishman, and he proceeded to relate what
had transpired since he last saw them.
All hands were agreeably surprised when they heard of Frank
Hall's case.
''Well," said Jack, at length, "the next thing in order is to get
this treasure on board the A11cnger, and then we can bid good-by
to the p,irates and their island."
" No, ' replied the Englishman. "I came to this island to accomplish a certain purpose, and 'I shall never leave it until I have
succeeded in my undertakin!f."
"At any rate," said Carne, "we can convey this gold aboard
at once."
"Certainly," responded her uncle; "and let us be as quick as
possible, for even now the virates may have discovered the whereabouts of the Avenger."
In another minute they had begun the work of conveying the
vault's treasure up into the passage.
Heathcoate, Larry and Bill Bunt took the first load aboard the
Avtmger, and found her all right.
They remained on board until the rest of the party arrived,
loaded with as mus:h as they could carry.
Then Hcathcoate remained on boa rd with Carrie and the butler
and his wife, allowing the others to finish the work.
In three hours' time their task was finished, and then the
Avenger'i prow was turned toward the wreck again.
CHAPTER XXVII.
THE BURNING OF THE PIRATES' VII.LAGE.

Frank Hall gained so rapidly after Heathcoate had performed
the operation on his wounded head that Jack and the rest of the
party were able to converse quite freely with him.
They refrained from telling him of his many crazy exploits, and
to this day Frank beli~ves that he had been on board of the
Avenger all the time during his strange sickness.
As soon as the Avenger was safely tied to the wreck of the
Larkspur, Heathcoate went off by himself an d began to grow
moody again.
He remained this way all day Jong, and did not orrce join in
the merry. light-hearted conversation of the others.
At length, as the sun set, he began to brighten up, and his eyes
began to flash with the same unnatural glow that Jack bad noticed
in them on a former occasion, when he had asked him to accompany him on a trip to Juan Dacresa's village from the old ruins.
"I hope he don't ask me to go along with him now," thought
our hero.
But he was destined to be disappointed.
As soon as darkness had set in, Heathcoate began to make
preparations to run the Ave1iger ashore.
He glanced at Jack.
"Take the wheel and run her to the shore, near the tunnel,
won't you ?" he asked.

"Certainly," responded our hero, and the next moment the lines
had been cast off and the wohderful little vessel was steaming
along to her destmation.
Jack handled her with the skill of a veteran pilot, and presently she came to a dead stop, just as her bow grated upon the
sandy beach.
Heathcoate smiled approvin~ly; then singling out Jack, Larry
and Captain Jobes, said:
"I want you three to accompany me on a little excursion to
Juan Dacresa's village."
"You are the leader of the part¥, and we will do just as you
say," replied Jack, answering for all three, though he did not
relish the idea much.
"I nm going to burn the entire village to the ground," continued the Englishman, "and completely wind up the job I undertook when I came here to the island."
"Burn the village!" gasped all hands.
"Yes, burn the Yillage. Jean Dacresa has reached the end of
his rope, and when he ls once dead and his band of freebooters
broken up, we will leave for home."
There was no use in endeavoring to swerve the man from his
purpose, so pickin& up their rifles, the three he had chosen proceeded to follow him ashore.
The evening was a: warm one, and the stars ~hone, it seemed,
with more than their usual brlghtness, as the four ct03$ed the
strip of sandy beach and entered the forest.
Heathcoate knew the way to the village as we\! almost as the
pirates did themselves, and in a little wJ:i,ile they came in
sight of it.
"Now," sai d he, coming to a. halt, "are you goibg to assist me
in my work, or must l do it alone?"
"Do you mean for us to set fire to the huts?" asked Jack.
"Yes."
The boy shrugged his shoulders.
"I'd rather not," said he.
Larry and the captain were of the same opi[\ion, though they
said nothing.
A moment's silence followed.
.
Hcathcoate Jost his temper.
· "All right," he responded, hotly, "I'll do the job alone. You
can watch and see how well I do it."
In another moment he had left them.
"I don't care whether we have offended him or not," said Jack.
"I could not bring myself to do the act of· setting fire to even an
enemy's hut. Why, th ink of it! Women and children are in
them, and it is utter folly to make the innocent suffer with the
.
guilty."
"That's my opinion exactly, Jack, old boy!" exclaim~d Larry
'
·
shaking our hero by the hand.
"And mine, also," put in the captain. "But I shan't interfere,
·
how ever, though it is -iwful to think about."
Meanwhile, Heathcoate continued on his way, going cautiously.
He carried the valise he had taken with him on a former occasion. and it was stuffed full of bombs and balls of cotton saturated with oil.
A big bonfire was blazing in front of the pirate king's hut
around which, it seemed, that the entire population of the vii~
.
!age had gatherl'!d.
A couple of barrels of rum, which had been taken from the
captured H ysperia, had been tapped, and the Malays ·were · drinking the fiery beverage and making merry over their recent '!ictory,
and, as they supposed, the destruction of their enemies in the
old cathedral.
Juan Dacresa and Ganzees appeared to be as drunk as lords,
and were strolling about through ti.le assemblage arm in arm.
All this Heathcn ate took in from a short distance, and a satis'
'
fied gleam shone in his eyes.
He drew forth one of the bombs and held it in his hand in a
hesitating manner.
But only for a moment, and then the old, vengeful feeling came
upon him again.
Lighting the fuse. he hurled the terrible thing into the center
of the group of du sky merry-makers.
Boom!
The explosion rang out, carrying death and destruction with it.
A scene of the wildest confusion followed.
'
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Heathcoate then began lighting the balls of cotton and throwing them upon the thatched roofs of the huts as he dashed down
the single street the village contained.
·
I
Before Juan Dacresa and Ganzees could comprehend what had
happened, nearly every abode in the village was in a bla~e.
Then it seemed as if a perfect pandemonium had broken loose.
The shrieks of women and children rang out above the hoarse
cries of the men.
But the Englishman minded it not. He had succeeded in performing his mission, and was making good bis escape.
In fifteen minutes from the time he had left Jack and his two
companions, he had returned to them.
He did not utter a word, but at once started through the forest
toward the beach where the A.flenger lay.
Casting a last glancc,,-at the burning village, our three friends
followed. •
The explosion of the bomb had not affected Juan Dacresa or
Ganzees in any way, save to sober them up, and recovering from
his consternation, the latter villain exclaimed :
"Our old enemy has come back from the dead ! Seel there he
goes now, and-- By Jove! he is firing the huts l"
He pointed to the form of Robert Heathcoate, which could be
plainly seen as he spoke.
"A thousand curses upon his head!" cried the pirate king.' "But
he shall not escape this time, if I have to pursue him to the very
limits of his lair. Come, men !" he shouted, in the Malay tongue,
"and follow me l 'Tis death to our enemies or ourselves now !"
Away went the dusky horde of fully two hundred savage men,
led by their king and his associate villain, Ganzees, on the track
of Robert Heathcoate, leaving the village to the mercy of the
flames.
Their venomous instincts were now excited to a boiling pitch,
and their one thought was the speedy and complete destruction of
the enemy who had committed such terrible havoc in their ranks.
The four fugitives had a good start of their pursuers, however,
and they reached the deck of the Avenger just as the pirates arrived at the edge ~f the. forest.
The engine was started, and the Avenger backed slowly away
from the shore.
Heathcoatc took the wheel, and steered her straight for the
wreck.
Thl pirates made no attempt to get their pr.oas and follow
them, but took their position upon the shore, and prepared to .
await the coming of the morning.
They were evidently disposed to fight it out, but desired daylight to do the business in.
Arriving at the Larkspur's side, the Avenger was made fast,
and then the Englishman went below to take a few hours' sleep,
commissioning Bill Bunt and the engineer to remain on guard
upon the Larkspi.ir's deck to watch their enemies on the shore.
In vain did Ca-rrie endeavor to persuade her uncle to leave the
island and start for home; it was useless. Hcathcoate shook his
head with a dogged determination.
"I am going to slay Juan Dacresa, and then I will be satisfied,"
said he.
CHAPTER XXVIII.
A D U EL T 0

T H E D E AT H

J

At last the long night wore away, and the first gray streaks of
the coming mcrn'ng began to show themselves in the east.
The god of day arose like a huge ball of fire, and as his rays
1iegan to cast themselv<:'s upon the ocean's smooth surface, Heathcoate made his way to the slanting deck of the wreck, and cast l1is

eyes ashore, to watch his enemies, who were beginning to bestir
themselves preparatory to making an attack.
' Presently a number of the Malays came around a point of the
island, towing with them a number of proas.
In a little while the entire crowd had boarded these, and
started for the wreck, 'Yith the pirate king and Ganzees at their
head.
"We will go to meet them," said Robert Heathcoate, quietly;
"and when the fight is over they will not numbei: half as many
as they do now!"
The next moment the Avenger was slowly steaming toward the
shore to meet the approaching horde of pirates.
All hands, save Heathcoate, awaited the result with breathless
anxiety.
With his ever-ready bombs at hand, the Englishman awaited
patiently.
N carer approached the Malays, their hoarse, savage cries ringing out on the still. morning air.
When but fifty yards intervened between them and the
Avenger, Juan Dacresa gave the command to fire.
The next nstant a perfect hailstorm of bullets flattened against
the iron hull of the boat, doing no damage whatever.
Then, his eyes blazing with fury, Heathcoate ordered the fire
to be returned.
Crack l crack! crack l
The protruding muzzles of the Winchester repeaters seemed to
belch forth a continuous flame from the loopholes beneath the
pilot-house windows.
The shots told, too, with terrible effect, but the pirates were in
large numbers, and they came on, not stopping to pick up the
wounded who had fallen overboard.
The shooting was kept up from both sides, until finally the
Avenger was completely surrounded by the fierce Malays.
The Englishman began to get his terrible bombs in readiness.
Just as he was about to throw one of them, there came a sudden volley from ,the pirates, centered, it seemed, upon one of the
heavy plate-glass windows of the pilot house.
The glass was smashed into a thousand pieees and the engineer
dropped to the floor-a corpse.
At this there w;is a loud yell from the attacking party. But it
soon turned to dismay, however, for the next instant a bomb
struck in the ·midst of them, exploding and blowing one of the
proas into fragments.
But Heathcoate did not stop at this. He began hurling the
deadly missiles right and left, all of them doing more or less
damage.
Juan Dacresa and Ganzees were as yet unhurt, and seeing that
they stood no show whatever against the bombs, they gave the
command to return to the shore.
Back for the island went the boatloads of Malays, and when
th ey arrived there a white fl ag was shown.
"What do they mean now?" asked Heathcoate, savagely.
"They want to parley," said Jack.
"Yes," put in Larry. "See I they are beckoning for you to come
nearer to the shore."
"I will hear what they have to say," said the resolute Englishman, as he ran the Avenger to within a hundred •yards of the
shore.
Juan Dacresa walked alone down to the water's edge.
Heathcoate stepped boldly out upon the deck of his craft
"What do you \\·ant?" he demanded.
"Are you the leader of the party that has been endeavoring to
ruin us of l::tte ?" asked the king of the freebooters.
'"l am," n.p:ied Healhcoate.
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"Well, then, I want to ask you if you consider the ki11d of warfare you are carrying on square?"
"I do; any kind of warfare is squar.e when it tends to rid the
world of such cutthroats as you."
"\Vhat have you got against me? Have I ever harmed you?"
"Harmed me I If it wal!n't for that flag of truce flying yonder
I would shoot you through the heart for asking the question."
''State the difficulty, and perhaps we c~n settle it peacefully.".
''It can only. be scttkd in one way," returned Heathcoate, beginning to pace nervously upon the deck of the Avenger.
"What way is that?" demanded Dacresa, coolly.
"The whole thing can be settled by your death I"
"Oh! it can, eh? Then why don't you come ashore and kill
me?11
"I am coming SOQ11 epough. Consider our interview at an
· end," and the Englishman turned to enter the pilot-house door.
"Hold on!" sho1.1ted the pirate king.
Heathcoate stopped.
''What is it?" he demanded.
"Are you willing to meet me 'o n the beach here and fight a duel
to the death, with sabers as weapons?"
"I am!" rc;torted the Eoglishnmn, quickly.
"And if you fall, will your party retire- front the i&land and
leave us in peace.?"
"Ye§; I will give ynu ll}Y i.yord that they,; will."
"Very well, then; move your vessel nearer in shore, so that an
equal· distance ·is placcid between us from· yQyr J;iarty aQd 11Jine.
I will .givi: you m:r word':'"':"which• ha.s never been br2ken, PY tJie
way-that my followers \v.ill not it1terfere, 110 !Jl:i.tter whieh of 4s

fal)s.1'

"Not if I know it!'' cried the pirate, making a savage lunge and
wounding his opponent in the shoulder.
Heathcoate staggered at this, but quickly rtcovered in time
to parry the next thrust.
Both men oow began "to proceed more cautiously, and for a
time neither gained any particular advantage.
Blood was flowing from both their wounds, flut they did not
seem to mind this fact, so engrossed were they in the· contest.
It \Yas an exciting combat, to say the least, and every brilliant
move Juan Dacresa would make was cheered to the echo by tire
pirates, \vhile Jack and h"is party could nQt ;efrain from doing the
s.ame when !ieathcoate gained any temvorary adv.antagC:
At length there came a time when those gazing upon ·the sceqe
held their breath and ' turned their heads for a moment.
J U<ln Dacresa made a &udden move, as though to sever the
Englishman's head from his body, and as he prepared .to parry the
);>low, the "Qirate changed his ll10Ve is1 a twinkling, and drove the
blade of hi! saber clean through the body 'of his foe.
At the same instant Heathcoate's we;i,pon descended upon Dacresa's head with such force as to completdy sylit his skull in
twain.
The pirate king fe!J to t!_ie grouuo-dead l
Robert Heathcoate staggered blindly ~bout upon the sand for a
few ~econds, anq then recover!J1g }ii£r!self by i mighty effort for a
moment, turned- tqw~rd those abo;ud tl1e ,4._,enger ind fni-QJ:Jy
shouted the one word :
''Victory!"
TIJ\! next rµo111ent h~ fell fl11t upon .his. fac~ 1111110.st a.t the side
of, t~e body of Pac;resa.
The brave Englishman's heart ht1d ~asc:d to bea.t fqrevcf.
1'rµly.._ it ·ha.cl b~n a duej tg the Qe..atl1.

I-leathcoate waved his hand in tokell oi assrn&, and gojng jR. ide at once, ran the v:esseJ ashore at a point farther dpwn ·ti)e
beach.
• ,
"Don't you think you are a little bit too ra&li in fighting the
C,HAPTER XXIX.
pirate: in that manner, Mr. Hei!thcoat.d " ai;k~d C;!Pt:i.in Joh~s, in
CONCLUSION.
a mild tone.
~lam duing this," wa.s the curt replx.
For a moment no one in either party made a mQye 'to gQ to the
Seeing that it was u~eless to say anythin~, tl~ !~t -Qf t!ie
Sj?Ot wheg t'1e i:Iuelists h;.id f~llel'j.
party kept their moutl:i.s dose.ti,
At length Jack s!!Ppi;d 9ut_§j!J~ t!J~ DiJQ} bo11si:.
Selecting a keen-edged saber from his stoi:k ot 'arm~, Iieath"I ain going to see 'if f!e<1th~o'lte i~ dei!d," ~11id hfl.
i:.oate stepped out upon the iihore.
In another moment he had sprung l!PPTI t-lie 11~ndy t>~~h and
Ju.an · Dacn:ia walked -slowly along ths w.at~r'>i pdge ~o meet
was n:rnkin,g his '\.Y~Y tc;> th~ spqt.
him; coolly .puffing away at a cigar.
,
Observing this move, Ganzees also started toward tht tWo
At length they st<lod within teti feet of e-ai;h etljer.
r1eri's bodies.
:Eleth men were entil'cJy devQjd of weapons S<}Ve t\1e §fibers, at\d
"It's peace yet, is it not?" he as~ed, eyip~ ]ack as pe apjudging by the looks of them, it prQeJ-i~l!(i t-o he )l Elesper_;ite en-• proached.
.counter.
"Yes," returned our hero. "As sD.l;m .as w(! bury Heatqcoate,
He<!-thcoat.e was the first to spea.k.
if he is really dead, we are gping to ieave the isl;md."
"Are you ready?" 1}.e asked.
"All right. Ah! s~they are bolh stone dead. By Jove! but
"Yes," returned the pirate ~u1~, i::arek!ssly throwipg arveY the
that was a desperate duel!"
stump of his cigar.
Jack n.oqded his head, <1n~ then turned his attention to Heath"Then here goes to aveuge the <;le~th gf 1ny mwder~ Qf~her
coate.
I
and his wife l" .
A tnf)mt;11t's glance sufficed to prove tl)e correctpes.s of Ganzecs'
He made a savage cut at the pirate as he uttered the words.
assertion.
Dacresa neatly parried the thrust, and then the two blades be"He is. dead!" he shouted to tho~e on tb_e Ave11¥er. "What are
g<}n cuy:.ing circle~ ef fire' in the ray• o.f the morqing s.un.
you going to do with the body?"
•
1,")le friends of each of the contending parties watched the
A minute's silence followed, and then Cal{taip Jeb!!S qtme
scene with breathless interest.
ashore.
Cla.§h ! cl.<}sh I wen~ ti}~ steel weapoq,<; ;is they Clime to~ether,
"Miss Heathco?.k ~ays to bury him on t)1e island."
wh,ile the eyr:s Qf thf; two men jlashed fire.
"All right," responded our hero. "We will find a suitabJe
Supdeply, by q. de)lterqu~ uppl'.r cut, Heathcoate si:vered Paspp~," .. .
.,
cresa's left ear clean from his head.
Half a dozen 1;1al.il-Y!l- n9w came to the spot, and picking qp
"f:Ia
he e:ic:ch1ime4, "t11at',s one for me. Ygur head .~oes
Dacresa's body, they ,started in the dir~i::tion of the l;iurne~ vilnext!"
lage, Ganzees following.

r

BRAVE AND BOLD.

..

Telegraph dispatches had been sent from Calcutta to the rela"Good;by I" •said he, waving his hand to Jack and the captain;
tives of each of the boys to let them know that they were safe
"this is probably the .last time t!:lat we meet."
and sound, and when they arrived at Liverpool Frank Hall's
Then the entire band of Malays disappeared in the forest.
father was there to meet them.
Jack and Captain J obes conveyed the remains of Robert HeathCarrie Heathcoate bid a tearful farewell to her friends and set
coate to the shade of some trees, and then called to those on
out for London, to the residence of a dista~t relative, who had
board the Avenger to come to the spot.
•
Presently they came, bringing the body of the dead engineer been apprised of her coming.
._
Jack was the last to part with her, and as he held her hand in
with them.
his the tears started unbidden to his eyes, and he said, in a husky
Frank Hall, though still very weak, accompanied them to witvoice:
ness the burial of the two men.
"Miss Carrie, if I write to you when I return home, will you
Carrie Heathcoate's grief at the untimely death of her uncle
was intense; and for a time there was hardly a dry eye in the answe r my letter?"
"Why, certainly I will, Jack-see, I call you Jack-don't call
party.
me Miss Carrie; I don't like it from you. Call me plain Carrie."
Bill Bunt and Pete. the darkey, soon had a deep grave dug,
"All right," responded our hero, squeezing her hand; "don't
and after the captain •had read the burial service, the bodies were
forget."
consigned to it and covered up.
· "I won't, never fear," and the next moment the girl had enAt that moment Jack happened to glance in the direction of the
tered the railroad coach and was on her way to London.
'Avenger.
In due time th e steamer that Jack and his party embarked on
He gave a violent start.
arrived at New York, and our hero at once repaired to the home
"Look!" he gasped.
of his widowed mother on Staten Island.
All eyes were instantly turned in the direction.
It would be useless for us to describe the meeting between the
They beheld Ganzees just in the act of climbing upon the deck
two. The same thing has been gone over repeatedly; but we just
of the vessel.
ask any of ou r boy readers to imagine himself in the place of
The 'wily scoundrel could not restrain his deadly hatred to the
Jack Darling, and he; can better judge what the meeting really
party, and he had determined to disable the Avenfer so that she
was.
would be utterly useless to them.
Three months after the time of their safe arrival home, Jack
While they were busily engaged in burying their dead he had
Darling, Larry O'Dowd an d Frank Hall were at college together,
made a detour and reached the craft before he was observed.
He had a heavy ax in his hands, and evidently meant to s~ash studying to gain an education, which is so essential to any boy.
And ri ght here, boys, let me say: "Don't neglect your studies;
the A venger's delicate machinery.
read all the stories of advetnure that you have a mind to, but
On 6eeing that he was observed by J ack's party, he sprang
don't let them in te"rfere with you in your struggle for a knowledge
hastily for the door of the pilot house.
of the world, and what it contains."
But fate had decreed that he was never to '!lccomplish his foul
Captain Jobes soon got command of another ship, fully as
purpose.
good as the Larkspi'r had been, and Bill Bunt and Pete, the
At that moment a savage yelp was heard, and Carlo, the blooddarkey, again shipped under him.
hound, sprang from the pilot house and buried his fangs in the
Jack finally graduated at college, and at the age of twenty-one
villain's throat.
Then ensued a fearful struggle between man and beast, during set sail for Europe.
Can the reader imagine what errand he was upon?
which both toppkd overboard from the deck.
No doubt you can.
The ax had slipped from Ganzees' hands, and he was at the
He was going to attend a wedding, and that wedding was his
mercy of the powerful dog.
A brief struggle, and all was over. Ganiees' career of crime own, for he was to be married to Carrie Heathcoate on his arrival in London.
was ended.
After his marriage, he and his wife made a long tour oi the
The party rush ed down to the scene, but befo re they arrived
and at length returned to New York, where they inContinent,
tail
his
wagging
them,
Carlo swam to the shore, and ran to meet
• tended to make their home.
and shaking the water from his body.
They were living there yet at last accounts, and we must not
To see him now, one would never think that he had ended the
that Carlo, the noble dog, who had been such a help to
forget
life of a human being a moment before.
many trying times, is with them still.
in
them
"you
,head;
animal's
the
patting
Jack,
"Bravo, Carlo!" said
Though ~- Jittl.- older and more grizzled, perhaps, he is still
A.ave saved the Avenger for us."
the same old Carlo.
Just as the sun was setting, the Avenger was pushed off the
And now, dear reader, we shall have to write
beach, and bidding farewell to the island on which they had
party
the
adventures,
strange
and
perils
passed through sc-lmany
THE END.
turned their faces h-0meward.
Proceeding due north, they at length arrived at Acl10en, on
Next week's issue, No. 32, will contain "The Chance of His
the northwestern part' of Sumatra.
Life; o,r, The Messenger Boy Who Got There," by Howard
Here Carrie was offered a good price for the Avenger, and
Haskins.
knowing that the strange-looking vessel would attract more or
T his is a stirring story of a teleg raph messenger boy, and how
less attention on their voyage home, she concluded to dispose
he became rich and famous. "Lightning Lew" was the name he
of it.
was known by, and he was as quick as greased lightning in any
They remained here for a day or so, and then took passage on
emergency.
a ship to Calcutta, and from thence to Liverpool.
He went through an experience such as seldom falls to the lot
The ti:easure Jack had found in the old cathedral vault made
of a messenger boy. Be sure and read this story.
the entire party more than millionairei.
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